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From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Basketball Game at NC State to be Televised
Date: September 18, 2002 at 11:11 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
The Dec. 29 Wofford College men's basketball game at NC State will be televised regionally
on FOX Sports Net South.  Tip-off is 2 p.m. at the Entertainment and Sports Arena in
Raleigh, N.C.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Former Wofford Basketball Star Chadwick Signs with Austrian Team
Date: September 25, 2002 at 2:25 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Former Wofford College basketball standout Ian Chadwick has signed a contract to continue
his playing career with the Mattersburg 49ers, a team in Austria's top division.
A three-time All-SoCon selection and the league's career 3-point leader with 299, Chadwick
is Wofford's sixth all-time leading scorer with 1,789 points (1997-01).  He graduated with a
degree in business economics.
Chadwick topped the SoCon with a 20.4 points per game average his senior season.  He was
the runner-up for SoCon Player of the Year honors.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Point Guard Receives Preseason All-SoCon Honors
Date: September 26, 2002 at 8:51 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College point guard Mike Lenzly has received preseason All-SoCon honors in
college basketball publications by Lindy's and Athlon.
A 6-foot-3 senior from Jonesboro, Ga., Lenzly was the lone SoCon player last season to
rank in the Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg), and assists (3.6 apg).  He
also placed fifth in the league with six double-doubles (points and rebounds) while playing
the entire game in nine of 16 SoCon contests, including two overtime games.  Lenzly also
ranked second nationally behind only Derrick Zimmerman (Mississippi State) for players 6-
foot-3 and under in blocks (0.8 per contest).
As a sophomore, Lenzly became the only player in Wofford history to post a triple-double
when he totaled 21 points, 12 assists, and 10 rebounds in a 105-69 victory over
Chattanooga.
The Terriers, under first-year Head Coach Mike Young, open the 2002-03 campaign on Nov.
22 at Auburn.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: SoCon Basketball Tip-Off Information
Date: October 3, 2002 at 12:12 PM





TO:             Media Members
 
FROM:   Steve Shutt, Southern Conference
 
SUBJECT:        Basketball Tip-Off
 
 
Just a reminder that the Southern Conference Men’s and Women’s Basketball
Tip-Off event is Monday, October 7 in North Charleston, SC.  There will be a
social event on Sunday evening from 7 pm to 9 pm at Tommy Condon’s Irish Pub
and Seafood Restaurant in downtown Charleston.
 
Below is a revised schedule for the entire Basketball Tip-Off. The start
time for the social on Sunday has been moved from 8 p.m. to 7 p.m. The
social will take place at Tommy Condon's Restaurant in the market area in
downtown Charleston. The Charleston Metro Sports Council and the Local
Organizing Committee for the Southern Conference Basketball Championships
will be sponsoring the event, thus we would request that as many coaches and
committee members as possible arrange to be present at the social.
 
The program for the Tip-Off Luncheon on October 7 will feature a video
preview of the upcoming Southern Conference Men's and Women's Basketball
season, as well as a guest speaker appearance from Bobby Cremins.
 
Sunday, October 6
Check-in at Embassy Suites Hotel -- 3 p.m.
Social/Reception at Tommy Condon's Restaurant -- 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
 
Monday, October 7
Women's Basketball Interviews -- 9 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.(Ballroom C3)
Men's Basketball Interviews -- 10:30 a.m. - Noon (Ballroom C3)
Tip-Off Luncheon -- Noon - 1 p.m. (Ballrooms C1-C2)
 




BASKETBALL TIP-OFF WELCOME RECEPTION
        @ TOMMY CONDON’S IRISH PUB AND SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
        SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6
        SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6
        7 P.M. - 9 P.M.
        HORS D’OEUVRES, BEER AND WINE PROVIDED
 
        SPONSORED BY THE CHARLESTON METRO SPORTS COUNCIL
        & THE SOCON CHAMPIONSHIPS HOST ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
 
        DIRECTIONS TO
        TOMMY CONDON’S IRISH PUB AND SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
 
FROM THE NORTH CHARLESTON COLISEUM
·       Get onto Interstate 26 towards Charleston
·       Exit left off of Interstate 26 onto Meeting Street (Meeting Street exit)
·       Follow Meeting Street into the Charleston downtown area
·       Turn left off of Meeting Street onto Cumberland Street
·       Turn left off of Cumberland Street onto Church Street
·       Tommy Condon’s is located at 160 Church Street
 











From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: SoCon Basketball Coaches Select Lenzly to Preseason All-League Team
Date: October 7, 2002 at 5:28 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
The Southern Conference men's basketball head coaches have selected Wofford College
point guard Mike Lenzly to its 10-player preseason All-SoCon team.
A 6-foot-3 senior from Jonesboro, Ga., Lenzly was the lone player last season to rank in the
Top 12 in the league in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg), and assists (3.6 apg).  He
also placed fifth in the SoCon with six double-doubles (points and rebounds) while playing
the entire game in nine of 16 league contests, including two overtime games.  Lenzly also
ranked second nationally behind only Derrick Zimmerman (Mississippi State) for players 6-
foot-3 and under in blocks (0.8 per contest).
As a sophomore, Lenzly became the only player in Wofford history to post a triple-double
when he totaled 21 points, 12 assists, and 10 rebounds in a 105-69 victory over
Chattanooga.
The Terriers, under first-year Head Coach Mike Young, open the 2002-03 campaign on Nov.
22 at Auburn.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Men's Basketball Signs Two Players
Date: November 21, 2002 at 10:14 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
The Wofford College men's basketball program has announced the signing of 6-foot-3 point
guard Curtis Ingram and 6-foot-4 wing Eric Marshall to National Letters-of-Intent. 
Ingram, a senior at Cardinal Mooney High School in Youngstown, Ohio, averaged 16.8
points, 6.4 rebounds, and 6.1 assists last year in earning first-team All-Conference and All-
Northeast Ohio honors.  He was also a third-team All-State selection.   
"Curtis has a big, strong, football-type body in a point guard," Wofford Head Coach Mike
Young said.  "He has a good, compact stroke and will add a real element of toughness to our
team.  We really like the things that Curtis brings to us."
Marshall, a Grovetown, Ga., native, received first-team All-State honors last year for
Greenbrier High School.  He averaged 21 points, nine rebounds, and five assists in earning
team Most Valuable Player honors.
"I saw Eric play a lot this summer," Young said.  "He possesses the type of skills that we
look for in perimeter players.
"In losing two really good ones in Mike Lenzly and Lee Nixon after this season, it was
crucial for us to find a couple of guys to come in and help our club.  Eric is an outstanding
shooter and we like his size.  He is a very strong player and will be very good for us
defensively.  We believe he will be able to help our team immediately."
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Basketball Notes -- Tomorrow's Season Opener at Auburn
Date: November 21, 2002 at 10:19 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
 
Attached as a .pdf file are Wofford men's basketball game notes for tomorrow night's season
opener at Auburn.  Tip-off is 8 p.m. Eastern.  The game will mark the Terrier head coaching
debut of Mike Young.  After 13 years as a Wofford assistant to Richard Johnson, Young has
taken over the head duties after Johnson was promoted to athletic director.
 
If you have any trouble with this attachment or prefer to receive the notes in a different










W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
Probable Starting Lineup
G Mike Lenzly 6-3, 180, Sr. 14.4 ppg, 6.8 rpg, 3.6 apg
G Justin Stephens 6-2, 190, So. 12.4 ppg, 3.4 rpg, 3.2 apg
G Lee Nixon 6-4, 185, Sr. 13.2 ppg, 2.9 rpg, 2.0 apg
F Grant Sterley 6-7, 230, Sr. 6.3 ppg, 4.6 rpg, 0.9 apg
C Sam Daniels 6-9, 225, So. 4.3 ppg, 3.3 rpg, 0.6 bpg
 Date Opponent Site Time/Result
 Nov. 22 Auburn Auburn, Ala. 8 p.m.
 Nov. 24 Clemson Anderson, S.C. 4 p.m.
 Nov. 26 EMMANUEL HOME 7 p.m.
 Dec. 2 Virginia Tech Blacksburg, Va. 7 p.m.
 Dec. 4 TOCCOA FALLS HOME 7 p.m.
 Dec. 7 VIRGINIA INTERMONT HOME 1 p.m.
 Dec. 14 West Virginia Morgantown, W.Va. 4 p.m.
 Dec. 16 South Carolina Columbia, S.C. 8 p.m.
  Dec. 21 KING HOME 1 p.m.
 Dec. 29 NC State (FOX Sports Net) Raleigh, N.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 2 Virginia (Comcast Sports) Charlottesville, Va. 7 p.m.
 Jan. 6 COL. OF CHARLESTON* HOME 7 p.m.
  Jan. 11 Furman* Greenville, S.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 13 The Citadel* Charleston, S.C. 7:15 p.m.
 Jan. 18 College of Charleston* Charleston, S.C. 6 p.m.
 Jan. 20 CHATTANOOGA* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 25 EAST TENNESSEE STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 27 GEORGIA SOUTHERN* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 1 UNC Greensboro* Greensboro, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 3 DAVIDSON* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 8 VMI* Lexington, Va. 1 p.m.
 Feb. 10 Chattanooga* Chattanooga, Tenn. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 15 Georgia Southern* Statesboro, Ga. 7:30 p.m.
 Feb. 17 APPALACHIAN STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 22 FURMAN* (FOX Sports Net) HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 24 Western Carolina* Cullowhee, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Mar. 1 THE CITADEL* HOME 7 p.m.
 Mar. 5-8 SoCon Tournament^ Charleston, S.C. TBA
 *Southern Conference Game
 ^North Charleston Coliseum
 All Times Eastern and Subject to Change
 Bold Caps Indicate Home Games
Wofford College
2002-03 Schedule/Results
Nov. 22, 2002, at Auburn, Beard-Eaves-Memorial Coliseum (10,500), Auburn, Ala.; 8 p.m. (Eastern)
2002-03 Wofford College Basketball
Meet The Head Coach
After 13 seasons as a Wofford assistant to Richard Johnson,
Mike Young is in his first year as head coach of the Terriers.
Johnson was promoted to athletic director last Dec. 3 with the
announcement that he would coach the Terriers just through the
remainder of the 2001-02 season.  His first head coaching hire was the
elevation of Young effective at the close of the campaign.
A native of Radford, Va., and a 1986 graduate of Emory & Henry
(Va.), Young has helped guide Wofford from NCAA Division II to
Division I Independent status in 1995-96 and the Southern Conference
in 1997-98.  In recognition of his contribution to the Terriers, Young was
promoted to associate head coach in August 1998.
Young came to Wofford in 1989 after serving as a graduate assistant
for one year at Radford.  He was also an assistant at his alma mater for
two seasons before moving on to Radford.
Young was honored in 2001 as America's Best Dressed Assistant
Coach in a national contest conducted by www.collegeinsider.com.
The Game
The Wofford basketball team, with Mike Young making his head
coaching debut, opens the 2002-03 campaign when it travels to Auburn.
Wofford, which returns four starters and eight of 12 lettermen from
last year's squad, is playing at Auburn for the fourth time in the last eight
seasons.  The Terriers dropped 73-56 (1995-96), 68-51 (1997-98), and
79-51 (1998-99) decisions in their three most recent visits to the Tigers.
Wofford and Auburn also split a pair of meetings in the 1922-23
campaign.  The Tigers hold a 4-1 series lead.
The Terriers have a pair of Tigers on the slate to open the season
as they will face Cliff Ellis' previous team, Clemson, on Sunday.
Worth Noting
•Wofford is the second smallest school in Division I with an
enrollment of 1,100, behind only Centenary (850 students).  Wofford
actually has a higher SAT average (1236) than enrollment (1,100).
•Point guard Mike Lenzly was the only player in the SoCon last
season to rank in the Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg),
and assists (3.6 apg).  He  also placed fifth in the league with six double-
doubles (points and rebounds).
•Justin Stephens was named to the All-SoCon Freshman team
as he averaged 12.4 points per game, with that mark increasing to 14.1
in league action.
•Wofford's "Lethal Weapon 3" of Lenzly, Stephens, and Lee
Nixon (13.2 ppg) accounted for 60.0 percent of Wofford's offense last
season.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
About Wofford
•Located in Spartanburg, S.C., Wofford is
one of only five independent colleges and
universities to have a Phi Beta Kappa chapter
in the Carolinas (Davidson, Duke, Furman,
and Wake Forest are the others).
•Wofford is one of just three Division I
colleges or universities to have the nickname
Terriers.  The others are Boston University
and St. Francis (N.Y.).
•Founded in 1854, Wofford has an enroll-
ment of 1,100, making it the smallest school in
NCAA Division I-A or I-AA football.
•With 1,100 students, Wofford is the sec-
ond smallest school in Division I.  Only Cen-
tenary (La.) is smaller with 850 students.
However, the Gentlemen do not field a football
team.
•Famous Wofford graduates include Caro-
lina Panther owner and founder Jerry
Richardson and Air Force Head Football
Coach Fisher DeBerry.
•Wofford ranks No. 1 among national liberal
arts colleges in "operating efficiency," provid-
ing a quality education while spending rela-
tively less.
2001 SoCon Graduation Rate Summary
The chart below, taken from the 2001 Southern Conference Graduation Rate
Summary, shows how Wofford continues to top the SoCon in graduating the
highest percentage of its men's basketball players in addition to overall student-
athletes over the last four years.
Wofford's high graduation rate comes at a nationally-respected liberal arts
college with an average SAT score of 1236.
Wofford Among National Leaders in Graduation Rates
Wofford ranks 10th in the nation in its graduation rate for student-athletes
among Division I members with scholarship football programs. The information
listed below was taken from the 2001 Graduation Rate Report, published in The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Student-Athlete
Graduation Rate
1. Duke 90 percent
Northwestern 90 percent
3. Stanford 86 percent
4. William & Mary 85 percent
5. Virginia 84 percent
6. Boston College 83 percent
7. Syracuse 81 percent
8. New Hampshire 80 percent
9. Villanova 79 percent
  10. Wofford 78 percent
  11. Rice 76 percent
  12. Penn State 75 percent
Tulane 75 percent
  14. Iowa 74 percent




"There are no junk courses at
Wofford that we could see,
and we would certainly match
its course of study with that of
any school in the Ivy League."
National Review's Guide to the
Best Liberal Arts Colleges
"America's Top 50 Liberal Arts
Schools"
In the 2000 NCAA Division I Gradu-
ation Rate Report, Wofford was the only
school in the nation to rank in the Top 10
in all four categories: overall student-ath-
lete graduation rate as well as those for the
football, men’s basketball, and women’s
basketball teams.
Men's Basketball Players Student-Athlete
4-year average 4-year average
 1. Wofford 86 percent 81 percent
 2. College of Charleston 60 percent 60 percent
 3. Furman 55 percent 72 percent
 4. Davidson 54 percent 82 percent
 5. UNC Greensboro 44 percent 51 percent
 6. Appalachian State 43 percent 59 percent
 7. Chattanooga 43 percent 44 percent
 8. Western Carolina 36 percent 52 percent
 9. VMI 33 percent 58 percent
10. The Citadel 31 percent 57 percent
11. East Tennessee State 30 percent 39 percent
12. Georgia Southern 11 percent 50 percent
NCAA Division I Average 41 percent 58 percent
1236 vs. 1100
Wofford College boasts a higher SAT average
(1236) than enrollment (1100).
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
Schedule Difficulty
•The tradition continues this season when it comes to Wofford facing one of the toughest
schedules in the nation for a mid-major Division I program.
The Terriers open the 2002-03 campaign with games at Auburn and Clemson in addition to
traveling to Virginia Tech, West Virginia, South Carolina, NC State, and Virginia.
•In their opening 12 games last year, the Terriers played at Memphis, Clemson, Nebraska,
NC State, and Georgia Tech.  Wofford also played host to South Carolina.
•The RPI rankings, which take into account Division I games only, determined that Wofford's
pre-Christmas schedule in 2000-01 was the most difficult in the nation.  The Terriers had road
games at Georgia Tech, South Carolina, Boston College, Alabama, Clemson, and Vanderbilt.
Wofford was also home for William & Mary.
•According to the Sagarin Ratings in the 1999-00 season, Wofford played the nation's third
toughest pre-Christmas schedule.  Only Iowa and Temple faced more difficult slates.
There's Something about
Wofford and Clemson
•Wofford and Clemson meet Sunday in an
annual series that has produced three consecu-
tive thrillers, with the Terriers and Tigers being
separated by just 12 points.
•The Terriers built a 14-point first-half lead
before the Tigers fought back and then held off
a late Wofford charge for an 85-82 victory last
year at Littlejohn Coliseum.
Trailing by eight with 1:38 left, the Terriers
closed within two points and had the ball with
34 seconds remaining before committing a
turnover.  Wofford missed a 3-pointer at the
buzzer that would have forced overtime.
•In the 2000-01 season, Wofford rallied
from a 20-point deficit to take a one-point lead
with less than two minutes to play before
Clemson came back for a 78-74 victory.
•The Terriers rallied from 17 points down in
the final 10:43 for a 79-74 win at Clemson
during the 1999-00 campaign.
Preseason Honors
Wofford point guard Mike Lenzly is a
consensus preseason All-SoCon selection.  He
received honors from the league coaches in
addition to several preseason publications.
Lenzly, a 6-foot-3 southpaw from
Jonesboro, Ga., has been an All-SoCon selec-
tion from the league media in each of the last
two seasons.
He posted Wofford's first-ever triple-double
with 21 points, 12 assists, and 10 rebounds in




Georgia Southern 11 pts., 8 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 19)
Chattanooga 17 pts., 7 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 14)
Georgia Tech 22 pts., 6 reb., 7 asst.
(Dec. 21)
Florida A&M 24 pts., 14 reb., 7 asst.
(Nov. 26)
The Ironman
Point guard Mike Lenzly played the entire
game, including two overtime contests, in nine
of Wofford's 16 SoCon games.  On two occa-
sions, he played 39 minutes.
He averaged 38.4 minutes in SoCon action
and 35.8 overall.
Speaking of the Ironman
On frequently playing the entire game,
Mike Lenzly said, "It's no big deal.  Practice
is two hours.  A game is only 40 minutes."
Season Openers
Since beginning Division I play in 1995-96,











Head Coach Mike Young's wife, Margaret,
is the drive co-chairman for the Terrier Club,
Wofford's fundraising organization which
raised $1,021,289 last year in scholarship
support for Terrier student-athletes.
Only once during that span (1996-97) have
the Terriers been home for the second game of
the season.
 The Jonesboro, Ga., flirted several times
last year with another triple-double:
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
Justin Stephens
The Staff
The following is an inside look at Head
Coach Mike Young's three assistants:
•Jimmy Allen is in his first season at
Wofford after serving the last six years at
Navy, helping guide the Midshipmen to a pair
of Patriot League championships and NCAA
Tournament berths.
Allen, like Young, is an Emory & Henry
graduate who also coached at his alma mater
upon his graduation.
•Alex Peavey is in his third year with the
Terriers after working with the basketball
program at Virginia Commonwealth.
He is the son of Marion Peavey, a 1965
Wofford graduate and former executive direc-
tor of the NCAA Foundation.
•Mark Prosser, son of Wake Forest Head
Coach Skip Prosser, joined the Terriers after
graduating from Marist this past spring.  He
played for the Red Foxes before a knee injury
ended his career.  He then served as a student
assistant coach.
Winning The Battle
As reported in the Memphis Commercial-
Appeal, Wofford's Justin Stephens won the
head-to-head battle with 2001 National High
School Player of the Year and eventual NBA
lottery pick Dajuan Wagner in last year's
season opener at Memphis:
Pts. Reb. Asst. T O Blk. Stl.
Stephens 19 1 6 2 1 2
Wagner 18 1 4 3 0 2
Freshman Impact
The Terriers' nine-man rotation last season
featured four freshmen (Justin Stephens,
Sam Daniels, Adrien Borders, Jeff Tarr).
Those four rookies combined to score 45 of
Wofford's 76 points in the 76-67 win over
Georgia Southern.
Women Beware
Wofford assistant coach Alex Peavey was
named last year by www.collegeinsider.com
as one of the "50 Most Eligible Bachelors" in
the Division I coaching ranks.
The Trickle Down
The SoCon hiring a new commissioner last
year resulted in Wofford naming a new head
basketball coach.
With Danny Morrison leaving his Wofford
senior vice-president position to become the
SoCon commissioner, David Wood was pro-
moted from athletic director to Morrison's
vacated role.
Head Basketball Coach Richard Johnson
was then promoted to athletic director with
the Dec. 3 announcement that he would coach
the Terriers just through the remainder of the
2001-02 season.
In his first official day as athletic director,
Johnson made his first coaching hire.  He
tabbed longtime assistant Mike Young to
take over the head coaching duties effective at
the close of the campaign.  Young is in his 14th
year overall at Wofford.
Morrison hired Johnson to be Wofford's
basketball coach in 1985.
Streak Over
Dating back to last season, each of the last
four games between Wofford and the College
of Charleston have come down to the final
possession in regulation.
Listed below are notables from the Terriers'
66-64 win last year over the Cougars in Charles-
ton:
•Wofford became just the second SoCon team
to win at the John Kresse Arena in CofC's four
seasons of league play.
•Wofford nearly didn't make the trip to Charles-
ton that day due to a statewide snowstorm.
•The Terriers had dropped 16 straight games
to the Cougars dating back to Feb. 17, 1979.
•Wofford hadn't won at Charleston since Nov.
29, 1974, representing a stretch of 13 games.
Former head coach and now athletic director
Richard Johnson was in his junior year at The
Citadel at the time.
Athlete Extraordinaire
Sophomore guard Adrien Borders earned
All-SoCon honors and was the league's Fresh-
man of the Year in outdoor track last season.
Borders placed second at the SoCon Cham-
pionships in the triple jump (over 50 feet) and
long jump (24 feet).  He also competed well as
a sprinter.
Handling the Ball
The Terriers topped the SoCon last year in
committing the fewest turnovers per game
(12.8), including just 71 in their last seven
contests (10.1 avg).
Waiting in the Wings
Greg Taylor, a transfer from the Univer-
sity of South Carolina, is sitting out this season
per NCAA rules.
Taylor will have two years of eligibility
with the Terriers.  Taylor signed with Eddie
Fogler at USC after a highly decorated prep
career at Hillcrest High School in Simpsonville,
S.C.
Remember When?
One of the more memorable wins in Wofford
athletic history was a 19-14 football victory
over Auburn in the 1950 season opener.
It came on the heels of the Terriers being
upset, 19-6, by Florida State in the 1949 Cigar
Bowl.
Whatever Happened To...
Former Terrier guard Ian Chadwick, argu-
ably the top player in Wofford basketball
history, is playing with the Mattersburg 49ers
in the top division of Austria.
A 2001 Wofford graduate with a degree in
business economics, Chadwick was a three-
time All-SoCon selection and the league's ca-
reer 3-point leader with 299.
Chadwick was the runner-up for SoCon
Player of the Year honors his senior year and
finished his career sixth on the Terriers' all-time
scoring list with 1,789 points.
He had 26 points, including 6-of-9 on 3-
pointers, in Wofford's last visit to Auburn
during the 1998-99 campaign.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
2002-03 SoCon Standings
(games through Nov. 19)
NORTH DIVISION Conference Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
UNC Greensboro 0 0 .000 1 0 1.000
Appalachian State 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
Davidson 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
East Tennessee State 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
VMI 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
Western Carolina 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
SOUTH DIVISION Conference    Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
Furman 0 0 .000 1 1 .500
Wofford 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
Chattanooga 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
College of Charleston 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
The Citadel 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
Georgia Southern 0 0 .000 0 0 .000
Versus The SoCon
Wofford has a 36-48 record (.429) in its five-
year SoCon history which began with the
Terriers in just their third season in Division I.
Wofford's league record against each team,






College of Charleston 1-8
Davidson 2-5








Wins over ACC Teams
Wofford came very close to a pair of wins
over ACC opponents this season.
The Terriers built double-digit leads at
Clemson (Nov. 24) and Georgia Tech (Dec. 21)
before falling 85-82 and 79-70, respectively.
Wofford held a 14-point first-half lead and
led by 11 at the intermission against the Tigers.
The game ended with the Terriers missing a 3-
pointer at the buzzer that would have forced
overtime.
The Terriers led the Yellow Jackets by 11
points with 17 minutes left before Georgia
Tech used its depth to rally for the win.
Against the League
Since beginning SoCon play in the 1997-98 campaign, Wofford has posted the eighth-
best record in the league.  It's a mark made impressive when considering the Terriers' first
year in the SoCon was only their third season in Division I.  Listed below are the league
records for each team since 1997-98 (not including SoCon Tournament games):
Team Record
 1. College of Charleston 50-14 (.781)
 2. Davidson 52-27 (.658)
 3. Appalachian State 51-28 (.646)
 4. East Tennessee State 47-32 (.595)
 5. UNC Greensboro 41-38 (.519)
 6. Chattanooga 40-38 (.513)
 7. Georgia Southern 38-40 (.487)
 8. Wofford 34-44 (.436)
 9. The Citadel 31-46 (.403)
10. VMI 28-51 (.354)
11. Furman 27-50 (.351)
12. Western Carolina 24-55 (.304)
Baby Watch
Head Coach Mike Young is due to become
a father for the second time in January.
Young's wife, Margaret, is due on Jan. 20,
the same night the Terriers are scheduled to
host Chattanooga.
Future Terriers
The Wofford College men's basketball pro-
gram has announced the signing of 6-foot-3
point guard Curtis Ingram and 6-foot-4 wing
Eric Marshall to National Letters-of-Intent.
Ingram, a senior at Cardinal Mooney High
School in Youngstown, Ohio, averaged 16.8
points, 6.4 rebounds, and 6.1 assists last year
in earning first-team All-Conference and All-
Northeast Ohio honors.  He was also a third-
team All-State selection.
"Curtis has a big, strong, football-type body
in a point guard," Wofford Head Coach Mike
Young said.  "He has a good, compact stroke
and will add a real element of toughness to our
team.  We really like the things that Curtis
brings to us."
Marshall, a Grovetown, Ga., native, re-
ceived first-team All-State honors last year for
Greenbrier High School.  He averaged 21 points,
nine rebounds, and five assists in earning team
Most Valuable Player honors.
"I saw Eric play a lot this summer," Young
said.  "He possesses the type of skills that we
look for in perimeter players.
"In losing two really good ones in Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon after this season, it was
crucial for us to find a couple of guys to come
in and help our club.  Eric is an outstanding
shooter and we like his size.  He is a very strong
player and will be very good for us defensively.
We believe he will help our team immediately."
No More Puppies?
After entering last season with just four
players having more than one year of collegiate
basketball experience, this year's Wofford squad
is more seasoned but still relatively young.
Eight of the 13 players who will dress this
season are freshmen or sophomores, while the
two juniors (Edmond Davis and David Eaton)
have both seen limited action.
The Fork Union Pipeline
Head Coach Mike Young played one sea-
son at Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy
and refers to longtime FUMA coach Fletcher
Arritt as one of his coaching mentors.
Freshman Howard Wilkerson is the fifth
former FUMA player to land at Wofford
during Young's 14 seasons with the Terriers:







Hanging Out with Grant
Starting forward Grant Sterley was the
overwhelming favorite in a recent Wofford
web page poll that asked, "Which Terrier
player would you most like to spend the day
with?"
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
Alphabetical Roster
No. ........ Name ......................................... Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
Numerical Roster
No. ........  Name ........................................ Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
The "Est" ListClass Breakdown
Freshmen (4) Juniors (3)
William Belton Edmond Davis
Tyler Berg David Eaton
Byron Fields Greg Taylor
Howard Wilkerson
Sophomores (4) Seniors (3)
Adrien Borders Mike Lenzly
Sam Daniels Lee Nixon
Justin Stephens Grant Sterley
Jeff Tarr
Tallest Player Oldest Player
Tyler Berg/Sam Daniels Grant Sterley
6-foot-9 Sept. 27, 1980
Shortest Player Youngest Player
Edmond Davis Tyler Berg
5-foot-10 June 16, 1984
Heaviest Player Closest to Home
Grant Sterley Greg Taylor
230 pounds 33 miles
Lightest Player Farthest from Home
Adrien Borders, Edmond Davis, Edmond Davis
Byron Fields 702 miles
170 pounds
2002-03 Wofford Terriers
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
31    Tyler Berg    C
6-9    •    225    •    Fr.
Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
BERG .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn
2002-03:  Freshman who is as skilled as any big man Wofford has had
in a long time... will team with Sam Daniels to give the Terriers their
most formidable inside presence in recent years...
Did You Know:  Berg was a finalist for Mr. Basketball in the 3-A
division of North Carolina last year, averaging 21 points, 15.3 re-
bounds, and 5.4 blocks per game.
13    William Belton    G
6-2    •    175    •    Fr.
Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn
BELTON .... GAME-BY-GAME




2002-03:  A newcomer with an ability to score... will compete for
playing time in the backcourt... averaged 19.4 points, 6.3 rebounds,
5.3 assists, and 4.4 steals his senior year in leading Sandy Creek High
School to a 25-6 record.
Did You Know:  Belton's father, Willie Belton, is an economics pro-
fessor at Georgia Tech.
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32    Sam Daniels    C
6-9    •    225    •    So.
Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
DANIELS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT




(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Assists:  4
(vs. UNC Greensboro, Jan. 26, 2002)
2002-03:  Starting center and a huge key to the Terriers' success this
season... played very well when he started six games in place of an
injured Grant Sterley last year...
Did You Know:  Daniels made 16 of his last 17 free-throw attempts
(94.1 percent) last season, including his final 11 in a row.
2    Adrien Borders    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn
2002-03:  One of the top pure athletes in the SoCon... the first perim-
eter player off-the-bench... increases Wofford's energy level and speed
of play when he steps on the court... made an impact last season with
a career-high 17 points while playing 42 minutes in a 73-64 overtime
win against The Citadel.
Did You Know:  Borders was the SoCon Freshman of the Year in




(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(twice; most recently vs. Furman, Jan. 5, 2002)
Assists:  4
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14    David Eaton    G
6-2    •    175    •    Jr.
Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
EATON .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT




(vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Rebounds:  1
(four times; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Assists:  1
(three times; most recently vs. The Citadel, Jan. 15, 2001)
2002-03:  Dean's List student who returns to the team after leaving the
squad at midseason last year to concentrate on academics... shoots the
ball extremely well as he provides depth in the backcourt...
Did You Know:  Eaton is a crowd favorite at home games in the
Benjamin Johnson Arena.  The Terrier faithful leave notes on the





10    Edmond Davis    G
5-10    •    170    •    Jr.
Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
DAVIS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT




(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  3
(vs. Sacramento State, Nov. 14, 2001)
Assists:  3
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
2002-03:  Backup point guard competing for playing time behind
Mike Lenzly... a strong and very good defender...
Did You Know:  Davis played in 11 games as a reserve for the 1999-
00 LSU team that advanced to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tourna-
ment.  Davis is the younger brother of former Wofford point guard





W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
1    Mike Lenzly    G








(vs. App. State, Feb. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(twice; most recently vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Assists:  12
(vs. Chattanooga, Feb. 13, 2001)
2002-03:  Starting point guard and the only player in the SoCon to
rank in the Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg), and
assists (3.6 apg) last season... placed fifth in the league with six double-
doubles (points and rebounds)... has changed to jersey No. 1 this year
after wearing No. 5 his first three seasons...
Did You Know:  Lenzly became the first player in Wofford history to
record a triple-double when he totaled 21 points, 12 assists, and 10






15    Byron Fields    G
6-2    •    170    •    Fr.
Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
FIELDS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn




2002-03:  Freshman point guard who will push for playing time be-
hind Mike Lenzly... is very much like Lenzly in his body type...
Did You Know:  Fields was a high school teammate last year of
Robert Hite of Miami (Fla.) and Deforrest Riley of Penn State.
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3    Justin Stephens    G
6-2    •    190    •    So.
Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
STEPHENS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT




(vs. Georgia Southern, Feb. 9, 2002)
Rebounds:  9
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Assists:  7
(vs. College of Charleston, Jan. 12, 2002)
2002-03:  Coming off a spectacular rookie season that saw him named
to the All-SoCon Freshman team... ranked third among league rookies
and 19th in the SoCon with a 12.4 points per game average... his
scoring mark increased to 14.1 in SoCon action...
Did You Know:  Stephens outplayed heralded Memphis freshman
Dajuan Wagner in last year's season opener.  Stephens outscored Wagner
(19-18) while totaling more assists (6-4) and blocks (1-0).  He also had
the same number of steals (2) and rebounds (1) while recording one
less turnover (2-3).
23    Lee Nixon    G





(vs. Davidson, Feb. 5, 2001)
Rebounds:  7
(at Georgia Tech, Dec. 21, 2001)
Assists:  9
(vs. Appalachian State, Feb. 17, 2001)
2002-03:  The Terriers Most Valuable Player through spring and indi-
vidual workout programs... continued those efforts into the summer...
has a noticeably improved physique... one of the more exciting play-
ers in the SoCon... very athletic and explosive... had some huge games
last season... a major key to Wofford's success...
Did You Know:  Nixon averaged 24.5 points in Wofford's two games
versus ACC opponents last season.  He also scored 21 second-half












W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
40    Grant Sterley    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn
2002-03:  Dean's List student and returning starter at the "4" spot...
fully recovered from midseason knee surgery which forced him to
miss six games last year... provides toughness on the court...
Did You Know:  Sterley set a Wofford and SoCon record as a fresh-
man by making nine consecutive 3-pointers over a five-game stretch.
Sterley's Career-Highs
Points:  17
(at East Tennessee State, Jan. 23, 2002)
Rebounds:  9
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Assists:  3





11    Jeff Tarr    F








(vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
Assists:  1
(vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
2002-03:  A perfect role player for the Terriers... very consistent...
could see action on the perimeter and in the post...
Did You Know:  Tarr has worked as a line judge at Wofford home
volleyball matches in addition to serving as a SportsTicker reporter in





W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
21   Howard Wilkerson    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn
2002-03:  Versatile newcomer expected to make an immediate contri-
bution... the type of player very common in the SoCon... can be a
tough matchup with his ability to play the 3, 4, and 5 positions... very
athletic with a nice touch around the perimeter... is also big and strong
enough to play inside...
Did You Know:  Wilkerson was one of seven Division I signees off
last year's Fork Union Military Academy team.




W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
2001-02 Final Statistics
RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL
ALL GAMES 11-18 9-5 1-12 1-1
CONFERENCE 5-11 4-4 1-7 0-0
NON-CONFERENCE 6-7 5-1 0-5 1-1
TOTAL 3-PTS REBOUNDS
Player GP-GS Min Avg FG FGA Pct 3FG FGA Pct FT FTA Pct Off Def Tot Avg PF A TO Blk Stl Pts Avg
LENZLY, Mike 29-29 1041 35.9 136 348 .391 62 196 .316 84 110 .764 77 121 198 6.8 48 105 79 23 37 418 14.4
NIXON, Lee 29-29 918 31.7 148 369 .401 41 146 .281 46 67 .687 17 67 84 2.9 51 58 68 3 31 383 13.2
STEPHENS, Justin 29-29 886 30.6 131 346 .379 30 107 .280 68 89 .764 22 76 98 3.4 72 92 59 2 42 360 12.4
HASTIE, Kenny 29-29 822 28.3 71 168 .423 0 0 .000 44 77 .571 75 149 224 7.7 98 25 30 34 30 186   6.4
STERLEY, Grant 23-23 576 25.0 58 135 .430 17 47 .362 12 41 .293 36 69 105 4.6 60 21 26 8 6 145   6.3
BORDERS, Adrien 29-0 404 13.9 51 127 .402 6 27 .222 31 45 .689 7 31 38 1.3 24 31 26 2 20 139   4.8
DANIELS, Sam 29-6 531 18.3 49 125 .392 8 40 .200 19 25 .760 33 64 97 3.3 62 16 26 13 15 125   4.3
MASIC, Edvin 26-0 216 8.3 29 66 .439 0 3 .000 7 10 .700 18 39 57 2.2 32 6 14 8 7 65   2.5
TARR, Jeff 22-0 186 8.5 15 45 .333 1 4 .250 15 24 .625 23 18 41 1.9 28 3 11 4 5 46   2.1
COLIN, Wilky 18-0 110 6.1 9 31 .290 4 10 .400 5 8 .625 7 10 17 0.9 9 9 5 3 2 27   1.5
DAVIS, Edmond 20-0 114 5.7 7 23 .304 4 11 .364 5 6 .833 2 13 15 0.8 15 12 21 0 3 23   1.1
EATON, David 7-0 37 5.3 6 14 .429 4 11 .364 0 0 .000 0 2 2 0.3 3 0 1 0 0 16   2.3
MYERS, Brett 4-0 10 2.5 1 5 .200 1 2 .500 3 7 .429 0 0 0 0.0 0 1 0 0 0 6   1.5
TEAM................ 36 52 88 3.0 5
Total.......... 29 711 1802 .395 178 604 .295 339 509 .666 353 711 1064 36.7 502 379 371 100 198 1939 66.9
Opponents...... 29 712 1691 .421 162 538 .301 416 607 .685 371 832 1203 41.5 468 389 438 99 189 2002 69.0
BY PERIOD
1st 2nd OT Total
Team 902 1,025 12 1,939
Opponents 927 1,060 15 2,002
2001-02 Final SoCon Games Only Statistics
RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY
ALL GAMES 5-11 4-4 1-7
TOTAL 3-PTS REBOUNDS
Player GP-GS Min Avg FG FGA Pct 3FG FGA Pct FT FTA Pct Off Def Tot Avg PF A TO Blk Stl Pts Avg
LENZLY, Mike 16-16 614 38.4 72 195 .369 29 102 .284 56 72 .778 38 78 116 7.2 28 54 51 18 24 229 14.3
STEPHENS, Justin 16-16 530 33.1 82 215 .381 16 61 .262 46 63 .730 14 46 60 3.8 43 54 30 1 22 226 14.1
NIXON, Lee 16-16 519 32.4 78 200 .390 20 77 .260 30 41 .732 9 35 44 2.8 36 31 40 2 17 206 12.9
HASTIE, Kenny 16-16 451 28.2 37 100 .370 0 0 .000 23 44 .523 44 71 115 7.2 62 12 14 11 11 97 6.1
STERLEY, Grant 10-10 264 26.4 30 68 .441 10 28 .357 8 23 .348 21 35 56 5.6 28 7 8 5 3 78 7.8
DANIELS, Sam 16-6 335 20.9 28 80 .350 2 28 .071 14 15 .933 23 41 64 4.0 40 9 13 8 9 72 4.5
BORDERS, Adrien 16-0 249 15.6 24 67 .358 2 14 .143 20 32 .625 4 17 21 1.3 17 19 18 1 10 70 4.4
MASIC, Edvin 16-0 132 8.2 14 36 .389 0 0 .000 4 6 .667 12 24 36 2.2 24 3 8 7 3 32 2.0
TARR, Jeff 10-0 98 9.8 10 19 .526 0 0 .000 10 18 .556 12 10 22 2.2 19 2 6 1 2 30 3.0
COLIN, Wilky 7-0 31 4.4 3 8 .375 2 2 1.000 0 0 .000 2 1 3 0.4 5 1 2 0 1 8 1.1
DAVIS, Edmond 7-0 27 3.9 1 4 .250 1 2 .500 2 2 1.000 0 2 2 0.3 3 4 3 0 0 5 0.7
MYERS, Brett 1-0 1 1.0 0 0 .000 0 0 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.0
TEAM................ 23 34 57 3.6 0 4
Total.......... 16 379 992 .382 82 314 .261 214 318 .673 202 394 596 37.2 305 196 197 54 102 1054 65.9
Opponents...... 16 389 928 .419 91 291 .313 264 371 .712 205 476 681 42.6 278 209 237 61 97 1133 70.8
BY PERIOD
1st 2nd OT Total
Team 461 581 12 1,054
Opponents 516 602 15 1,133
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      vs.      A  U  B  U  R  N
Tues. Nov. 13 Memphis^ Memphis, Tenn. 61-88
Wed. Nov. 14 Sacramento State^ Memphis, Tenn. 56-46
Sat. Nov. 17 TOCCOA FALLS HOME 94-42
Sat. Nov. 24 Clemson Clemson, S.C. 82-85
Mon. Nov. 26 FLORIDA A&M HOME 77-72
Wed. Nov. 28 SOUTH CAROLINA HOME 49-64
Sun. Dec. 2 Nebraska Lincoln, Neb. 46-65
Wed. Dec. 5 NC State Raleigh, N.C. 42-80
Sat. Dec. 8 EMMANUEL HOME 103-64
Sat. Dec. 15 VIRGINIA INTERMONT HOME 87-59
Tues. Dec. 18 REINHARDT HOME 77-55
Fri. Dec. 21 Georgia Tech Atlanta, Ga. 70-79
Wed. Jan. 2 College of Charleston* Charleston, S.C. 66-64
Sat. Jan. 5 FURMAN* HOME 59-49
Mon. Jan. 7 THE CITADEL* HOME 73-64 (OT)
Sat. Jan. 12 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON* HOME 61-73 (OT)
Mon. Jan. 14 Chattanooga* Chattanooga, Tenn. 77-79
Sat. Jan. 19 Georgia Southern* (FOX Sports Net South) Statesboro, Ga. 73-86
Wed. Jan. 23 East Tennessee State* Johnson City, Tenn. 58-71
Sat. Jan. 26 UNC GREENSBORO* HOME 76-81
Wed. Jan. 30 Davidson* Davidson, N.C. 61-72
Sat. Feb. 2 VMI* HOME 78-68
Mon. Feb. 4 CHATTANOOGA* HOME 45-70
Sat. Feb. 9 GEORGIA SOUTHERN* HOME 76-67
Mon. Feb. 11 Appalachian State* Boone, N.C. 69-85
Sat. Feb. 16 Furman* Greenville, S.C. 48-55
Mon. Feb. 18 WESTERN CAROLINA* HOME 71-77
Sat. Feb. 23 The Citadel* Charleston, S.C. 63-72
Thurs. Feb. 28 UNC Greensboro$ Charleston, S.C. 41-70
*Southern Conference Game
^Guardians Classic in Memphis, Tenn.
$SoCon Tournament
BOLD CAPS INDICATE HOME GAMES
2001-02 Season Results
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Men's Basketball Nipped by Clemson
Date: November 24, 2002 at 8:33 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
The Wofford men's basketball team and Clemson went down to the wire for the fourth
straight year, before the Tigers prevailed with a 79-72 victory this afternoon in Anderson,
S.C.
With Clemson's Littlejohn Coliseum undergoing renovations, the game was played at the
nearby Anderson Civic Center.  The last four games between the Terriers (0-2) and Tigers
(1-0) have now been decided by a total of just 19 points.  Wofford won during the 1999-00
campaign, while Clemson has taken the last three meetings.
Trailing 49-34 at the half, Wofford faced its largest deficit of the contest when Olu Babalola
converted 1-of-2 free-throws to give Clemson a 52-34 lead with 18:20 to play.
The Terriers, playing the second half without an injured Justin Stephens, answered with a
24-9 run to pull within 61-58 on a Tyler Berg hook with 9:11 remaining.  The freshman
center from Mt. Holly, N.C., had nine points during the spurt as he finished the game with
13 points and seven rebounds, including 11 points and five boards in the second half.
Stephens suffered a hyperextended right knee at the close of the first half and is listed as
day-to-day.  He topped Wofford with 16 points in Friday's season opener at Auburn.
After the Tigers built their margin back to 71-62 on a Chris Hobbs follow shot with 4:39
left, the Terriers answered with a Lee Nixon 3-pointer and a pair of Berg free-throws to
close within 71-67 with 3:35 remaining.  Wofford then had turnovers on two successive
possessions in an attempt to cut the deficit further.
A Sam Daniels layup brought Wofford within 74-69 with 1:48 to play while a Mike Lenzly
3-pointer closed the Terrier deficit to 77-72 at the 16-second mark.
Lenzly topped Wofford with 22 points, six rebounds, and five assists.  Nixon added 17
points, including five 3-pointers.  Adrien Borders scored nine points.
Hobbs and Edward Scott topped Clemson with 19 points.  The Tigers outrebounded the
Terriers by a 46-to-35 margin.
Wofford will make its home debut under first-year Head Coach Mike Young when it hosts
Emmanuel on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Young Earns First Collegiate Head Coaching Victory in Wofford Men's Basketball Rout
Date: November 26, 2002 at 9:33 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Mike Young earned his first collegiate head coaching victory as the Wofford basketball team
rolled to an 80-54 victory over Emmanuel (Ga.) tonight in Spartanburg, S.C.
Freshman center Tyler Berg, coming off a 13-point, seven-rebound performance at Clemson
on Sunday, continued to impress as he posted his first collegiate double-double with 16
points and 10 rebounds off-the-bench.
Mike Lenzly topped the Terriers (1-2) with 22 points on 7-of-9 shooting, including 4-of-5
from 3-point range.  He was also 4-of-4 at the free-throw line to extend his season-opening
streak of consecutive makes at the charity stripe to 15.
Lee Nixon added 12 points.  He teamed with Adrien Borders for the most exciting play of
the night.  On a breakaway following a steal, Borders intentionally threw the ball off the
backboard with Nixon trailing for the follow dunk and a 33-22 lead with 3:31 left in the first
half.
"I saw some good things out there in terms of the way we executed on offense," Young
said.  "At the same time, it was disappointing that we began the game sluggish.
"Tyler Berg gave us a nice lift off-the-bench and a spark, especially inside.  We still need to
improve defensively.  Emmanuel had a very good game plan and gave us some problems. 
I'm happy a lot of guys were able to see significant playing time tonight."
Emmanuel (1-4) hung tough through the opening eight minutes.  The Lions trailed just 13-
12 with 11:52 remaining in the first half before a 12-3 Terrier spurt, capped by four straight
Berg points, enabled Wofford to pull away.
Chris Bearden topped the Lions with 26 points.
The Terriers return to action Monday when they travel to Virginia Tech.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Basketball Notes -- Monday's Game at Virginia Tech
Date: November 27, 2002 at 3:52 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Attached as a .pdf file are Wofford men's basketball notes for Monday's 7 p.m. game at
Virginia Tech.  The game will mark a Homecoming of sorts for Terrier Head Coach Mike
Young, a native of nearby Radford, Va.
 
If you have any trouble with this file or prefer to receive the notes in a different manner,










W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A      T  E  C  H
Probable Starting Lineup
G Mike Lenzly 6-3, 180, Sr. 17.0 ppg, 5.0 rpg, 3.3 apg
G Adrien Borders 6-0, 170, So. 9.0 ppg, 1.3 rpg, 1.3 apg
G Lee Nixon 6-4, 185, Sr. 14.0 ppg, 2.7 rpg, 2.0 apg
F Grant Sterley 6-7, 230, Sr. 2.0 ppg, 3.7 rpg, 1.7 apg
C Sam Daniels 6-9, 225, So. 5.0 ppg, 3.0 rpg, 1.3 apg
 Date Opponent Site Time/Result
 Nov. 22 Auburn Auburn, Ala. 63-81
 Nov. 24 Clemson Anderson, S.C. 72-79
 Nov. 26 EMMANUEL HOME 80-54
 Dec. 2 Virginia Tech Blacksburg, Va. 7 p.m.
 Dec. 4 TOCCOA FALLS HOME 7 p.m.
 Dec. 7 VIRGINIA INTERMONT HOME 1 p.m.
 Dec. 14 West Virginia Morgantown, W.Va. 4 p.m.
 Dec. 16 South Carolina Columbia, S.C. 8 p.m.
  Dec. 21 KING HOME 1 p.m.
 Dec. 29 NC State (FOX Sports Net) Raleigh, N.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 2 Virginia (Comcast Sports) Charlottesville, Va. 7 p.m.
 Jan. 6 COL. OF CHARLESTON* HOME 7 p.m.
  Jan. 11 Furman* Greenville, S.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 13 The Citadel* Charleston, S.C. 7:15 p.m.
 Jan. 18 College of Charleston* Charleston, S.C. 6 p.m.
 Jan. 20 CHATTANOOGA* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 25 EAST TENNESSEE STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 27 GEORGIA SOUTHERN* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 1 UNC Greensboro* Greensboro, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 3 DAVIDSON* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 8 VMI* Lexington, Va. 1 p.m.
 Feb. 10 Chattanooga* Chattanooga, Tenn. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 15 Georgia Southern* Statesboro, Ga. 7:30 p.m.
 Feb. 17 APPALACHIAN STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 22 FURMAN* (FOX Sports Net) HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 24 Western Carolina* Cullowhee, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Mar. 1 THE CITADEL* HOME 7 p.m.
 Mar. 5-8 SoCon Tournament Charleston, S.C.^ TBA
 *Southern Conference Game
 ^North Charleston Coliseum
 All Times Eastern and Subject to Change
 Bold Caps Indicate Home Games
Wofford College
2002-03 Schedule/Results
Dec. 2, 2002, at Virginia Tech, Cassell Coliseum (10,052), Blacksburg, Va.; 7 p.m.
2002-03 Wofford College Basketball
Meet The Head Coach
After 13 seasons as a Wofford assistant to Richard Johnson,
Mike Young is in his first year as head coach of the Terriers.
Johnson was promoted to athletic director last Dec. 3 with the
announcement that he would coach the Terriers just through the
remainder of the 2001-02 season.  His first head coaching hire was the
elevation of Young effective at the close of the campaign.
A native of Radford, Va., and a 1986 graduate of Emory & Henry
(Va.), Young has helped guide Wofford from NCAA Division II to
Division I Independent status in 1995-96 and the Southern Conference
in 1997-98.  In recognition of his contribution to the Terriers, Young was
promoted to associate head coach in August 1998.
Young came to Wofford in 1989 after serving as a graduate assistant
for one year at Radford.  He was also an assistant at his alma mater for
two seasons before moving on to Radford.
Young was honored in 2001 as America's Best Dressed Assistant
Coach in a national contest conducted by www.collegeinsider.com.
The Game
The Wofford basketball team returns to action for the first time
since Tuesday when it travels to Virginia Tech in a Homecoming game
for first-year Head Coach Mike Young, a native of nearby Radford, Va.
 Young is in his first season as head coach at Wofford after serving
the previous 13 seasons as a Terrier assistant.  Assistant coach and
Roanoke, Va., native Jimmy Allen will also enjoy a trip home.
Wofford is facing Virginia Tech for just the second time in its
history.  A then-Division II Terrier squad dropped a 101-65 decision
to Virginia Tech in the 1988-89 campaign.
Worth Noting
•Wofford is the second smallest school in Division I with an
enrollment of 1,100, behind only Centenary (850 students).  Wofford
actually has a higher SAT average (1236) than enrollment (1,100).
•The Terriers' non-conference schedule includes road games at
Auburn, Clemson, Virginia Tech, West Virginia, South Carolina, NC
State, and Virginia.
•All-SoCon point guard Mike Lenzly was the only player in the
league last season to rank in the Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding
(6.8 rpg), and assists (3.6 apg).  He  also placed fifth in the SoCon with
six double-doubles (points and rebounds).
•Starting guard Justin Stephens is questionable for the Virginia
Tech game.  A member of the All-SoCon Freshman team last year when
he averaged 12.4 points per game, including 14.1 in league action,
Stephens suffered a knee injury at Clemson (Nov. 24).
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About Wofford
•Located in Spartanburg, S.C., Wofford is
one of only five independent colleges and
universities to have a Phi Beta Kappa chapter
in the Carolinas (Davidson, Duke, Furman,
and Wake Forest are the others).
•Wofford is one of just three Division I
colleges or universities to have the nickname
Terriers.  The others are Boston University
and St. Francis (N.Y.).
•Founded in 1854, Wofford has an enroll-
ment of 1,100, making it the smallest school in
NCAA Division I-A or I-AA football.
•With 1,100 students, Wofford is the sec-
ond smallest school in Division I.  Only Cen-
tenary (La.) is smaller with 850 students.
However, the Gentlemen do not field a football
team.
•Famous Wofford graduates include Caro-
lina Panther owner and founder Jerry
Richardson and Air Force Head Football
Coach Fisher DeBerry.
•Wofford ranks No. 1 among national liberal
arts colleges in "operating efficiency," provid-
ing a quality education while spending rela-
tively less.
2001 SoCon Graduation Rate Summary
The chart below, taken from the 2001 Southern Conference Graduation Rate
Summary, shows how Wofford continues to top the SoCon in graduating the
highest percentage of its men's basketball players in addition to overall student-
athletes over the last four years.
Wofford's high graduation rate comes at a nationally-respected liberal arts
college with an average SAT score of 1236.
Wofford Among National Leaders in Graduation Rates
Wofford ranks 10th in the nation in its graduation rate for student-athletes
among Division I members with scholarship football programs. The information
listed below was taken from the 2001 Graduation Rate Report, published in The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Student-Athlete
Graduation Rate
1. Duke 90 percent
Northwestern 90 percent
3. Stanford 86 percent
4. William & Mary 85 percent
5. Virginia 84 percent
6. Boston College 83 percent
7. Syracuse 81 percent
8. New Hampshire 80 percent
9. Villanova 79 percent
  10. Wofford 78 percent
  11. Rice 76 percent
  12. Penn State 75 percent
Tulane 75 percent
  14. Iowa 74 percent




"There are no junk courses at
Wofford that we could see,
and we would certainly match
its course of study with that of
any school in the Ivy League."
National Review's Guide to the
Best Liberal Arts Colleges
"America's Top 50 Liberal Arts
Schools"
In the 2000 NCAA Division I Gradu-
ation Rate Report, Wofford was the only
school in the nation to rank in the Top 10
in all four categories: overall student-ath-
lete graduation rate as well as those for the
football, men’s basketball, and women’s
basketball teams.
Men's Basketball Players Student-Athlete
4-year average 4-year average
 1. Wofford 86 percent 81 percent
 2. College of Charleston 60 percent 60 percent
 3. Furman 55 percent 72 percent
 4. Davidson 54 percent 82 percent
 5. UNC Greensboro 44 percent 51 percent
 6. Appalachian State 43 percent 59 percent
 7. Chattanooga 43 percent 44 percent
 8. Western Carolina 36 percent 52 percent
 9. VMI 33 percent 58 percent
10. The Citadel 31 percent 57 percent
11. East Tennessee State 30 percent 39 percent
12. Georgia Southern 11 percent 50 percent
NCAA Division I Average 41 percent 58 percent
1236 vs. 1100
Wofford College boasts a higher SAT average
(1236) than enrollment (1100).
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Schedule Difficulty
•The tradition continues this season when it comes to Wofford facing one of the toughest
schedules in the nation for a mid-major Division I program.
The Terriers opened the 2002-03 campaign with games at Auburn and Clemson in addition
to traveling to Virginia Tech, West Virginia, South Carolina, NC State, and Virginia.
•In their opening 12 games last year, the Terriers played at Memphis, Clemson, Nebraska,
NC State, and Georgia Tech.  Wofford also played host to South Carolina.
•The RPI rankings, which take into account Division I games only, determined that Wofford's
pre-Christmas schedule in 2000-01 was the most difficult in the nation.  The Terriers had road
games at Georgia Tech, South Carolina, Boston College, Alabama, Clemson, and Vanderbilt.
Wofford was also home for William & Mary.
•According to the Sagarin Ratings in the 1999-00 season, Wofford played the nation's third
toughest pre-Christmas schedule.  Only Iowa and Temple faced more difficult slates.
There's Something about
Wofford and Clemson
Wofford and Clemson have met in each of
the last four seasons with those contests being
decided by a total of just 19 points.
The Terriers won 79-74 in the 1999-00
campaign, while the Tigers have prevailed in
each of the last three seasons by a combined 14
points.
Preseason Honors
Wofford point guard Mike Lenzly is a
consensus preseason All-SoCon selection.  He
received honors from the league coaches in
addition to several preseason publications.
Lenzly, a 6-foot-3 southpaw from
Jonesboro, Ga., has been an All-SoCon selec-
tion from the league media in each of the last
two seasons.
He posted Wofford's first-ever triple-double
with 21 points, 12 assists, and 10 rebounds in




Georgia Southern 11 pts., 8 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 19)
Chattanooga 17 pts., 7 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 14)
Georgia Tech 22 pts., 6 reb., 7 asst.
(Dec. 21)
Florida A&M 24 pts., 14 reb., 7 asst.
(Nov. 26)
Countdown to 1,000
Wofford guards and roommates Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon are both closing in on
1,000 career points.
The duo would become the 34th and 35th
players in school history to reach that mile-
stone.  Listed below are their career points and
projected game to reach the 1,000-point club:
Raising $$$$
Head Coach Mike Young's wife, Margaret,
is the drive co-chairman for the Terrier Club,
Wofford's fundraising organization which
raised $1,021,289 last year in scholarship
support for Terrier student-athletes.
 The Jonesboro, Ga., flirted several times






Name Career Pts. Projected Game:
Mike Lenzly  929 Dec. 16,
at South Carolina
Lee Nixon     843 Jan. 18,
at Col. of Charleston
Shooting the Rock
•Wofford has a higher field-goal percentage
from 3-point range (42.2) than overall (41.7).
Mike Lenzly and Lee Nixon, the Terriers'
top two scorers, are shooting 50.0 percent (8-
of-16) and 61.5 percent (8-of-13), respec-
tively, behind the arc.
•The Terriers are shooting 79.2 percent (38-
of-48) at the free-throw line after being at a 66.6
clip last year.
The Ironman
Point guard Mike Lenzly played the entire
game, including two overtime contests, in nine
of Wofford's 16 SoCon games last season.  On
two occasions, he played 39 minutes.
He averaged 38.4 minutes in SoCon action
and 35.8 overall.
On frequently playing the entire game,
Lenzly said, "It's no big deal.  Practice is two
hours.  A game is only 40 minutes."
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Justin Stephens
The Staff
The following is an inside look at Head
Coach Mike Young's three assistants:
•Jimmy Allen is in his first season at
Wofford after serving the last six years at
Navy, helping guide the Midshipmen to a pair
of Patriot League championships and NCAA
Tournament berths.
Allen, like Young, is an Emory & Henry
graduate who also coached at his alma mater
upon his graduation.
•Alex Peavey is in his third year with the
Terriers after working with the basketball
program at Virginia Commonwealth.
He is the son of Marion Peavey, a 1965
Wofford graduate and former executive direc-
tor of the NCAA Foundation.
•Mark Prosser, son of Wake Forest Head
Coach Skip Prosser, joined the Terriers after
graduating from Marist this past spring.  He
played for the Red Foxes before a knee injury
ended his career.  He then served as a student
assistant coach.
Winning The Battle
As reported in the Memphis Commercial-
Appeal, Wofford's Justin Stephens won the
head-to-head battle with 2001 National High
School Player of the Year and eventual NBA
lottery pick Dajuan Wagner in last year's
season opener at Memphis:
Pts. Reb. Asst. T O Blk. Stl.
Stephens 19 1 6 2 1 2
Wagner 18 1 4 3 0 2
Freshman Impact
The Terriers' nine-man rotation last season
featured four freshmen (Justin Stephens,
Sam Daniels, Adrien Borders, Jeff Tarr).
Those four rookies combined to score 45 of
Wofford's 76 points in the 76-67 win over
Georgia Southern.
Women Beware
Wofford assistant coach Alex Peavey was
named last year by www.collegeinsider.com
as one of the "50 Most Eligible Bachelors" in
the Division I coaching ranks.
The Trickle Down
The SoCon hiring a new commissioner last
year resulted in Wofford naming a new head
basketball coach.
With Danny Morrison leaving his Wofford
senior vice-president position to become the
SoCon commissioner, David Wood was pro-
moted from athletic director to Morrison's
vacated role.
Head Basketball Coach Richard Johnson
was then promoted to athletic director with
the Dec. 3 announcement that he would coach
the Terriers just through the remainder of the
2001-02 season.
In his first official day as athletic director,
Johnson made his first coaching hire.  He
tabbed longtime assistant Mike Young to
take over the head coaching duties effective at
the close of the campaign.  Young is in his 14th
year overall at Wofford.
Morrison hired Johnson to be Wofford's
basketball coach in 1985.
Streak Over
Dating back to last season, each of the last
four games between Wofford and the College
of Charleston have come down to the final
possession in regulation.
Listed below are notables from the Terriers'
66-64 win last year over the Cougars in Charles-
ton:
•Wofford became just the second SoCon team
to win at the John Kresse Arena in CofC's four
seasons of league play.
•Wofford nearly didn't make the trip to Charles-
ton that day due to a statewide snowstorm.
•The Terriers had dropped 16 straight games
to the Cougars dating back to Feb. 17, 1979.
•Wofford hadn't won at Charleston since Nov.
29, 1974, representing a stretch of 13 games.
Former head coach and now athletic director
Richard Johnson was in his junior year at The
Citadel at the time.
Athlete Extraordinaire
Sophomore guard Adrien Borders earned
All-SoCon honors and was the league's Fresh-
man of the Year in outdoor track last season.
Borders placed second at the SoCon Cham-
pionships in the triple jump (over 50 feet) and
long jump (more than 24 feet).  He also com-
peted well as a sprinter.
The Lilburn, Ga., native is averaging 9.0
points this season after scoring at a 4.8 clip last
year.
Waiting in the Wings
Greg Taylor, a transfer from the Univer-
sity of South Carolina, is sitting out this season
per NCAA rules.
Taylor will have two years of eligibility
with the Terriers.  Taylor signed with Eddie
Fogler at USC after a highly decorated prep
career at Hillcrest High School in Simpsonville,
S.C.
A Youthful Staff
The Wofford men's basketball coaching staff
is officially the youngest in the country in a
national study conducted by Radford Univer-
sity.
The average age of the four Terrier coaches
is 29.8.  Radford is second at 30.0
Head Coach Mike Young is 39 and the
graybeard on the staff.  Assistant coaches
Jimmy Allen (31), Alex Peavey (25), and
Mark Prosser (24) are next in line.  Even
basketball trainer Barry Parsons (26) is young.
Whatever Happened To...
Former Terrier guard Ian Chadwick, argu-
ably the top player in Wofford basketball
history, is playing with the Mattersburg 49ers
in the top division of Austria.
A 2001 Wofford graduate with a degree in
business economics, Chadwick was a three-
time All-SoCon selection and the league's ca-
reer 3-point leader with 299.
Chadwick was the runner-up for SoCon
Player of the Year honors his senior year and
finished his career sixth on the Terriers' all-time
scoring list with 1,789 points.
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2002-03 SoCon Standings
(games through Nov. 26)
NORTH DIVISION Conference Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
Appalachian State 0 0 .000 2 0 1.000
UNC Greensboro 0 0 .000 2 1 .667
VMI 0 0 .000 1 1 .500
East Tennessee State 0 0 .000 1 1 .500
Western Carolina 0 0 .000 1 1 .500
Davidson 0 0 .000 0 1 .000
SOUTH DIVISION Conference    Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
College of Charleston 0 0 .000 2 0 1.000
Georgia Southern 0 0 .000 2 1 .667
Chattanooga 0 0 .000 1 1 .500
The Citadel 0 0 .000 1 1 .500
Furman 0 0 .000 2 3 .400
Wofford 0 0 .000 1 2 .333
Versus The SoCon
Wofford has a 36-48 record (.429) in its five-
year SoCon history which began with the
Terriers in just their third season in Division I.
Wofford's league record against each team,






College of Charleston 1-8
Davidson 2-5








Wins over ACC Teams
Wofford came very close to a pair of wins
over ACC opponents last season.
The Terriers built double-digit leads at
Clemson (Nov. 24) and Georgia Tech (Dec. 21)
before falling 85-82 and 79-70, respectively.
Wofford held a 14-point first-half lead and
led by 11 at the intermission against the Tigers.
The game ended with the Terriers missing a 3-
pointer at the buzzer that would have forced
overtime.
The Terriers led the Yellow Jackets by 11
points with 17 minutes left before Georgia
Tech used its depth to rally for the win.
Against the League
Since beginning SoCon play in the 1997-98 campaign, Wofford has posted the eighth-
best record in the league.  It's a mark made impressive when considering the Terriers' first
year in the SoCon was only their third season in Division I.  Listed below are the league
records for each team since 1997-98 (not including SoCon Tournament games):
Team Record
 1. College of Charleston 50-14 (.781)
 2. Davidson 52-27 (.658)
 3. Appalachian State 51-28 (.646)
 4. East Tennessee State 47-32 (.595)
 5. UNC Greensboro 41-38 (.519)
 6. Chattanooga 40-38 (.513)
 7. Georgia Southern 38-40 (.487)
 8. Wofford 34-44 (.436)
 9. The Citadel 31-46 (.403)
10. VMI 28-51 (.354)
11. Furman 27-50 (.351)
12. Western Carolina 24-55 (.304)
Baby Watch
Head Coach Mike Young is due to become
a father for the second time in January.
Young's wife, Margaret, is due on Jan. 20,
the same night the Terriers are scheduled to
host Chattanooga.
Future Terriers
The Wofford College men's basketball pro-
gram has announced the signing of 6-foot-3
point guard Curtis Ingram and 6-foot-4 wing
Eric Marshall to National Letters-of-Intent.
Ingram, a senior at Cardinal Mooney High
School in Youngstown, Ohio, averaged 16.8
points, 6.4 rebounds, and 6.1 assists last year
in earning first-team All-Conference and All-
Northeast Ohio honors.  He was also a third-
team All-State selection.
"Curtis has a big, strong, football-type body
in a point guard," Wofford Head Coach Mike
Young said.  "He has a good, compact stroke
and will add a real element of toughness to our
team.  We really like the things that Curtis
brings to us."
Marshall, a Grovetown, Ga., native, re-
ceived first-team All-State honors last year for
Greenbrier High School.  He averaged 21 points,
nine rebounds, and five assists in earning team
Most Valuable Player honors.
"I saw Eric play a lot this summer," Young
said.  "He possesses the type of skills that we
look for in perimeter players.
"In losing two really good ones in Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon after this season, it was
crucial for us to find a couple of guys to come
in and help our club.  Eric is an outstanding
shooter and we like his size.  He is a very strong
player and will be very good for us defensively.
We believe he will help our team immediately."
Still Puppies
After entering last season with just four
players having more than one year of collegiate
basketball experience, this year's Wofford squad
is more seasoned but still relatively young.
Eight of the 13 players who will dress this
season are freshmen or sophomores, while the
two juniors (Edmond Davis and David Eaton)
have both seen limited action.
The Fork Union Pipeline
Head Coach Mike Young played one sea-
son at Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy
and refers to longtime FUMA coach Fletcher
Arritt as one of his coaching mentors.
Freshman Howard Wilkerson is the sixth
former FUMA player to land at Wofford
during Young's 14 seasons with the Terriers:







Hanging Out with Grant
Starting forward Grant Sterley was the
overwhelming favorite in a recent Wofford
web page poll that asked, "Which Terrier
player would you most like to spend the day
with?"
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Alphabetical Roster
No. ........ Name ......................................... Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
Numerical Roster
No. ........  Name ........................................ Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
The "Est" ListClass Breakdown
Freshmen (4) Juniors (3)
William Belton Edmond Davis
Tyler Berg David Eaton
Byron Fields Greg Taylor
Howard Wilkerson
Sophomores (4) Seniors (3)
Adrien Borders Mike Lenzly
Sam Daniels Lee Nixon
Justin Stephens Grant Sterley
Jeff Tarr
Tallest Player Oldest Player
Tyler Berg/Sam Daniels Grant Sterley
6-foot-9 Sept. 27, 1980
Shortest Player Youngest Player
Edmond Davis Tyler Berg
5-foot-10 June 16, 1984
Heaviest Player Closest to Home
Grant Sterley Greg Taylor
230 pounds 33 miles
Lightest Player Farthest from Home
Adrien Borders, Edmond Davis, Edmond Davis
Byron Fields 702 miles
170 pounds
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31    Tyler Berg    C
6-9    •    225    •    Fr.
Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
BERG .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
Clemson 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
Emmanuel 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
2002-03:  Freshman who has been very impressive off-the-bench...
had Clemson players praising his effort after a 13-point, seven-re-
bound performance in the Terriers' tough 79-72 defeat (Nov. 24)... had
11 points and five boards in the second half as Wofford cut an 18-
point deficit to just three... keyed the 24-9 second-half run with nine
points, including a hook that pulled Wofford within 61-58 with 9:11
to play... posted his first collegiate double-double with 16 points and
10 rebounds in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... tops the
Terriers with 17 trips to the free-throw line, shooting 76.5 percent
(13-of-17)... leads Wofford in rebounding (6.7 rpg)... averaging 19
minutes per game... had four points and three rebounds in 16 minutes
in his collegiate debut at Auburn (Nov. 22)... scored his first collegiate
basket on a tip-in to pull the Terriers within seven points, 45-38, with
14:57 to play...
Did You Know:  Berg was a finalist for Mr. Basketball in the 3-A
division of North Carolina last year, averaging 21 points, 15.3 re-
bounds, and 5.4 blocks per game.
Berg's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  16
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  10
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
2    Adrien Borders    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Clemson 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Emmanuel 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
2002-03:  One of the top pure athletes in the SoCon... increases
Wofford's energy level and speed of play when he's on the court...
made his first collegiate start, in place of an injured Justin Stephens, in
Tuesday's 80-54 win over Emmanuel... had four steals in 27 minutes...
his 14 first-half points at Auburn were just three shy of his career-
high... had nine consecutive Terrier points in one stretch, culminating
with a breakaway dunk to pull Wofford within 32-30 late in the first
half... was 6-of-8 from the field, including 2-of-2 on treys, against the
Tigers... has three 3-pointers this year after making just six for all of
last season combined...
Did You Know:  Borders was the SoCon Freshman of the Year in




(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(twice; most recently vs. Furman, Jan. 5, 2002)
Assists:  4
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Borders Season-Highs
Points:  14
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Rebounds:  2
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Assists:  3
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A      T  E  C  H
10    Edmond Davis    G
5-10    •    170    •    Jr.
Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
DAVIS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Davis' Wofford Career-Highs
Points:  5
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Sacramento State, Nov. 14, 2001)
Assists:  3
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
2002-03:  Backup point guard competing for playing time behind
Mike Lenzly... a strong and very good defender... had three points and
three rebounds in a season-high 11 minutes in Tuesday's 80-54 win
over Emmanuel...
Did You Know:  Davis played in 11 games as a reserve for the 1999-
00 LSU team that advanced to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tourna-
ment.  Davis is the younger brother of former Wofford point guard
standout Donald Davis (1997-99).
Davis' Season-Highs
Points:  3
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  2
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
32    Sam Daniels    C
6-9    •    225    •    So.
Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
DANIELS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Clemson 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Emmanuel 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Daniels' Career-Highs
Points:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Assists:  4
(vs. UNC Greensboro, Jan. 26, 2002)
2002-03:  In his first year as the starting center... blocked three shots
in 25 minutes at Clemson (Nov. 24)... is 5-of-6 (83.3 percent) from the
field in averaging 6.0 points over the last two games...
Did You Know:  Daniels made 16 of his last 17 free-throw attempts
(94.1 percent) last season, including his final 11 in a row.
Daniels' Season-Highs
Points:  6
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Assists:  2
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A      T  E  C  H
14    David Eaton    G
6-2    •    175    •    Jr.
Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
EATON .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Clemson 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Eaton's Career-Highs
Points:  13
(vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Rebounds:  1
(four times; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Assists:  1
(three times; most recently vs. The Citadel, Jan. 15, 2001)
2002-03:  Dean's List student who returns to the team after leaving the
squad at midseason last year to concentrate on academics... shoots the
ball extremely well... had a pair of 3-pointers in 14 minutes in Tuesday's
80-54 win over Emmanuel... hit a pair of free-throws almost immedi-
ately upon entering the Auburn game (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Eaton is a crowd favorite at home games in the
Benjamin Johnson Arena.  The Terrier faithful leave notes, calling for
his entrance into the game, on the chairs of the Wofford coaches.
Eaton's Season-Highs
Points:  6
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:
Assists:
15    Byron Fields    G
6-2    •    170    •    Fr.
Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
FIELDS .... GAME-BY-GAME
Fields' Season and Career-Highs
Points:  2
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  2
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  2
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
2002-03:  Freshman point guard who will push for playing time be-
hind Mike Lenzly... is very much like Lenzly in his body type...
played a season-best 11 minutes in Tuesday's 80-54 win over
Emmanuel... had a dazzling move, which brought the Wofford bench
to its feet, in freeing himself up for a made jumper...
Did You Know:  Fields was a high school teammate last year of
Robert Hite of Miami (Fla.) and Deforrest Riley of Penn State.
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A      T  E  C  H
23    Lee Nixon    G





(vs. Davidson, Feb. 5, 2001)
Rebounds:  7
(at Georgia Tech, Dec. 21, 2001)
Assists:  9
(vs. Appalachian State, Feb. 17, 2001)
2002-03:  One of the more exciting players in the SoCon... very ath-
letic and explosive... also has a noticeably improved physique this
year... the Terriers' second-leading scorer (14.0 ppg) while shooting
61.5 percent (8-of-13) from 3-point range and 48.6 overall (17-of-
35)... was 5-of-8 behind the arc in scoring 17 points at Clemson (Nov.
24)...  was 3-of-4 from 3-point range in totaling 13 points at Auburn
(Nov. 22)... provided  Wofford's most exciting play of the year in
Tuesday's 80-54 win over Emmanuel... Adrien Borders, on a breakaway,
passed the ball off the backboard which was then slammed through by
a trailing Nixon...
Did You Know:  Nixon averaged 24.5 points in Wofford's two games
versus ACC opponents last season.  He also scored 21 second-half
points in the Terriers' 66-64 win at the College of Charleston.
Nixon's Season-Highs
Points:  17
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Assists:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Clemson 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Emmanuel 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
1    Mike Lenzly    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Clemson 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Emmanuel 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Lenzly's Career-Highs
Points:  29
(vs. App. State, Feb. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(twice; most recently vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Assists:  12
(vs. Chattanooga, Feb. 13, 2001)
2002-03:  Starting point guard and the only player in the SoCon to
rank in the Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg), and
assists (3.6 apg) last season... placed fifth in the league with six double-
doubles (points and rebounds)... averaging 22.0 points while shooting
60.0 percent (12-of-20) over the last two games... is 15-of-15 (100.0
percent) at the free-throw line this year... tops the Terriers in scoring
(17.0 ppg) and assists (3.3 apg) while placing second in rebounding
(5.0 rpg)... shooting 50.0 percent (8-of-16) from 3-point range and
48.3 overall (14-of-29)... has changed to jersey No. 1 this year after
wearing No. 5 his first three seasons...
Did You Know:  Lenzly became the first player in Wofford history to
record a triple-double when he totaled 21 points, 12 assists, and 10




(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  6
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Assists:  5
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A      T  E  C  H
3    Justin Stephens    G
6-2    •    190    •    So.
Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
STEPHENS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 4-9 4-7 4-5 3 3 1 6 1 4 0 1 1 8
Clemson 1-8 0-2 0-1 4 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 7
Emmanuel D N P
Stephens' Career-Highs
Points:  26
(vs. Georgia Southern, Feb. 9, 2002)
Rebounds:  9
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Assists:  7
(vs. College of Charleston, Jan. 12, 2002)
2002-03:  Coming off a spectacular rookie season that saw him named
to the All-SoCon Freshman team... ranked third among league rookies
and 19th in the SoCon with a 12.4 points per game average... his
scoring mark increased to 14.1 in league action... is questionable for the
Virginia Tech game after suffering a knee injury in the final minute of
the first half at Clemson (Nov. 24)... did not play in Tuesday's 80-54
win over Emmanuel... had a team-high 16 points while playing just 18
minutes at Auburn (Nov. 22)... was 4-of-7 from 3-point range...
Did You Know:  Stephens outplayed heralded Memphis freshman
Dajuan Wagner in last year's season opener.  Stephens outscored Wagner
(19-18) while totaling more assists (6-4) and blocks (1-0).  He also had




(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Assists:  3
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
40    Grant Sterley    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Clemson 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Emmanuel 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
2002-03:  Dean's List student and returning starter at the "4" spot...
fully recovered from midseason knee surgery which forced him to
miss six games last year... provides toughness on the court... had a
team-best six rebounds while topping both teams in floor burns at
Auburn (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Sterley set a Wofford and SoCon record as a fresh-
man by making nine consecutive 3-pointers over a five-game stretch.
Sterley's Career-Highs
Points:  17
(at East Tennessee State, Jan. 23, 2002)
Rebounds:  9
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Assists:  3
(four times; most recently vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Sterley's Season-Highs
Points:  3
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Rebounds:  6
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A      T  E  C  H
21   Howard Wilkerson    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Emmanuel 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
2002-03:  Versatile newcomer and one of the first post players off-
the-bench... had eight points and four rebounds in Tuesday's 80-54
rout of Emmanuel... played 14 minutes in his collegiate debut at Au-
burn (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Wilkerson was one of seven Division I signees off
last year's Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy team.
Wilkerson's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  8
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
11    Jeff Tarr    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Tarr's Career-Highs
Points:  8
(vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
Assists:  1
(vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
2002-03:  A perfect role player for the Terriers... very consistent... has
totaled six rebounds in just 12 minutes of action this season... had
three rebounds in just two minutes late in the Auburn contest (Nov.
22) and another three boards in Tuesday's 80-54 win versus Emmanuel
(Nov. 26)...
Did You Know:  Tarr has worked as a line judge at Wofford home
volleyball matches in addition to serving as a SportsTicker reporter in




(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A      T  E  C  H
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Daniels* 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Lenzly* 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Stephens* 4-9 4-7 4-5 3 3 1 6 1 4 0 1 1 8
Nixon* 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Borders 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Tarr 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Fields 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Wilkerson 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Berg 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
TEAM 3
Totals 21-59 10-24 11-13 3 1 1 8 6 3 1 3 2 2 0 9 200
FG%:  35.6 (21-59)  3FG%:  41.7 (10-24)  FT%:  84.6 (11-13)  Dball Rebs:  0
TFG 3FG FT
Auburn M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Daniels* 7-13 0-1 1-2 5 2 1 5 5 2 0 5 3 3
Killingsworth* 5-7 0-2 3-5 1 0 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 9
Bird* 3-5 1-2 3-4 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 8
Davis* 5-10 0-0 1-2 9 3 1 1 0 2 7 1 3 1
Monroe* 3-6 0-2 1-2 1 2 7 3 1 0 1 3 3
Gaines 2-3 2-3 0-2 1 3 6 2 2 0 1 1 3
Wicke 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Arnold 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Tucker 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4
Calton 6-7 0-0 2-2 4 1 1 4 0 3 1 1 1 5
Lewis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Lollar 1-1 0-0 3-4 1 1 5 0 3 0 1 1 1
TEAM 3
Totals 32-54 3-11 14-23 3 6 1 5 8 1 1 4 1 9 9 1 3 200
FG%:  59.3 (32-54)  3FG%:  27.3 (3-11)  FT%:  60.9 (14-23)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  AU 39, WC 30  Officials:  Bruce Benedict, Jim Haney, Alan Spainhour
Attendance:  6,000
Game 1 -- Auburn 81, Wofford 63
November 22, 2002
Auburn, Ala.
Wofford hung tough with Auburn for most of the night before the
Tigers pulled away down the stretch for an 81-63 victory to spoil the
Terrier head coaching debut of Mike Young.
The Terriers trailed just 45-38 with 14:57 to play when freshman
Tyler Berg scored his first collegiate basket on a tip-in.  However, the
Tigers answered with a 17-4 run to take control.
Adrien Borders scored 14 first-half points, just three short of his
career-high.  He had nine consecutive points, capped by a breakaway
dunk with 2:52 to play in the first half, to pull the Terriers within 32-
30.  The Tigers then scored the next seven points to take a 39-30 lead
at the intermission.
Wofford cut the deficit to 39-33 when Mike Lenzly opened the
second half with a 3-pointer.  The Terriers were 10-of-24 (41.7 per-
cent) behind the arc.
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Nixon* 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Sterley* 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Daniels* 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Lenzly* 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Stephens* 1-8 0-2 0-1 4 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 7
Borders 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Davis 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Wilkerson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Berg 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
TEAM 4
Totals 24-61 10-23 14-18 3 5 2 2 7 2 1 1 1 6 5 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Clemson M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Babalola* 2-5 0-1 3-4 2 3 7 2 3 0 2 2 8
Hobbs* 7-10 0-0 5-8 8 3 1 9 1 2 0 1 1 9
Ford* 5-8 0-0 2-6 8 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 3 2
Scott* 7-17 1-4 4-6 2 3 1 9 6 2 0 1 3 8
Christie* 2-11 0-4 4-5 6 3 8 2 0 0 3 3 3
Betko 1-1 0-0 2-3 1 2 4 0 1 0 0 1 6
Henderson 4-9 0-0 0-0 1 2 1 8 1 0 4 1 2 9
Robinson 1-1 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 4
Douglas 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TEAM 5
Totals 29-62 1-9 20-32 4 6 1 8 7 9 1 3 1 1 5 8 200
FG%:  46.8 (29-62)  3FG%:  11.1 (1-9)  FT%:  62.5 (20-32)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  CU 49, WC 34  Officials:  Roger Ayers, Ted Valentine, Gary Maxwell
Attendance:  5,000
Game 2 -- Clemson 79, Wofford 72
November 24, 2002
Anderson, S.C.
Wofford  and Clemson went down to the wire for the fourth straight
year, before the Tigers pulled out a 79-72 victory in Anderson, S.C.
Trailing 49-34 at the half, Wofford faced its largest deficit of the
contest at 52-34 with 18:20 to play.
The Terriers, playing the second half without an injured Justin
Stephens, answered with a 24-9 run to pull within 61-58 on a Tyler
Berg hook with 9:11 remaining.  The freshman center had nine points
during the spurt as he finished the game with 13 points and seven
rebounds, including 11 points and five boards in the second half.
After the Tigers built their margin back to 71-62 with 4:39 left, the
Terriers answered with a Lee Nixon 3-pointer and a pair of Berg free-
throws to close within 71-67 with 3:35 to play.  Wofford then had
turnovers on two successive possessions in an attempt to further cut
the deficit.
The Terriers were within five points twice in the final two minutes,
the last time coming on a Mike Lenzly 3-pointer at the 16-second mark.
TFG 3FG FT
Emmanuel M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Patman* 0-4 0-2 2-2 4 4 2 3 2 0 2 3 2
Bearden* 9-17 5-6 3-4 3 0 2 6 2 5 1 0 3 6
Cham* 5-7 0-0 1-2 7 4 1 1 1 2 1 0 3 0
Johnson* 2-8 0-2 0-2 6 2 4 5 4 0 2 3 3
Sterling* 2-7 1-3 0-0 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 2 3
Russell 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
Frazee 1-6 0-3 0-0 3 0 2 1 4 0 1 1 9
Street 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Altazan 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
Young 0-2 0-1 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
Joseph 2-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 4 0 2 2 0 1 3
TEAM 5
Totals 21-54 6-17 6-10 3 2 1 2 5 4 1 3 2 5 4 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
Daniels* 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Lenzly* 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Borders* 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
Nixon* 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
Davis 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Tarr 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Eaton 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Fields 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
Wilkerson 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
Berg 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
TEAM 3
Totals 30-60 7-17 13-17 3 6 1 4 8 0 1 5 1 6 4 1 2 200
FG%:  50.0 (30-60)  3FG%:  41.2 (7-17)  FT%:  76.5 (13-17)  Dball Rebs:  1
Halftime:  WC 41, EC 27  Officials:  Reggie Cofer, Gary Wall, Zelton Steed
Attendance:  708
Game 3 -- Wofford 80, Emmanuel 54
November 26, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Young picked up his first head coaching victory while Tyler
Berg posted his first collegiate double-double in Wofford's rout of
Emmanuel.
From: Fellrath, Carrie R.
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=FELLRATHCR
Subject: Terriers Upset Virginia Tech
Date: December 2, 2002 at 10:15 PM
To: Fellrath, Carrie R. FellrathCR@Wofford.Edu
Terriers Upset Virginia Tech
December 2, 2002
BLACKSBURG, Va. -- Lee Nixon scored 27 points to give Wofford its first-ever victory over a Big
East opponent as Wofford defeated Virginia Tech 79-77. 
The Hokies rebounded from a 17-point deficit at halftime to trail by just four with less than a minute
remaining. A pair of Mike Lenzly free throws put Wofford ahead 77-71 with 47 seconds remaining.
Virginia Tech's Dimari Thompkins cut the lead in half with a trey. After a Nixon free throw stretched
the lead to four, Terry Taylor made it just one with a layup and free throw with 16 seconds to play.
Adrien Borders helped preserve the lead, drawing a charge with seven seconds left. Nixon sealed the
victory, converting a free throw with .9 seconds remaining.
Virginia Tech made a 8-0 run to start the second half, and closed the gap to just eight points on a trey by
Thompkins at the 17:43 mark. Nixon converted a pair of free throws to bring the lead back into double
digits. The Hokies chipped away throughout the second half, though, cutting Wofford's edge to one at
58-57 on a Taylor jumper with 8:34 remaining. A Tyler Berg layup and Nixon trey gave the Terriers a
six-point lead before Virginia Tech closed the gap again.
The 27 for Nixon equals the second-best game of his career. He went 5-of-7 on the night from 3-point
range and is now 13-of-20 on the year. Lenzly had 16 points and seven rebounds, while Berg tallied 15
points and seven boards. Virginia Tech was led by Taylor, who had a double-double of 21 points and 10
rebounds.
"They played their hearts out," said Young. "They made so many big plays. Adrien Borders just steps up
and takes a tremendous charge, Lee Nixon was phenomenal, Mike Lenzly was terrific, and Tyler Berg
played exceptionally well as a freshman.
"It's a great win for our basketball team and a great win for our college," Young added. "It's a lot of fun."
With the win, Wofford improves to 2-2 on the season. Virginia Tech falls to 3-2.
The Terriers return to action Monday when they host Toccoa Falls in a 7 p.m. contest in the Benjamin
Johnson Arena.
NOTES:
• Wofford scored first on a layup by Borders and never trailed or tied for the rest of the game.
• The game was a homecoming for Head Coach Mike Young, who grew up in Radford, Va., about 25
miles outside of Blacksburg.
• The Terriers were without guard Justin Stephens, who is sidelined with a knee injury. With him










From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Tonight's Wofford Men's Basketball Game Postponed
Date: December 4, 2002 at 1:53 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Tonight's Wofford College men's basketball home game with Toccoa Falls has been
postponed due to icy road conditions for the Eagles in traveling from Toccoa, Ga.  A make-
up date will be announced later.
The Terriers, coming off Monday's 79-77 win at Virginia Tech, return to action Saturday
when they host Virginia Intermont at 1 p.m.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Standout Guard Sidelined for the Season
Date: December 7, 2002 at 10:51 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College men's basketball guard Justin Stephens, an All-SoCon Freshman team
selection last season, will be sidelined for the remainder of the year with a knee injury.
The injury occurred late in the first half of the Nov. 24 game at Clemson.  Stephens did not
play in the second half of that contest and has sat out the Terriers' subsequent two games.
Stephens placed third among SoCon freshmen last season with a 12.4 scoring average, with
that mark increasing to 14.1 points in league action.  He also topped all SoCon freshmen in
assists (3.2 apg) while ranking 10th overall.  The Newnan, Ga., native started all 29 games
last season.  He scored a career-high 26 points to go with five steals, four rebounds, and four
assists in a 76-67 win over Georgia Southern.
Stephens played in just two games this season and would be eligible for a medical hardship
year.
"It's terribly unfortunate," Wofford Head Coach Mike Young said.  "He's been such an
important part of our equation.  
"Justin is such a class guy and a terrific basketball player.  We're still very hopeful that
Justin will be fine and can contribute to our basketball team, but I think it would be
unrealistic to think that he would ever be 100 percent again."
Stephen made an immediate impact last year.  In his first collegiate game, he garnered
attention when he outplayed heralded freshman and eventual NBA lottery pick Dajuan
Wagner of Memphis.  Stephens outscored Wagner (19-18) while totaling more assists (6-4)
and blocks (1-0).  He also had the same number of steals (2) and rebounds (1) while
recording one less turnover (2-3).
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Lenzly Nears Milestone in Wofford Basketball Rout
Date: December 7, 2002 at 3:58 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Mike Lenzly moved closer to the 1,000-career points milestone as he keyed Wofford's 86-56
rout of Virginia Intermont this afternoon at the Benjamin Johnson Arena in Spartanburg,
S.C.
Lenzly had his third 22-point game in the last four contests to move his career total to 967
points.  He also added five rebounds and five assists with no turnovers in 34 minutes.
Lenzly was one of four Terriers in double figures.  Freshman center Tyler Berg hit 7-of-8
shots as he scored 15 points to reach double figures for the fourth consecutive game.  Lee
Nixon added 13 points and seven assists while Sam Daniels scored 10 points.  Freshman
Howard Wilkerson posted season-high totals of nine points and eight rebounds.
The Terriers opened the game without two starters.  Sophomore guard Justin Stephens is out
for the season with a knee injury while senior forward Grant Sterley was taking the Law
School Admission Test (LSAT) in Greenville, S.C., and didn't arrive at the game until
halftime.  Sterley did grab six rebounds in just 10 second-half minutes.
The Terriers (3-2) hit their first five shots, including three 3-pointers, to take a 15-4 lead just
2:25 into the contest.  However, the Cobras (3-9) hung tough and trailed by just four points
on two occasions before Wofford took a 40-32 halftime lead.
The Terriers used a 20-7 run over a 7:04 stretch midway through the second half to break the
game open.  
"I'm relieved that we won," Wofford Head Coach Mike Young said.  "Virginia Intermont did
some things very well to hang around.
"We stressed this week that we needed to play hard, and we did.  We followed our game
plan and came out strong at the start of each half.  We were able to get a lot of guys some
quality minutes, and we responded well to Justin (Stephens) being out."
The Terriers continued their torrid early-season shooting from 3-point range, going 10-of-25
(40.0 percent) behind the arc.  Wofford shot 50.0 percent (32-of-64) for the game and held a
40-28 rebounding edge, while forcing Virginia Intermont into 23 turnovers.
Derrick Kaufman topped the Cobras with 11 points while Bryan Simon scored 10.
Wofford will take the coming week off for final exams before returning to action next
Saturday at West Virginia.  The Terriers will be looking for their second straight win over a
Big East opponent.  Wofford defeated Virginia Tech, 79-77, on Monday.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Guard Named SoCon Men's Basketball Player of the Week
Date: December 9, 2002 at 1:58 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College guard Lee Nixon has been named the Southern Conference Men's
Basketball Player of the Week for his performance in a pair of Terrier wins.
Nixon scored 27 points in last Monday's 79-77 victory at Virginia Tech, representing
Wofford's first-ever win over a Big East opponent.  The senior from Hanahan, S.C., was 7-
of-13 from the field, including 5-of-7 from 3-point range, in equaling the second-best
scoring performance of his career.  He played 39 minutes against the Hokies.
Nixon then added 13 points and seven assists in Saturday's 86-56 win over Virginia
Intermont.  
For the week, Nixon averaged 20.0 points while shooting 66.7 percent (8-of-12) from 3-
point range and 52.2 overall (12-of-23).  He is averaging 16.4 points on the year, shooting
64.0 percent (16-of-25) behind the arc and 50.0 overall (29-of-58). 
Nixon is just the third men's basketball player in Wofford's six seasons of league play to
receive SoCon Player of the Week honors.  Ian Chadwick and Mike Lenzly are the previous
recipients.
Following a break for final exams, the Terriers return to action Saturday with a 4 p.m. game
at West Virginia.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Men's Basketball Notes -- Saturday's West Virginia Game
Date: December 12, 2002 at 10:18 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
 
Attached as a .pdf document is Wofford's basketball release for Saturday's 4 p.m. game at
West Virginia.  If you have any trouble with this file or prefer to receive the notes in a










W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
Probable Starting Lineup
G Mike Lenzly 6-3, 180, Sr. 17.8 ppg, 5.4 rpg, 4.4 apg
G Adrien Borders 6-0, 170, So. 8.0 ppg, 2.0 rpg, 1.8 apg
G Lee Nixon 6-4, 185, Sr. 16.4 ppg, 2.2 rpg, 3.0 apg
F Grant Sterley 6-7, 230, Sr. 2.4 ppg, 4.0 rpg, 1.2 apg
C Sam Daniels 6-9, 225, So. 6.2 ppg, 2.4 rpg, 1.6 apg
 Date Opponent Site Time/Result
 Nov. 22 Auburn Auburn, Ala. 63-81
 Nov. 24 Clemson Anderson, S.C. 72-79
 Nov. 26 EMMANUEL HOME 80-54
 Dec. 2 Virginia Tech Blacksburg, Va. 79-77
 Dec. 4 TOCCOA FALLS HOME ppd.
 Dec. 7 VIRGINIA INTERMONT HOME 86-56
 Dec. 14 West Virginia Morgantown, W.Va. 4 p.m.
 Dec. 16 South Carolina (CSS) Columbia, S.C. 8 p.m.
  Dec. 21 KING HOME 1 p.m.
 Dec. 29 NC State (FOX Sports Net) Raleigh, N.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 2 Virginia (Comcast Sports) Charlottesville, Va. 7 p.m.
 Jan. 6 COL. OF CHARLESTON* HOME 7 p.m.
  Jan. 11 Furman* Greenville, S.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 13 The Citadel* Charleston, S.C. 7:15 p.m.
 Jan. 18 College of Charleston* Charleston, S.C. 6 p.m.
 Jan. 20 CHATTANOOGA* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 25 EAST TENNESSEE STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 27 GEORGIA SOUTHERN* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 1 UNC Greensboro* Greensboro, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 3 DAVIDSON* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 8 VMI* Lexington, Va. 1 p.m.
 Feb. 10 Chattanooga* Chattanooga, Tenn. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 15 Georgia Southern* Statesboro, Ga. 7:30 p.m.
 Feb. 17 APPALACHIAN STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 22 FURMAN* (FOX Sports Net) HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 24 Western Carolina* Cullowhee, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Mar. 1 THE CITADEL* HOME 7 p.m.
 Mar. 5-8 SoCon Tournament Charleston, S.C.^ TBA
 *Southern Conference Game
 ^North Charleston Coliseum
 All Times Eastern and Subject to Change
 Bold Caps Indicate Home Games
Wofford College
2002-03 Schedule/Results
Dec. 14, 2002, at West Virginia, WVU Coliseum (14,000), Morgantown, W.Va.; 4 p.m.
2002-03 Wofford College Basketball
Meet The Head Coach
After 13 seasons as a Wofford assistant to Richard Johnson,
Mike Young is in his first year as head coach of the Terriers.
Johnson was promoted to athletic director last Dec. 3 with the
announcement that he would coach the Terriers just through the
remainder of the 2001-02 season.  His first head coaching hire was the
elevation of Young effective at the close of the campaign.
A native of Radford, Va., and a 1986 graduate of Emory & Henry
(Va.), Young has helped guide Wofford from NCAA Division II to
Division I Independent status in 1995-96 and the Southern Conference
in 1997-98.  In recognition of his contribution to the Terriers, Young was
promoted to associate head coach in August 1998.
Young came to Wofford in 1989 after serving as a graduate assistant
for one year at Radford.  He was also an assistant at his alma mater for
two seasons before moving on to Radford.
Young was honored in 2001 as America's Best Dressed Assistant
Coach in a national contest conducted by www.collegeinsider.com.
The Game
Following a one-week break for final exams, the Wofford basket-
ball team returns to action with its first-ever trip to Morgantown,
W.Va., as it faces West Virginia.
 The Terriers and Mountaineers met in a 1999-00 game in Charles-
ton, W.Va., with West Virginia taking a 72-54 decision.  That game was
played just two days after arguably the biggest win in Wofford
basketball history, a 79-74 victory at Clemson.
Wofford will be looking for its second victory over a Big East
opponent this season.  The Terriers built a 17-point halftime lead en
route to a 79-77 win at Virginia Tech on Dec. 2.
Worth Noting
•Wofford is the second smallest school in Division I with an
enrollment of 1,100, behind only Centenary (850 students).  Wofford
actually has a higher SAT average (1236) than enrollment (1,100).
•Since he was taking the Law School Admission Test (LSAT),
starting forward Grant Sterley missed the first half of last Saturday's
Virginia Intermont game.  He arrived in time for the second half and
grabbed six rebounds in just 10 minutes.
•Standout guard Justin Stephens is sidelined for the season with
a knee injury.  He was a member of the All-SoCon Freshman team last
year when he averaged 12.4 points, including 14.1 in league action.
•First-year Wofford assistant Mark Prosser, son of Wake Forest
Head Coach Skip Prosser, is a native of Wheeling, W.Va., and will have
a strong contingent of family and friends in attendance at the game.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
About Wofford
•Located in Spartanburg, S.C., Wofford is
one of only five independent colleges and
universities to have a Phi Beta Kappa chapter
in the Carolinas (Davidson, Duke, Furman,
and Wake Forest are the others).
•Wofford is one of just three Division I
colleges or universities to have the nickname
Terriers.  The others are Boston University
and St. Francis (N.Y.).
•Founded in 1854, Wofford has an enroll-
ment of 1,100, making it the smallest school in
NCAA Division I-A or I-AA football.
•With 1,100 students, Wofford is the sec-
ond smallest school in Division I.  Only Cen-
tenary (La.) is smaller with 850 students.
However, the Gentlemen do not field a football
team.
•Famous Wofford graduates include Caro-
lina Panther owner and founder Jerry
Richardson and Air Force Head Football
Coach Fisher DeBerry.
•Wofford ranks No. 1 among national liberal
arts colleges in "operating efficiency," provid-
ing a quality education while spending rela-
tively less.
2001 SoCon Graduation Rate Summary
The chart below, taken from the 2001 Southern Conference Graduation Rate
Summary, shows how Wofford continues to top the SoCon in graduating the
highest percentage of its men's basketball players in addition to overall student-
athletes over the last four years.
Wofford's high graduation rate comes at a nationally-respected liberal arts
college with an average SAT score of 1236.
Wofford Among National Leaders in Graduation Rates
Wofford ranks 10th in the nation in its graduation rate for student-athletes
among Division I members with scholarship football programs. The information
listed below was taken from the 2001 Graduation Rate Report, published in The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Student-Athlete
Graduation Rate
1. Duke 90 percent
Northwestern 90 percent
3. Stanford 86 percent
4. William & Mary 85 percent
5. Virginia 84 percent
6. Boston College 83 percent
7. Syracuse 81 percent
8. New Hampshire 80 percent
9. Villanova 79 percent
  10. Wofford 78 percent
  11. Rice 76 percent
  12. Penn State 75 percent
Tulane 75 percent
  14. Iowa 74 percent




"There are no junk courses at
Wofford that we could see,
and we would certainly match
its course of study with that of
any school in the Ivy League."
National Review's Guide to the
Best Liberal Arts Colleges
"America's Top 50 Liberal Arts
Schools"
In the 2000 NCAA Division I Gradu-
ation Rate Report, Wofford was the only
school in the nation to rank in the Top 10
in all four categories: overall student-ath-
lete graduation rate as well as those for the
football, men’s basketball, and women’s
basketball teams.
Men's Basketball Players Student-Athlete
4-year average 4-year average
 1. Wofford 86 percent 81 percent
 2. College of Charleston 60 percent 60 percent
 3. Furman 55 percent 72 percent
 4. Davidson 54 percent 82 percent
 5. UNC Greensboro 44 percent 51 percent
 6. Appalachian State 43 percent 59 percent
 7. Chattanooga 43 percent 44 percent
 8. Western Carolina 36 percent 52 percent
 9. VMI 33 percent 58 percent
10. The Citadel 31 percent 57 percent
11. East Tennessee State 30 percent 39 percent
12. Georgia Southern 11 percent 50 percent
NCAA Division I Average 41 percent 58 percent
1236 vs. 1100
Wofford College boasts a higher SAT average
(1236) than enrollment (1100).
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Schedule Difficulty
•The tradition continues this season when it comes to Wofford facing one of the toughest
schedules in the nation for a mid-major Division I program.
The Terriers opened the 2002-03 campaign with games at Auburn and Clemson in addition
to traveling to Virginia Tech, West Virginia, South Carolina, NC State, and Virginia.
•In their opening 12 games last year, the Terriers played at Memphis, Clemson, Nebraska,
NC State, and Georgia Tech.  Wofford also played host to South Carolina.
•The RPI rankings, which take into account Division I games only, determined that Wofford's
pre-Christmas schedule in 2000-01 was the most difficult in the nation.  The Terriers had road
games at Georgia Tech, South Carolina, Boston College, Alabama, Clemson, and Vanderbilt.
Wofford was also home for William & Mary.
•According to the Sagarin Ratings in the 1999-00 season, Wofford played the nation's third
toughest pre-Christmas schedule.  Only Iowa and Temple faced more difficult slates.
There's Something about
Wofford and Clemson
Wofford and Clemson have met in each of
the last four seasons with those contests being
decided by a total of just 19 points.
The Terriers won 79-74 in the 1999-00
campaign, while the Tigers have prevailed in
each of the last three seasons by a combined 14
points.
Preseason Honors
Wofford point guard Mike Lenzly is a
consensus preseason All-SoCon selection.  He
received honors from the league coaches in
addition to several preseason publications.
Lenzly, a 6-foot-3 southpaw from
Jonesboro, Ga., has been an All-SoCon selec-
tion from the league media in each of the last
two campaigns.
He posted Wofford's first-ever triple-double
with 21 points, 12 assists, and 10 rebounds in




Georgia Southern 11 pts., 8 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 19)
Chattanooga 17 pts., 7 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 14)
Georgia Tech 22 pts., 6 reb., 7 asst.
(Dec. 21)
Florida A&M 24 pts., 14 reb., 7 asst.
(Nov. 26)
Countdown to 1,000
Wofford guards and roommates Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon are both closing in on
1,000 career points.
The duo would become the 34th and 35th
players in school history to reach that mile-
stone.  Listed below are their career points and
projected game to join the 1,000-point club:
Raising $$$$
Head Coach Mike Young's wife, Margaret,
is the drive co-chairman for the Terrier Club,
Wofford's fundraising organization which
raised $1,021,289 last year in scholarship
support for Terrier student-athletes.
 Lenzly had 16 points, seven rebounds, and
seven assists in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech







Name Career Pts. Projected Game:
Mike Lenzly  967 Dec. 16,
at South Carolina
Lee Nixon     883 Jan. 13,
at The Citadel
Shooting the Rock
•Wofford has a higher field-goal percentage
from 3-point range (44.6) than overall (44.3).
•Mike Lenzly and Lee Nixon, the Terriers'
top two scorers, are shooting 53.3 percent (16-
of-30) and 64.0 percent (16-of-25), respec-
tively, behind the arc.
•The Terriers' 10.0 treys per game is sev-
enth nationally in Division I, while their 44.6
3-point percentage ranks 12th.
•Wofford is shooting 73.3 percent at the
free-throw line after a 66.6 clip last year.
The Ironman
Point guard Mike Lenzly played the entire
way, including two overtime contests, in nine
of Wofford's 16 SoCon games last season.  On
two occasions, he played 39 minutes.
He averaged 38.4 minutes in SoCon action
and 35.8 overall.
On frequently playing the entire game,
Lenzly said, "It's no big deal.  Practice is two
hours.  A game is only 40 minutes."
Nixon Named SoCon Player of the Week
Lee Nixon was named the Southern Conference Men’s Basketball Player of the Week (Dec.
2-8) for his performance in a pair of Terrier wins.
Nixon scored 27 points in a 79-77 victory at Virginia Tech, representing Wofford’s first-ever
win over a Big East opponent. The senior from Hanahan, S.C., was 7-of-13 from the field,
including 5-of-7 from 3-point range, in equaling the second-best scoring performance of his career.
He played 39 minutes against the Hokies.
Nixon then added 13 points and seven assists in the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont.
For the week, Nixon averaged 20.0 points while shooting 66.7 percent (8-of-12) from 3-point
range and 52.2 overall (12-of-23).
Nixon is just the third men’s basketball player in Wofford’s six seasons of league play to receive
SoCon Player of the Week honors.  Ian Chadwick and Mike Lenzly are the previous recipients.
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The Staff
The following is an inside look at Head
Coach Mike Young's three assistants:
•Jimmy Allen is in his first season at
Wofford after serving the last six years at
Navy, helping guide the Midshipmen to a pair
of Patriot League championships and NCAA
Tournament berths.
Allen, like Young, is an Emory & Henry
graduate who also coached at his alma mater
upon his graduation.
•Alex Peavey is in his third year with the
Terriers after working with the basketball
program at Virginia Commonwealth.
He is the son of Marion Peavey, a 1965
Wofford graduate and former executive direc-
tor of the NCAA Foundation.
•Mark Prosser, son of Wake Forest Head
Coach Skip Prosser, joined the Terriers after
graduating from Marist this past spring.  He
played for the Red Foxes before a knee injury
ended his career.  He then served as a student
assistant coach.
Women Beware
Wofford assistant coach Alex Peavey was
named last year by www.collegeinsider.com
as one of the "50 Most Eligible Bachelors" in
the Division I coaching ranks.
The Trickle Down
The SoCon hiring a new commissioner last
year resulted in Wofford naming a new head
basketball coach.
With Danny Morrison leaving his Wofford
senior vice-president position to become the
SoCon commissioner, David Wood was pro-
moted from athletic director to Morrison's
vacated role.
Head Basketball Coach Richard Johnson
was then promoted to athletic director with
the Dec. 3 announcement that he would coach
the Terriers just through the remainder of the
2001-02 season.
In his first official day as athletic director,
Johnson made his first coaching hire.  He
tabbed longtime assistant Mike Young to
take over the head coaching duties effective at
the close of the campaign.  Young is in his 14th
year overall at Wofford.
Morrison hired Johnson to be Wofford's
basketball coach in 1985.
Streak Over
Dating back to last season, each of the last
four games between Wofford and the College
of Charleston have come down to the final
possession in regulation.
Listed below are notables from the Terriers'
66-64 win last year over the Cougars in Charles-
ton:
•Wofford became just the second SoCon team
to win at the John Kresse Arena in CofC's four
seasons of league play.
•Wofford nearly didn't make the trip to Charles-
ton that day due to a statewide snowstorm.
•The Terriers had dropped 16 straight games
to the Cougars dating back to Feb. 17, 1979.
•Wofford hadn't won at Charleston since Nov.
29, 1974, representing a stretch of 13 games.
Former head coach and now Athletic Director
Richard Johnson was in his junior year at The
Citadel at the time.
Athlete Extraordinaire
Sophomore guard Adrien Borders earned
All-SoCon honors and was the league's Fresh-
man of the Year in outdoor track last season.
Borders placed second at the SoCon Cham-
pionships in the triple jump (over 50 feet) and
long jump (more than 24 feet).  He also com-
peted well as a sprinter.
The Lilburn, Ga., native is averaging 8.0
points this season after scoring at a 4.8 clip last
year.
Waiting in the Wings
Greg Taylor, a transfer from the Univer-
sity of South Carolina, is sitting out this season
per NCAA rules.
Taylor will have two years of eligibility
with the Terriers.  Taylor signed with Eddie
Fogler at USC after a highly decorated prep
career at Hillcrest High School in Simpsonville,
S.C.
A Youthful Staff
The Wofford men's basketball coaching staff
is officially the youngest in the country in a
national study conducted by Radford Univer-
sity.
The average age of the four Terrier coaches
is 29.8.  Radford is second at 30.0.
Head Coach Mike Young is 39 and the
graybeard on the staff.  Assistant coaches
Jimmy Allen (31), Alex Peavey (25), and
Mark Prosser (24) are next in line.  Even
basketball trainer Barry Parsons (26) is young.
Whatever Happened To...
Former Terrier guard Ian Chadwick, argu-
ably the top player in Wofford basketball
history, is playing with the Mattersburg 49ers
in the top division of Austria.
A 2001 Wofford graduate with a degree in
business economics, Chadwick was a three-
time All-SoCon selection and the league's ca-
reer 3-point leader with 299.
Chadwick was the runner-up for SoCon
Player of the Year honors his senior year and
finished his career sixth on the Terriers' all-time
scoring list with 1,789 points.
Stephens Sidelined for the Season
Wofford guard Justin Stephens, an All-SoCon Freshman Team selection last season, will
be sidelined for the remainder of the year after sustaining a knee injury in the first half of the
Nov. 24 game at Clemson.
Stephens placed third among SoCon rookies last season with a 12.4 scoring average, with
that mark increasing to 14.1 points in league action.  He also topped all SoCon freshmen in
assists (3.2 apg) while ranking 10th overall as he started all 29 games.
Stephens played in just two games this season and is eligible for a medical hardship year.
In his first collegiate game, he garnered attention when he outplayed heralded freshman
and eventual NBA lottery pick Dajuan Wagner of Memphis.  Stephens outscored Wagner
(19-18) while totaling more assists (6-4) and blocks (1-0).  He also had the same number of
steals (2) and rebounds (1) while recording one less turnover (2-3).
Freshman Sensation
Freshman Tyler Berg's 12.6 points per
game average is the highest by a Wofford center
since John McGinnis scored at a 12.6 clip
during the 1993-94 campaign.
Berg's stellar performances have included a
15-point, seven-rebound effort in the 79-77
win at Virginia Tech, in addition to 13 points
and seven boards at Clemson.
The Mt. Holly, N.C., native tops the Ter-
riers in rebounding (6.4 rpg) and is second on
the team with 24 trips to the free-throw line.
This and That
•In the Sagarin Ratings as of Dec. 11, Wofford
is ranked No. 155 out of 327 Division I pro-
grams.  West Virginia is No. 124.
•Wofford is 50-of-112 (44.6 percent) from
3-point range while its opposition is just 19-
of-60 (31.7 percent).
•The Terriers are 3-0 when scoring at least
79 points.
•Wofford's 3-2 record equals its best start in
eight years of Division I play.  The Terriers
have yet to reach 4-2 in their D-I era.
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2002-03 SoCon Standings
(games through Dec. 11)
NORTH DIVISION Conference Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
Davidson 0 0 .000 5 1 .833
Appalachian State 0 0 .000 3 2 .600
VMI 0 0 .000 3 3 .500
Western Carolina 0 0 .000 3 3 .500
UNC Greensboro 0 0 .000 3 4 .429
East Tennessee State 0 0 .000 2 3 .400
SOUTH DIVISION Conference    Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
College of Charleston 0 0 .000 6 0 1.000
Chattanooga 0 0 .000 4 1 .800
Wofford 0 0 .000 3 2 .600
Georgia Southern 0 0 .000 4 3 .571
The Citadel 0 0 .000 3 3 .500
Furman 0 0 .000 3 5 .375
Versus The SoCon
Wofford has a 36-48 record (.429) in its five-
year SoCon history which began with the
Terriers in just their third season in Division I.
Wofford's league record against each team,






College of Charleston 1-8
Davidson 2-5








Wins over ACC Teams
Wofford came very close to a pair of wins
over ACC opponents last season.
The Terriers built double-digit leads at
Clemson and Georgia Tech before falling 85-82
and 79-70, respectively.
Wofford held a 14-point first-half lead and
led by 11 at the intermission against the Tigers.
The game ended with the Terriers missing a 3-
pointer at the buzzer that would have forced
overtime.
The Terriers led the Yellow Jackets by 11
points with 17 minutes left before Georgia
Tech used its depth to rally for the win.
Against the League
Since beginning SoCon play in the 1997-98 campaign, Wofford has posted the eighth-
best record in the league.  It's a mark made impressive when considering the Terriers' first
year in the SoCon was only their third season in Division I.  Listed below are the league
records for each team since 1997-98 (not including SoCon Tournament games):
Team Record
 1. College of Charleston 50-14 (.781)
 2. Davidson 52-27 (.658)
 3. Appalachian State 51-28 (.646)
 4. East Tennessee State 47-32 (.595)
 5. UNC Greensboro 41-38 (.519)
 6. Chattanooga 40-38 (.513)
 7. Georgia Southern 38-40 (.487)
 8. Wofford 34-44 (.436)
 9. The Citadel 31-46 (.403)
10. VMI 28-51 (.354)
11. Furman 27-50 (.351)
12. Western Carolina 24-55 (.304)
Baby Watch
Head Coach Mike Young is set to become
a father for the second time in January.
Young's wife, Margaret, is due on Jan. 20,
the same night the Terriers are scheduled to
host Chattanooga.
Future Terriers
The Wofford College men's basketball pro-
gram has announced the signing of 6-foot-3
point guard Curtis Ingram and 6-foot-4 wing
Eric Marshall to National Letters-of-Intent.
Ingram, a senior at Cardinal Mooney High
School in Youngstown, Ohio, averaged 16.8
points, 6.4 rebounds, and 6.1 assists last year
in earning first-team All-Conference and All-
Northeast Ohio honors.  He was also a third-
team All-State selection.
"Curtis has a big, strong, football-type body
in a point guard," Wofford Head Coach Mike
Young said.  "He has a good, compact stroke
and will add a real element of toughness to our
team.  We really like the things that Curtis
brings to us."
Marshall, a Grovetown, Ga., native, re-
ceived first-team All-State accolades last year
for Greenbrier High School.  He averaged 21
points, nine rebounds, and five assists in earn-
ing team Most Valuable Player honors.
"I saw Eric play a lot this summer," Young
said.  "He possesses the type of skills that we
look for in perimeter players.
"In losing two really good ones in Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon after this season, it was
crucial for us to find a couple of guys to come
in and help our club.  Eric is an outstanding
shooter and we like his size.  He is a very strong
player and will be very good for us defensively.
We believe he will help our team immediately."
Still Puppies
After entering last season with just four
players having more than one year of collegiate
basketball experience, this year's Wofford squad
is more seasoned but still relatively young.
Six of the 11 players who will dress this
season are freshmen or sophomores, while the
two juniors (Edmond Davis and David Eaton)
have both seen limited action.
The Fork Union Pipeline
Head Coach Mike Young played one sea-
son at Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy
and refers to longtime FUMA coach Fletcher
Arritt as one of his coaching mentors.
Freshman Howard Wilkerson is the sixth
former FUMA player to land at Wofford
during Young's 14 seasons with the Terriers:







Hanging Out with Grant
Starting forward Grant Sterley was the
overwhelming favorite in a recent Wofford
web page poll that asked, "Which Terrier
player would you most like to spend the day
with?"
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
Alphabetical Roster
No. ........ Name ......................................... Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
Numerical Roster
No. ........  Name ........................................ Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
The "Est" ListClass Breakdown
Freshmen (4) Juniors (3)
William Belton Edmond Davis
Tyler Berg David Eaton
Byron Fields Greg Taylor
Howard Wilkerson
Sophomores (4) Seniors (3)
Adrien Borders Mike Lenzly
Sam Daniels Lee Nixon
Justin Stephens Grant Sterley
Jeff Tarr
Tallest Player Oldest Player
Tyler Berg/Sam Daniels Grant Sterley
6-foot-9 Sept. 27, 1980
Shortest Player Youngest Player
Edmond Davis Tyler Berg
5-foot-10 June 16, 1984
Heaviest Player Closest to Home
Grant Sterley Greg Taylor
230 pounds 33 miles
Lightest Player Farthest from Home
Adrien Borders, Edmond Davis, Edmond Davis
Byron Fields 702 miles
170 pounds
2002-03 Wofford Terriers
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
31    Tyler Berg    C
6-9    •    225    •    Fr.
Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
BERG .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
Clemson 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
Emmanuel 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
Virginia Tech 6-12 0-0 3-4 7 5 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 4
Virginia Intermont 7-8 0-0 1-3 5 3 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 3
2002-03:  A freshman who has been very impressive off-the-bench...
his 12.6 points per game average is the highest by a Wofford center
since 1993-94 (John McGinnis, 12.6)... was very strong in the 79-77
win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... totaled 15 points and seven rebounds
while forcing Hokie center Terry Taylor into foul trouble... had Clemson
players praising his effort after a 13-point, seven-rebound perfor-
mance in the Terriers' tough 79-72 defeat (Nov. 24)... had 11 points
and five boards in the second half as Wofford cut an 18-point deficit to
just three... keyed the 24-9 second-half run with nine points, including
a hook that pulled Wofford within 61-58 with 9:11 to play... posted
his first collegiate double-double with 16 points and 10 rebounds in
the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... ranks second on the Terri-
ers with 24 trips to the free-throw line, shooting 70.8 percent (17-of-
24)... tops Wofford in rebounding (6.4 rpg)... averaging 21 minutes per
game... scored his first collegiate basket on a tip-in to pull the Terriers
within seven points of Auburn, 45-38, with 14:57 to play (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Berg was a finalist for Mr. Basketball in the 3-A
division of North Carolina last year, averaging 21 points, 15.3 re-
bounds, and 5.4 blocks per game.
Berg's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  16
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  10
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
2    Adrien Borders    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Clemson 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Emmanuel 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
Virginia Tech 3-10 1-4 0-0 4 1 7 2 3 1 1 3 9
Virginia Intermont 1-7 1-5 3-4 2 2 6 3 3 0 1 2 7
2002-03:  One of the top pure athletes in the SoCon... has taken over
a starting role in the absence of an injured Justin Stephens... increases
Wofford's energy level and speed of play when he's on the court...
preserved the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2) when he drew a
charge with the Terriers holding a one-point lead with seven seconds
remaining... played 39 minutes against the Hokies, totaling seven points
to go with a career-best four rebounds... has five 3-pointers this year
after making just six for all of last season combined... tops the Terriers
with eight steals... his 14 first-half points at Auburn were just three
shy of his career-high... had nine consecutive Terrier points in one
stretch, culminating with a breakaway dunk to pull Wofford within
32-30 late in the first half... was 6-of-8 from the field, including 2-of-
2 on treys, against the Tigers... made his first collegiate start, in place
of an injured Stephens, in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)...
had four steals in 27 minutes...
Did You Know:  Borders was the SoCon Freshman of the Year in




(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(three times; most recently at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Assists:  4
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Borders Season-Highs
Points:  14
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Assists:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
10    Edmond Davis    G
5-10    •    170    •    Jr.
Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
DAVIS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Virginia Tech 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Virginia Intermont 0-1 0-1 0-0 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 7
Davis' Wofford Career-Highs
Points:  5
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  3
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
2002-03:  Backup point guard competing for playing time... a strong
and very good defender... saw first-half action in the 79-77 win at
Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had a season-high three points and three
rebounds in a season-best 11 minutes in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel
(Nov. 26)...
Did You Know:  Davis played in 11 games as a reserve for the 1999-
00 LSU team that advanced to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tourna-




(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
32    Sam Daniels    C
6-9    •    225    •    So.
Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
DANIELS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Clemson 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Emmanuel 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Virginia Tech 2-5 2-3 0-0 0 5 6 2 0 1 1 1 5
Virginia Intermont 5-8 0-1 0-0 3 4 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 8
Daniels' Career-Highs
Points:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Assists:  4
(vs. UNC Greensboro, Jan. 26, 2002)
2002-03:  In his first year as the starting center... had a pair of 3-
pointers in the opening five minutes of the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech
(Dec. 2)... shooting 63.2 percent (12-of-19) from the field over the last
four games... blocked three shots in 25 minutes at Clemson (Nov.
24)... tops the Terriers in blocks (6) while placing third in steals (5)...
Did You Know:  Daniels made 16 of his last 17 free-throw attempts
(94.1 percent) last season, including his final 11 in a row.
Daniels' Season-Highs
Points:  10
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Assists:  2
(three times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
14    David Eaton    G
6-2    •    175    •    Jr.
Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
EATON .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Clemson 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Virginia Tech 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Virginia Intermont 1-3 1-3 0-0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 6
Eaton's Career-Highs
Points:  13
(vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Rebounds:  1
(four times; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Assists:  1
(four times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
2002-03:  Adds depth to the backcourt... shoots the ball extremely
well... saw action in the opening five minutes of the 79-77 win at
Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had a pair of 3-pointers in a season-best 14
minutes in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... hit a pair of free-
throws almost immediately upon entering the Auburn game (Nov.
22)...
Did You Know:  Eaton is a crowd favorite at home games in the
Benjamin Johnson Arena.  The Terrier faithful leave notes, calling for
his entrance into the game, on the chairs of the Wofford coaches.
Eaton's Season-Highs
Points:  6
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:
Assists:  1
15    Byron Fields    G
6-2    •    170    •    Fr.
Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
FIELDS .... GAME-BY-GAME
Fields' Season and Career-Highs
Points:  4
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
2002-03:  Freshman point guard who is very much like Mike Lenzly
in his body type... had two electrifying layups almost immediately
upon entering the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont (Dec. 7)... played
a season-best 12 minutes that afternoon... had another dazzling move,
which brought the Wofford bench to its feet, in freeing himself up for
a made jumper late in the 80-54 victory against Emmanuel (Nov. 26)...
Did You Know:  Fields was a high school teammate last year of
Robert Hite of Miami (Fla.) and Deforrest Riley of Penn State.
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
Virginia Tech D N P
Virginia Intermont 2-5 0-1 0-0 3 1 4 2 1 0 0 1 2
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
23    Lee Nixon    G





(vs. Davidson, Feb. 5, 2001)
Rebounds:  7
(at Georgia Tech, Dec. 21, 2001)
Assists:  9
(vs. Appalachian State, Feb. 17, 2001)
2002-03:  One of the more exciting players in the country... very
athletic and explosive in addition to providing a highlight film of dunks...
sports a noticeably improved physique this year... the SoCon Player
of the Week after keying the 79-77 win over Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)
with 27 points, tying the second-best game of his career... was 5-of-7
from 3-point range against the Hokies... is 16-of-25 (64.0 percent)
from behind the arc this season and 50.0 overall (29-of-58)... the
Terriers' second-leading scorer (16.4 ppg)... was 5-of-8 behind the arc
in scoring 17 points at Clemson (Nov. 24)...  was 3-of-4 from 3-point
range for 13 points at Auburn (Nov. 22)... provided  one of the more
exciting plays of the year in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)...
Adrien Borders, on a breakaway, passed the ball off the backboard
which was then slammed through by a trailing Nixon... has changed his
jersey number from No. 22 to No. 23 this season...
Did You Know:  Nixon averaged 24.5 points in Wofford's two games
versus ACC opponents last season.  He also scored 21 second-half
points in the Terriers' 66-64 win at the College of Charleston.
Nixon's Season-Highs
Points:  27
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Assists:  7
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Clemson 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Emmanuel 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
Virginia Tech 7-13 5-7 8-11 0 1 2 7 2 1 0 0 3 9
Virginia Intermont 5-10 3-5 0-0 3 1 1 3 7 3 1 1 3 3
1    Mike Lenzly    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Clemson 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Emmanuel 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Virginia Tech 4-8 4-6 4-7 7 1 1 6 7 2 0 0 3 8
Virginia Intermont 7-12 4-8 4-4 5 2 2 2 5 0 1 1 3 4
Lenzly's Career-Highs
Points:  29
(vs. App. State, Feb. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(twice; most recently vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Assists:  12
(vs. Chattanooga, Feb. 13, 2001)
2002-03:  All-SoCon point guard who tops the Terriers in scoring
(17.8 ppg) and assists (4.4 apg) while placing second in rebounding
(5.4 rpg)... has scored exactly 22 points in three of the last four games...
needs 33 points to become the 34th player in Wofford history to reach
1,000 career points... flirted with his second career triple-double with
16 points, seven rebounds, and seven assists in the 79-77 win over
Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... shooting 53.3 percent (16-of-30) from 3-
point range and 51.0 overall... leads Wofford in trips to the free-throw
line and percentage (23-of-26, 88.5 percent)... has a 2:1 assist-to-
turnover ratio (22-11)... has changed to jersey No. 1 this year after
wearing No. 5 his first three seasons...
Did You Know:  Lenzly became the first player in Wofford history to
record a triple-double when he totaled 21 points, 12 assists, and 10
rebounds in a 105-69 win over Chattanooga during the 2000-01 cam-
paign.  He was the only player in the SoCon last season to rank in the
Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg), and assists (3.6




(three times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  7
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Assists:  7
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
40    Grant Sterley    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Clemson 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Emmanuel 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
Virginia Tech 1-2 1-2 0-0 3 4 3 1 1 0 0 2 2
Virginia Intermont 1-2 1-1 0-2 6 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
2002-03:  Returning starter at the "4" spot... fully recovered from
midseason knee surgery which forced him to miss six games last year...
provides toughness on the court... missed the first half of the Virginia
Intermont game (Dec. 7) as he was taking the Law School Admission
Test (LSAT)... arrived just in time for the second half and totaled six
rebounds in 10 minutes... hit a key second-half 3-pointer in the 79-77
win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had a team-best six rebounds while
topping both teams in floor burns at Auburn (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Sterley set a Wofford and SoCon record as a fresh-
man by making nine consecutive 3-pointers over a five-game stretch.
Sterley's Career-Highs
Points:  17
(at East Tennessee State, Jan. 23, 2002)
Rebounds:  9
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Assists:  3
(four times; most recently vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Sterley's Season-Highs
Points:  3
(three times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  6
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
11    Jeff Tarr    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Virginia Tech D N P
Virginia Intermont 0-2 0-0 1-2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 8
Tarr's Career-Highs
Points:  8
(vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
Assists:  1
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
2002-03:  A perfect role player for the Terriers... very consistent...
made his first collegiate start in the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont
(Dec. 7)... replaced Grant Sterley, who was taking the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT)... has totaled eight rebounds in just 20 min-
utes this season... had three boards in just two minutes late in the
Auburn contest (Nov. 22), and another three rebounds in the 80-54
win versus Emmanuel (Nov. 26)...
Did You Know:  Tarr has worked as a line judge at Wofford home
volleyball matches in addition to serving as a SportsTicker reporter in
the press box of Terrier home football games.
Tarr's Career-Highs
Points:  1
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
21   Howard Wilkerson    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Emmanuel 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
Virginia Tech 2-4 0-1 1-2 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 2 0
Virginia Intermont 3-6 0-0 3-3 8 0 9 1 4 1 3 2 2
2002-03:  Another impressive newcomer... a versatile performer and
one of the first post players off-the-bench... contributed five key
points and two steals, including one in the final minutes, in the 79-77
win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had the home fans in awe with a pair of
thunderous dunks in the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont (Dec. 7)...
had season-high totals of nine points, eight rebounds, and three steals
in that game... places second on the Terriers with six steals on the
season... shooting 52.9 percent (9-of-17) over the last three games...
had eight points and four rebounds in the 80-54 rout of Emmanuel
(Nov. 26)... played 14 minutes in his collegiate debut at Auburn (Nov.
22)...
Did You Know:  Wilkerson was one of seven Division I signees off
last year's Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy team.
Wilkerson's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  9
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  8
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Assists:  1
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Daniels* 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Lenzly* 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Stephens* 4-9 4-7 4-5 3 3 1 6 1 4 0 1 1 8
Nixon* 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Borders 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Tarr 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Fields 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Wilkerson 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Berg 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
TEAM 3
Totals 21-59 10-24 11-13 3 1 1 8 6 3 1 3 2 2 0 9 200
FG%:  35.6 (21-59)  3FG%:  41.7 (10-24)  FT%:  84.6 (11-13)  Dball Rebs:  0
TFG 3FG FT
Auburn M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Daniels* 7-13 0-1 1-2 5 2 1 5 5 2 0 5 3 3
Killingsworth* 5-7 0-2 3-5 1 0 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 9
Bird* 3-5 1-2 3-4 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 8
Davis* 5-10 0-0 1-2 9 3 1 1 0 2 7 1 3 1
Monroe* 3-6 0-2 1-2 1 2 7 3 1 0 1 3 3
Gaines 2-3 2-3 0-2 1 3 6 2 2 0 1 1 3
Wicke 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Arnold 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Tucker 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4
Calton 6-7 0-0 2-2 4 1 1 4 0 3 1 1 1 5
Lewis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Lollar 1-1 0-0 3-4 1 1 5 0 3 0 1 1 1
TEAM 3
Totals 32-54 3-11 14-23 3 6 1 5 8 1 1 4 1 9 9 1 3 200
FG%:  59.3 (32-54)  3FG%:  27.3 (3-11)  FT%:  60.9 (14-23)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  AU 39, WC 30  Officials:  Bruce Benedict, Jim Haney, Alan Spainhour
Attendance:  6,000
Game 1 -- Auburn 81, Wofford 63
November 22, 2002
Auburn, Ala.
Wofford hung tough with Auburn for most of the night before the
Tigers pulled away down the stretch for an 81-63 victory to spoil the
Terrier head coaching debut of Mike Young.
The Terriers trailed just 45-38 with 14:57 to play when freshman
Tyler Berg scored his first collegiate basket on a tip-in.  However, the
Tigers answered with a 17-4 run to take control.
Adrien Borders scored 14 first-half points, just three short of his
career-high.  He had nine consecutive points, capped by a breakaway
dunk with 2:52 to play in the first half, to pull the Terriers within 32-
30.  The Tigers then scored the next seven points to take a 39-30 lead
at the intermission.
Wofford cut the deficit to 39-33 when Mike Lenzly opened the
second half with a 3-pointer.  The Terriers were 10-of-24 (41.7 per-
cent) behind the arc.
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Nixon* 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Sterley* 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Daniels* 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Lenzly* 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Stephens* 1-8 0-2 0-1 4 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 7
Borders 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Davis 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Wilkerson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Berg 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
TEAM 4
Totals 24-61 10-23 14-18 3 5 2 2 7 2 1 1 1 6 5 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Clemson M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Babalola* 2-5 0-1 3-4 2 3 7 2 3 0 2 2 8
Hobbs* 7-10 0-0 5-8 8 3 1 9 1 2 0 1 1 9
Ford* 5-8 0-0 2-6 8 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 3 2
Scott* 7-17 1-4 4-6 2 3 1 9 6 2 0 1 3 8
Christie* 2-11 0-4 4-5 6 3 8 2 0 0 3 3 3
Betko 1-1 0-0 2-3 1 2 4 0 1 0 0 1 6
Henderson 4-9 0-0 0-0 1 2 1 8 1 0 4 1 2 9
Robinson 1-1 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 4
Douglas 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TEAM 5
Totals 29-62 1-9 20-32 4 6 1 8 7 9 1 3 1 1 5 8 200
FG%:  46.8 (29-62)  3FG%:  11.1 (1-9)  FT%:  62.5 (20-32)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  CU 49, WC 34  Officials:  Roger Ayers, Ted Valentine, Gary Maxwell
Attendance:  5,000
Game 2 -- Clemson 79, Wofford 72
November 24, 2002
Anderson, S.C.
Wofford  and Clemson went down to the wire for the fourth straight
year, before the Tigers pulled out a 79-72 victory in Anderson, S.C.
Trailing 49-34 at the half, Wofford faced its largest deficit of the
contest at 52-34 with 18:20 to play.
The Terriers, playing the second half without an injured Justin
Stephens, answered with a 24-9 run to pull within 61-58 on a Tyler
Berg hook with 9:11 remaining.  The freshman center had nine points
during the spurt as he finished the game with 13 points and seven
rebounds, including 11 points and five boards in the second half.
After the Tigers built their margin back to 71-62 with 4:39 left, the
Terriers answered with a Lee Nixon 3-pointer and a pair of Berg free-
throws to close within 71-67 with 3:35 to play.  Wofford then had
turnovers on two successive possessions in an attempt to further cut
the deficit.
The Terriers were within five points twice in the final two minutes,
the last time coming on a Mike Lenzly 3-pointer at the 16-second mark.
TFG 3FG FT
Emmanuel M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Patman* 0-4 0-2 2-2 4 4 2 3 2 0 2 3 2
Bearden* 9-17 5-6 3-4 3 0 2 6 2 5 1 0 3 6
Cham* 5-7 0-0 1-2 7 4 1 1 1 2 1 0 3 0
Johnson* 2-8 0-2 0-2 6 2 4 5 4 0 2 3 3
Sterling* 2-7 1-3 0-0 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 2 3
Russell 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
Frazee 1-6 0-3 0-0 3 0 2 1 4 0 1 1 9
Street 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Altazan 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
Young 0-2 0-1 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
Joseph 2-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 4 0 2 2 0 1 3
TEAM 5
Totals 21-54 6-17 6-10 3 2 1 2 5 4 1 3 2 5 4 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
Daniels* 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Lenzly* 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Borders* 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
Nixon* 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
Davis 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Tarr 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Eaton 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Fields 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
Wilkerson 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
Berg 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
TEAM 3
Totals 30-60 7-17 13-17 3 6 1 4 8 0 1 5 1 6 4 1 2 200
FG%:  50.0 (30-60)  3FG%:  41.2 (7-17)  FT%:  76.5 (13-17)  Dball Rebs:  1
Halftime:  WC 41, EC 27  Officials:  Reggie Cofer, Gary Wall, Zelton Steed
Attendance:  708
Game 3 -- Wofford 80, Emmanuel 54
November 26, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Young picked up his first head coaching victory while Tyler
Berg posted his first collegiate double-double in Wofford's rout of
Emmanuel.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      W  E  S  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 1-2 1-2 0-0 3 4 3 1 1 0 0 2 2
Daniels* 2-5 2-3 0-0 0 5 6 2 0 1 1 1 5
Lenzly* 4-8 4-6 4-7 7 1 1 6 7 2 0 0 3 8
Borders* 3-10 1-4 0-0 4 1 7 2 3 1 1 3 9
Nixon* 7-13 5-7 8-11 0 1 2 7 2 1 0 0 3 9
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Eaton 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Wilkerson 2-4 0-1 1-2 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 2 0
Berg 6-12 0-0 3-4 7 5 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 4
TEAM 2
Totals 25-54 13-23 16-24 2 4 2 0 7 9 1 4 8 3 4 200
FG%:  46.3 (25-54)  3FG%:  56.5 (13-23)  FT%:  66.7 (16-24)  Dball Rebs:  3
TFG 3FG FT
Virginia Tech M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Matthews* 5-9 1-1 2-5 8 4 1 3 3 1 2 1 3 6
Thompkins* 4-9 2-2 4-6 9 3 1 4 2 2 3 0 3 1
Taylor* 8-9 0-0 5-6 1 0 3 2 1 0 2 0 1 2 9
Chase* 4-9 1-4 0-0 6 0 9 2 2 0 0 3 5
Dixon* 3-12 2-6 6-6 4 5 1 4 5 5 0 2 3 5
Branham 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 7
Davis 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Calloway 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 8
Harris 1-2 0-1 0-1 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 6
McCandies 0-1 0-0 2-2 2 2 2 0 3 2 0 1 0
TEAM 2
Totals 26-56 6-14 19-26 4 5 2 0 7 7 1 4 1 7 7 4 200
FG%:  46.4 (26-56)  3FG%:  42.9 (6-14)  FT%:  73.1 (19-26)  Dball Rebs:  2
Halftime:  WC 43, VT 26  Officials:  William Bush, Olandis Poole, Mike Stuart
Attendance:  3,114
Game 4 -- Wofford 79, Virginia Tech 77
December 2, 2002
Blacksburg, Va.
Lee Nixon scored 27 points to give Wofford its first-ever victory
over a Big East opponent as the Terriers defeated Virginia Tech, 79-77.
Wofford never trailed and built an 18-point lead before taking a 43-
26 margin into the locker room at the intermission.
The Hokies, carrying a three-game winning streak that included a
victory over Michigan, began the second half with an 8-0 run in just
1:08 to trim their deficit to 43-34.  However, the Terriers would
answer every run by Virginia Tech.
A Mike Lenzly 3-pointer extended the Wofford lead back to 13
points, 52-39, with 16:10 left.  Lenzly, playing on a sore ankle, had 16
points, seven rebounds, and seven assists in 38 minutes as the Terrier
backcourt was shorthanded with Justin Stephens sidelined.
The Hokies continued to chip away throughout the second half,
cutting Wofford’s edge to one at 58-57 on a Terry Taylor jumper with
8:34 remaining.  The Terriers immediately answered with a Tyler
Berg layup and Nixon trey to regain a six-point lead, before Virginia
Tech closed the gap again to just two points, 69-67, on a Carlos
Dixon 3-pointer with 4:30 to play.
A pair of Lenzly free throws put Wofford ahead 77-71 with 47
seconds remaining.  Virginia Tech’s Dimari Thompkins cut the lead
in half with a 3-pointer.  After a Nixon free throw stretched the margin
to four points, Taylor made it just one with a layup and free throw
with 16 seconds left.
Adrien Borders then helped preserve the game, drawing a charge
with seven seconds to play.  Nixon converted a free throw with .9
seconds remaining to provide the final margin.
The 27 points for Nixon equaled the second-best game of his career.
He went 5-of-7 from 3-point range and 7-of-13 overall.  Wofford was
13-of-23 (56.5 percent) behind the arc.
Berg tallied 15 points and seven boards.  Virginia Tech was led by
the 6-foot-8, 285-pound Taylor, who had a double-double of 21 points
and 10 rebounds.
The game was a successful homecoming for Wofford Head Coach
Mike Young, who grew up in Radford, Va., just outside of Blacksburg.
Game 5 -- Wofford 86, Virginia Intermont 56
December 7, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Lenzly moved closer to the 1,000-career points milestone as
he keyed Wofford’s 86-56 rout of Virginia Intermont.
Lenzly had his third 22-point game in the last four contests to move
his career total to 967 points.  He also added five rebounds and five
assists with no turnovers in 34 minutes.
Lenzly was one of four Terriers in double figures.  Starting forward
Grant Sterley was taking the Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
and didn’t arrive at the game until halftime.  He did grab six rebounds
in 10 second-half minutes.
The Terriers hit their first five shots, including three 3-pointers, to
take a 15-4 lead just 2:25 into the contest.  Wofford continued its
torrid early-season shooting from 3-point range, going 10-of-25 (40.0
percent) behind the arc.
TFG 3FG FT
Virginia Intermont M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sanders* 3-8 0-0 2-3 4 0 8 0 2 0 1 2 6
Wise* 2-6 0-0 0-3 5 3 4 1 3 0 1 1 8
Green* 2-5 0-0 4-4 4 5 8 1 1 2 1 2 8
Kaufman* 4-7 1-1 2-2 1 1 1 1 3 6 1 1 3 3
Rogers* 2-6 1-3 2-2 3 2 7 4 4 0 0 2 7
Rippy 0-0 0-0 2-2 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3
Williams 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 5
Armstrong 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 4
Wright 2-4 1-3 1-2 3 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Simon 4-10 0-1 2-4 7 4 1 0 1 3 1 1 3 0
Hansen 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TEAM 1
Totals 19-48 3-9 15-22 2 8 1 8 5 6 1 1 2 3 4 5 200
FG%:  39.6 (19-48)  3FG%:  33.3 (3-9)  FT%:  68.2 (15-22)  Dball Rebs:  4
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Tarr* 0-2 0-0 1-2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 8
Daniels* 5-8 0-1 0-0 3 4 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 8
Lenzly* 7-12 4-8 4-4 5 2 2 2 5 0 1 1 3 4
Borders* 1-7 1-5 3-4 2 2 6 3 3 0 1 2 7
Nixon* 5-10 3-5 0-0 3 1 1 3 7 3 1 1 3 3
Davis 0-1 0-1 0-0 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 7
Eaton 1-3 1-3 0-0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 6
Fields 2-5 0-1 0-0 3 1 4 2 1 0 0 1 2
Wilkerson 3-6 0-0 3-3 8 0 9 1 4 1 3 2 2
Berg 7-8 0-0 1-3 5 3 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 3
Sterley 1-2 1-1 0-2 6 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
TEAM 2
Totals 32-64 10-25 12-18 4 0 1 9 8 6 2 4 1 5 6 7 200
FG%:  50.0 (32-64)  3FG%:  40.0 (10-25)  FT%:  66.7 (12-18)  Dball Rebs:  2
Halftime:  WC 40, VI 32  Officials:  Jim Owens, Lee Klutz, Jerry Hill
Attendance:  786
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Men's Basketball Falls Short Against WVU in Bid for Another Big East Win
Date: December 15, 2002 at 2:48 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
In their bid for a second straight win over a Big East opponent, the Terriers went down to
the wire with West Virginia before dropping a 79-69 decision Saturday afternoon in
Morgantown, W.Va.
 
Wofford (3-3) trailed just 48-45 after a Howard Wilkerson free-throw with 11:48 to play. 
The Terriers then had three consecutive dunks in a 1:30 span, including a pair of spectacular
alley-oop slams by Lee Nixon, to close within 60-55 with 6:33 remaining.  Adrien Borders
assisted on all three dunks.
However, the Mountaineers (5-1) answered with a 9-0 run to build their margin back to 14
with 4:23 left.  Mike Lenzly then had six points to key an 8-2 run that cut the Terrier deficit
to 71-63 with 2:42 remaining.
 
Nixon topped the Terriers with 19 points while freshman center Tyler Berg contributed 15
points and seven rebounds off-the-bench.
"Those two guards, Nixon and Lenzly, can play in any conference in the country," West
Virginia Head Coach John Beilein said.  "They were just getting into the gaps and causing
us problems."
 
West Virginia, with a win over Florida earlier this season, shot 78.3 percent (18-of-23) in the
second half and 63.3 for the game. The Mountaineers were 8-of-17 from 3-point range.
 
Wofford held a 33-21 rebounding edge, including 17-to-5 on the offensive end.  The Terriers
were just 3-of-16 from 3-point range after making 13-of-23 attempts behind the arc in a 79-
77 win at Virginia Tech on Dec. 2.
"We knew we had our hands full coming in here," Wofford Head Coach Mike Young said. 
"Anybody that beats Florida ... obviously they are doing something to give teams fits.  I
admire what they've done with their team.  They've got several very good players."
The Terriers trailed by as many as seven points in the first half before going on an 11-0 run
over a 3:31 span to take a 24-20 lead on a pair of Berg free-throws with 6:47 to play before
the half.  A Borders layup, three straight free throws by Nixon after being fouled on a 3-
point attempt, a dunk by Berg, a layup by Lenzly, and Berg's free throws accounted for the
11 points.
The Mountaineers scored the final four points of the first half to take a 29-28 lead into the
locker room at the intermission.
Tyrone Sally led West Virginia with 25 points while Drew Schifino scored 16.
The Terriers return to action Monday at South Carolina in an 8 p.m. regionally-televised
contest (CSS).
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Basketball Notes -- Tonight's Game at South Carolina
Date: December 16, 2002 at 11:52 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Attached as a .pdf file is Wofford's release for tonight's men's basketball game at South
Carolina.  Tip-off is 8 p.m.  The contest will be televised regionally on CSS.  If you have










W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
Probable Starting Lineup
G Mike Lenzly 6-3, 180, Sr. 16.5 ppg, 5.2 rpg, 4.2 apg
G Adrien Borders 6-0, 170, So. 7.8 ppg, 2.3 rpg, 2.2 apg
G Lee Nixon 6-4, 185, Sr. 16.8 ppg, 2.5 rpg, 2.8 apg
F Grant Sterley 6-7, 230, Sr. 3.3 ppg, 4.3 rpg, 1.2 apg
C Sam Daniels 6-9, 225, So. 5.2 ppg, 2.5 rpg, 1.5 apg
 Date Opponent Site Time/Result
 Nov. 22 Auburn Auburn, Ala. 63-81
 Nov. 24 Clemson Anderson, S.C. 72-79
 Nov. 26 EMMANUEL HOME 80-54
 Dec. 2 Virginia Tech Blacksburg, Va. 79-77
 Dec. 4 TOCCOA FALLS HOME ppd.
 Dec. 7 VIRGINIA INTERMONT HOME 86-56
 Dec. 14 West Virginia Morgantown, W.Va. 69-79
 Dec. 16 South Carolina (CSS) Columbia, S.C. 8 p.m.
  Dec. 21 KING HOME 1 p.m.
 Dec. 29 NC State (FOX Sports Net) Raleigh, N.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 2 Virginia (Comcast Sports) Charlottesville, Va. 7 p.m.
 Jan. 6 COL. OF CHARLESTON* HOME 7 p.m.
  Jan. 11 Furman* Greenville, S.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 13 The Citadel* Charleston, S.C. 7:15 p.m.
 Jan. 18 College of Charleston* Charleston, S.C. 6 p.m.
 Jan. 20 CHATTANOOGA* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 25 EAST TENNESSEE STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 27 GEORGIA SOUTHERN* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 1 UNC Greensboro* Greensboro, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 3 DAVIDSON* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 8 VMI* Lexington, Va. 1 p.m.
 Feb. 10 Chattanooga* Chattanooga, Tenn. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 15 Georgia Southern* Statesboro, Ga. 7:30 p.m.
 Feb. 17 APPALACHIAN STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 22 FURMAN* (FOX Sports Net) HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 24 Western Carolina* Cullowhee, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Mar. 1 THE CITADEL* HOME 7 p.m.
 Mar. 5-8 SoCon Tournament Charleston, S.C.^ TBA
 *Southern Conference Game
 ^North Charleston Coliseum
 All Times Eastern and Subject to Change
 Bold Caps Indicate Home Games
Wofford College
2002-03 Schedule/Results
Dec. 16, 2002, at South Carolina, Carolina Center (18,000), Columbia, S.C.; 8 p.m.
2002-03 Wofford College Basketball
Meet The Head Coach
After 13 seasons as a Wofford assistant to Richard Johnson,
Mike Young is in his first year as head coach of the Terriers.
Johnson was promoted to athletic director last Dec. 3 with the
announcement that he would coach the Terriers just through the
remainder of the 2001-02 season.  His first head coaching hire was the
elevation of Young effective at the close of the campaign.
A native of Radford, Va., and a 1986 graduate of Emory & Henry
(Va.), Young has helped guide Wofford from NCAA Division II to
Division I Independent status in 1995-96 and the Southern Conference
in 1997-98.  In recognition of his contribution to the Terriers, Young was
promoted to associate head coach in August 1998.
Young came to Wofford in 1989 after serving as a graduate assistant
for one year at Radford.  He was also an assistant at his alma mater for
two seasons before moving on to Radford.
Young was honored in 2001 as America's Best Dressed Assistant
Coach in a national contest conducted by www.collegeinsider.com.
The Game
The Wofford basketball team will make its first appearance at the
new Carolina Center when it meets the University of South Carolina in
a regionally-televised contest on CSS.
The Terriers and Gamecocks are meeting for the seventh time in
Wofford's eight seasons on the Division I level.  USC took a 64-49
decision last year in Spartanburg, S.C., and holds an 18-game winning
streak in the series.  Wofford's last victory over South Carolina was a
33-31 win in the 1938-39 campaign.
Worth Noting
•Wofford is the second smallest school in Division I with an
enrollment of 1,100, behind only Centenary (850 students).  Wofford
actually has a higher SAT average (1236) than enrollment (1,100).
•Standout guard Justin Stephens is sidelined for the season with
a knee injury.  He was a member of the All-SoCon Freshman team last
year when he averaged 12.4 points, including 14.1 in league action.
•Former Gamecock Greg Taylor is at Wofford and sitting out this
season per NCAA transfer rules.  He will have two years of eligibility
for the Terriers.  Taylor made his radio broadcasting debut with the color
commentary on the Dec. 7 home game with Virginia Intermont.
•Point guard Mike Lenzly needs 23 points to become the 34th
player in Wofford history to reach 1,000 career points.
•Since he was taking the Law School Admission Test (LSAT),
starting forward Grant Sterley missed the first half of the Dec. 7
Virginia Intermont game.  He arrived in time for the second half and
grabbed six rebounds in just 10 minutes.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
About Wofford
•Located in Spartanburg, S.C., Wofford is
one of only five independent colleges and
universities to have a Phi Beta Kappa chapter
in the Carolinas (Davidson, Duke, Furman,
and Wake Forest are the others).
•Wofford is one of just three Division I
colleges or universities to have the nickname
Terriers.  The others are Boston University
and St. Francis (N.Y.).
•Founded in 1854, Wofford has an enroll-
ment of 1,100, making it the smallest school in
NCAA Division I-A or I-AA football.
•With 1,100 students, Wofford is the sec-
ond smallest school in Division I.  Only Cen-
tenary (La.) is smaller with 850 students.
However, the Gentlemen do not field a football
team.
•Famous Wofford graduates include Caro-
lina Panther owner and founder Jerry
Richardson and Air Force Head Football
Coach Fisher DeBerry.
•Wofford ranks No. 1 among national liberal
arts colleges in "operating efficiency," provid-
ing a quality education while spending rela-
tively less.
2001 SoCon Graduation Rate Summary
The chart below, taken from the 2001 Southern Conference Graduation Rate
Summary, shows how Wofford continues to top the SoCon in graduating the
highest percentage of its men's basketball players in addition to overall student-
athletes over the last four years.
Wofford's high graduation rate comes at a nationally-respected liberal arts
college with an average SAT score of 1236.
Wofford Among National Leaders in Graduation Rates
Wofford ranks 10th in the nation in its graduation rate for student-athletes
among Division I members with scholarship football programs. The information
listed below was taken from the 2001 Graduation Rate Report, published in The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Student-Athlete
Graduation Rate
1. Duke 90 percent
Northwestern 90 percent
3. Stanford 86 percent
4. William & Mary 85 percent
5. Virginia 84 percent
6. Boston College 83 percent
7. Syracuse 81 percent
8. New Hampshire 80 percent
9. Villanova 79 percent
  10. Wofford 78 percent
  11. Rice 76 percent
  12. Penn State 75 percent
Tulane 75 percent
  14. Iowa 74 percent




"There are no junk courses at
Wofford that we could see,
and we would certainly match
its course of study with that of
any school in the Ivy League."
National Review's Guide to the
Best Liberal Arts Colleges
"America's Top 50 Liberal Arts
Schools"
In the 2000 NCAA Division I Gradu-
ation Rate Report, Wofford was the only
school in the nation to rank in the Top 10
in all four categories: overall student-ath-
lete graduation rate as well as those for the
football, men’s basketball, and women’s
basketball teams.
Men's Basketball Players Student-Athlete
4-year average 4-year average
 1. Wofford 86 percent 81 percent
 2. College of Charleston 60 percent 60 percent
 3. Furman 55 percent 72 percent
 4. Davidson 54 percent 82 percent
 5. UNC Greensboro 44 percent 51 percent
 6. Appalachian State 43 percent 59 percent
 7. Chattanooga 43 percent 44 percent
 8. Western Carolina 36 percent 52 percent
 9. VMI 33 percent 58 percent
10. The Citadel 31 percent 57 percent
11. East Tennessee State 30 percent 39 percent
12. Georgia Southern 11 percent 50 percent
NCAA Division I Average 41 percent 58 percent
1236 vs. 1100
Wofford College boasts a higher SAT average
(1236) than enrollment (1100).
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
Schedule Difficulty
•The tradition continues this season when it comes to Wofford facing one of the toughest
schedules in the nation for a mid-major Division I program.
The Terriers opened the 2002-03 campaign with games at Auburn and Clemson in addition
to traveling to Virginia Tech, West Virginia, South Carolina, NC State, and Virginia.
•In their opening 12 games last year, the Terriers played at Memphis, Clemson, Nebraska,
NC State, and Georgia Tech.  Wofford also played host to South Carolina.
•The RPI rankings, which take into account Division I games only, determined that Wofford's
pre-Christmas schedule in 2000-01 was the most difficult in the nation.  The Terriers had road
games at Georgia Tech, South Carolina, Boston College, Alabama, Clemson, and Vanderbilt.
Wofford was also home for William & Mary.
•According to the Sagarin Ratings in the 1999-00 season, Wofford played the nation's third
toughest pre-Christmas schedule.  Only Iowa and Temple faced more difficult slates.
There's Something about
Wofford and Clemson
Wofford and Clemson have met in each of
the last four seasons with those contests being
decided by a total of just 19 points.
The Terriers won 79-74 in the 1999-00
campaign, while the Tigers have prevailed in
each of the last three seasons by a combined 14
points:
Preseason Honors
Wofford point guard Mike Lenzly is a
consensus preseason All-SoCon selection.  He
received honors from the league coaches in
addition to several preseason publications.
A 6-foot-3 southpaw from Jonesboro, Ga.,
Lenzly has been an All-SoCon selection from
the league media in each of the last two cam-
paigns.
He posted Wofford's first-ever triple-double
with 21 points, 12 assists, and 10 rebounds in
a 105-69 victory over Chattanooga during the
2000-01 campaign.
Opponent Stats
Georgia Southern 11 pts., 8 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 19)
Chattanooga 17 pts., 7 reb., 6 asst.
(Jan. 14)
Georgia Tech 22 pts., 6 reb., 7 asst.
(Dec. 21)
Florida A&M 24 pts., 14 reb., 7 asst.
(Nov. 26)
Countdown to 1,000
Wofford guards and roommates Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon are both closing in on
1,000 career points.
The duo would become the 34th and 35th
players in school history to reach that mile-
stone.  Listed below are their career points and
projected game to join the 1,000-point club:
Raising $$$$
Head Coach Mike Young's wife, Margaret,
is the drive co-chairman for the Terrier Club,
Wofford's fundraising organization which
raised $1,021,289 last year in scholarship
support for Terrier student-athletes.
 Lenzly had 16 points, seven rebounds, and
seven assists in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech







Name Career Pts. Projected Game:
Mike Lenzly  977 Saturday,
vs. King
Lee Nixon     902 Jan. 11,
at Furman
Shooting the Rock
•Wofford is shooting nearly as high from 3-
point range (41.4) as overall (44.2).
•Lee Nixon (16.8 ppg) and Mike Lenzly
(16.5 ppg), the Terriers' top scorers, are shoot-
ing 58.6 percent (17-of-29) and 50.0 percent
(17-of-34), respectively, behind the arc.
•The Terriers' 8.8 treys per game and 41.4
3-point percentage both rank second in the
SoCon.
•Wofford is shooting 74.5 percent at the
free-throw line after a 66.6 clip last year.
The Ironman
Point guard Mike Lenzly played the entire
way, including two overtime contests, in nine
of Wofford's 16 SoCon games last season.  On
two occasions, he played 39 minutes.
He averaged 38.4 minutes in SoCon action
and 35.8 overall.
On frequently playing the entire game,
Lenzly said, "It's no big deal.  Practice is two
hours.  A game is only 40 minutes."
Nixon Named SoCon Player of the Week
Lee Nixon was named the Southern Conference Men’s Basketball Player of the Week (Dec.
2-8) for his performance in a pair of Terrier wins.
Nixon scored 27 points in a 79-77 victory at Virginia Tech, representing Wofford’s first-ever
win over a Big East opponent. The senior from Hanahan, S.C., was 7-of-13 from the field,
including 5-of-7 from 3-point range, in equaling the second-best scoring performance of his career.
He played 39 minutes against the Hokies.
Nixon then added 13 points and seven assists in the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont.
For the week, Nixon averaged 20.0 points while shooting 66.7 percent (8-of-12) from 3-point
range and 52.2 overall (12-of-23).
Nixon is just the third men’s basketball player in Wofford’s six seasons of league play to receive
SoCon Player of the Week honors.  Ian Chadwick and Mike Lenzly are the previous recipients.
Speaking of
the Backcourt
“Those two guards, Nixon and
Lenzly, can play in any confer-




(Dec. 14, 2002)A Youthful Staff
The Wofford men's basketball coaching staff
is the youngest in the country in a national
study conducted by Radford University.
The average age of the four Terrier coaches
is 29.8.  Radford is second at 30.0.
Head Coach Mike Young is 39 and the
graybeard on the staff.  Assistant coaches
Jimmy Allen (31), Alex Peavey (25), and
Mark Prosser (24) are next in line.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
The Staff
The following is an inside look at Head
Coach Mike Young's three assistants:
•Jimmy Allen is in his first season at
Wofford after serving the last six years at
Navy, helping guide the Midshipmen to a pair
of Patriot League championships and NCAA
Tournament berths.
Allen, like Young, is an Emory & Henry
graduate who also coached at his alma mater
upon his graduation.
•Alex Peavey is in his third year with the
Terriers after working with the basketball
program at Virginia Commonwealth.
He is the son of Marion Peavey, a 1965
Wofford graduate and former executive direc-
tor of the NCAA Foundation.
•Mark Prosser, son of Wake Forest Head
Coach Skip Prosser, joined the Terriers after
graduating from Marist this past spring.  He
played for the Red Foxes before a knee injury
ended his career.  He then served as a student
assistant coach.
Women Beware
Wofford assistant coach Alex Peavey was
named last year by www.collegeinsider.com
as one of the "50 Most Eligible Bachelors" in
the Division I coaching ranks.
The Trickle Down
The SoCon hiring a new commissioner last
year resulted in Wofford naming a new head
basketball coach.
With Danny Morrison leaving his Wofford
senior vice-president position to become the
SoCon commissioner, David Wood was pro-
moted from athletic director to Morrison's
vacated role.
Head Basketball Coach Richard Johnson
was then promoted to athletic director with
the Dec. 3 announcement that he would coach
the Terriers just through the remainder of the
2001-02 season.
In his first official day as athletic director,
Johnson made his first coaching hire.  He
tabbed longtime assistant Mike Young to
take over the head coaching duties effective at
the close of the campaign.  Young is in his 14th
year overall at Wofford.
Morrison hired Johnson to be Wofford's
basketball coach in 1985.
Streak Over
Dating back to last season, each of the last
four games between Wofford and the College
of Charleston have come down to the final
possession in regulation.
Listed below are notables from the Terriers'
66-64 win last year over the Cougars in Charles-
ton:
•Wofford became just the second SoCon team
to win at the John Kresse Arena in CofC's four
seasons of league play.
•Wofford nearly didn't make the trip to Charles-
ton that day due to a statewide snowstorm.
•The Terriers had dropped 16 straight games
to the Cougars dating back to Feb. 17, 1979.
•Wofford hadn't won at Charleston since Nov.
29, 1974, representing a stretch of 13 games.
Former head coach and now Athletic Director
Richard Johnson was in his junior year at The
Citadel at the time.
Athlete Extraordinaire
Sophomore guard Adrien Borders earned
All-SoCon honors and was the league's Fresh-
man of the Year in outdoor track last season.
Borders placed second at the SoCon Cham-
pionships in the triple jump (over 50 feet) and
long jump (more than 24 feet).  He also com-
peted well as a sprinter.
The Lilburn, Ga., native is averaging 7.8
points this season after scoring at a 4.8 clip last
year.
Terriers on the Tube
Wofford will be making a single-season
school record four regional television appear-
ances this season:
Speaking of Berg
Following the Nov. 24 game at Clemson, in
which Tyler Berg had 13 points and seven
rebounds in just his second collegiate game,
Tiger forward Chris Hobbs had the following
to say about Wofford's freshman center:
"We talked about him in the locker room at
the half.  He had a good game and stepped up
to the plate.  He's going to have a good career
if he plays like that.  I don't know if we play
Wofford again next year, but we'll have to be
worried about him again if we do."
Whatever Happened To...
Former Terrier guard Ian Chadwick, argu-
ably the best player in Wofford basketball
history, is playing with the Mattersburg 49ers
in the top division of Austria.
A 2001 Wofford graduate with a degree in
business economics, Chadwick was a three-
time All-SoCon selection and the league's ca-
reer 3-point leader with 299.
Chadwick was the runner-up for SoCon
Player of the Year honors his senior year and
finished his career sixth on the Terriers' all-time
scoring list with 1,789 points.
Stephens Sidelined for the Season
Wofford guard Justin Stephens, an All-SoCon Freshman Team selection last season, will
be sidelined for the remainder of the year after sustaining a knee injury in the first half of the
Nov. 24 game at Clemson.
Stephens placed third among SoCon rookies last season with a 12.4 scoring average, with
that mark increasing to 14.1 points in league action.  He also topped all SoCon freshmen in
assists (3.2 apg) while ranking 10th overall as he started all 29 games.
Stephens played in just two games this season and is eligible for a medical hardship year.
In his first collegiate game, he garnered attention when he outplayed heralded freshman
and eventual NBA lottery pick Dajuan Wagner of Memphis.  Stephens outscored Wagner
(19-18) while totaling more assists (6-4) and blocks (1-0).  He also had the same number of
steals (2) and rebounds (1) while recording one less turnover (2-3).
Freshman Sensation
Freshman Tyler Berg's 13.0 points per
game average is the highest by a Wofford center
since John McGinnis scored at a 13.1 clip
during the 1992-93 campaign.
Berg made a bid for All-Big East honors as
he totaled 15 points and seven rebounds against
both Virginia Tech and West Virginia.  He also
had 13 points and seven boards at Clemson.
The Mt. Holly, N.C., native tops the Ter-
riers in rebounding (6.5 rpg) and with 28 trips
to the free-throw line (71.4 percent).
This and That
•In the Sagarin Ratings as of Dec. 15, Wofford
is ranked No. 132 out of 327 Division I pro-
grams.  South Carolina is No. 76.
•Wofford's 3-3 record equals its best start in
eight years of Division I play.
With an annual early-season schedule loaded
against major conference competition, the
Terriers have yet to reach 4-3 in their Division
I era.
•Wofford is 3-0 when scoring at least 79
points this season.
Date Opponent Network
Dec. 16 at South Carolina CSS
Dec. 29 at NC State FOX Sports Net
Jan. 2 at Virginia Comcast Sports
Feb. 22 Furman FOX Sports Net
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
2002-03 SoCon Standings
(games through Dec. 15)
NORTH DIVISION Conference Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
Davidson 0 0 .000 5 1 .833
Appalachian State 0 0 .000 3 2 .600
VMI 0 0 .000 4 3 .571
East Tennessee State 0 0 .000 3 3 .500
Western Carolina 0 0 .000 3 3 .500
UNC Greensboro 0 0 .000 3 5 .375
SOUTH DIVISION Conference    Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
College of Charleston 0 0 .000 7 1 .875
Chattanooga 0 0 .000 5 1 .833
Georgia Southern 0 0 .000 4 3 .571
Wofford 0 0 .000 3 3 .500
The Citadel 0 0 .000 3 3 .500
Furman 0 0 .000 4 5 .444
Versus The SoCon
Wofford has a 36-48 record (.429) in its five-
year SoCon history which began with the
Terriers in just their third season in Division I.
Wofford's league record against each team,






College of Charleston 1-8
Davidson 2-5








Wins over ACC Teams
Wofford came very close to a pair of wins
over ACC opponents last season.
The Terriers built double-digit leads at
Clemson and Georgia Tech before falling 85-82
and 79-70, respectively.
Wofford held a 14-point first-half lead and
led by 11 at the intermission against the Tigers.
The game ended with the Terriers missing a 3-
pointer at the buzzer that would have forced
overtime.
The Terriers led the Yellow Jackets by 11
points with 17 minutes left before Georgia
Tech used its depth to rally for the win.
Against the League
Since beginning SoCon play in the 1997-98 campaign, Wofford has posted the eighth-
best record in the league.  It's a mark made impressive when considering the Terriers' first
year in the SoCon was only their third season in Division I.  Listed below are the league
records for each team since 1997-98 (not including SoCon Tournament games):
Team Record
 1. College of Charleston 50-14 (.781)
 2. Davidson 52-27 (.658)
 3. Appalachian State 51-28 (.646)
 4. East Tennessee State 47-32 (.595)
 5. UNC Greensboro 41-38 (.519)
 6. Chattanooga 40-38 (.513)
 7. Georgia Southern 38-40 (.487)
 8. Wofford 34-44 (.436)
 9. The Citadel 31-46 (.403)
10. VMI 28-51 (.354)
11. Furman 27-50 (.351)
12. Western Carolina 24-55 (.304)
Baby Watch
Head Coach Mike Young is set to become
a father for the second time in January.
Young's wife, Margaret, is due on Jan. 20,
the same night the Terriers are scheduled to
host Chattanooga.
Future Terriers
The Wofford College men's basketball pro-
gram has announced the signing of 6-foot-3
point guard Curtis Ingram and 6-foot-4 wing
Eric Marshall to National Letters-of-Intent.
Ingram, a senior at Cardinal Mooney High
School in Youngstown, Ohio, averaged 16.8
points, 6.4 rebounds, and 6.1 assists last year
in earning first-team All-Conference and All-
Northeast Ohio honors.  He was also a third-
team All-State selection.
"Curtis has a big, strong, football-type body
in a point guard," Wofford Head Coach Mike
Young said.  "He has a good, compact stroke
and will add a real element of toughness to our
team.  We really like the things that Curtis
brings to us."
Marshall, a Grovetown, Ga., native, re-
ceived first-team All-State accolades last year
for Greenbrier High School.  He averaged 21
points, nine rebounds, and five assists in earn-
ing team Most Valuable Player honors.
"I saw Eric play a lot this summer," Young
said.  "He possesses the type of skills that we
look for in perimeter players.
"In losing two really good ones in Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon after this season, it was
crucial for us to find a couple of guys to come
in and help our club.  Eric is an outstanding
shooter and we like his size.  He is a very strong
player and will be very good for us defensively.
We believe he will help our team immediately."
Still Puppies
After entering last season with just four
players having more than one year of collegiate
basketball experience, this year's Wofford squad
is more seasoned but still relatively young.
Six of the 11 players who will dress this
season are freshmen or sophomores, while the
two juniors (Edmond Davis and David Eaton)
both see limited action.
The Fork Union Pipeline
Head Coach Mike Young played one sea-
son at Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy
and refers to longtime FUMA coach Fletcher
Arritt as one of his coaching mentors.
Freshman Howard Wilkerson is the sixth
former FUMA player to land at Wofford
during Young's 14 seasons with the Terriers:







Hanging Out with Grant
Starting forward Grant Sterley was the
overwhelming favorite in a recent Wofford
web page poll that asked, "Which Terrier
player would you most like to spend the day
with?"
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
Alphabetical Roster
No. ........ Name ......................................... Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
Numerical Roster
No. ........  Name ........................................ Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
The "Est" ListClass Breakdown
Freshmen (4) Juniors (3)
William Belton Edmond Davis
Tyler Berg David Eaton
Byron Fields Greg Taylor
Howard Wilkerson
Sophomores (4) Seniors (3)
Adrien Borders Mike Lenzly
Sam Daniels Lee Nixon
Justin Stephens Grant Sterley
Jeff Tarr
Tallest Player Oldest Player
Tyler Berg/Sam Daniels Grant Sterley
6-foot-9 Sept. 27, 1980
Shortest Player Youngest Player
Edmond Davis Tyler Berg
5-foot-10 June 16, 1984
Heaviest Player Closest to Home
Grant Sterley Greg Taylor
230 pounds 33 miles
Lightest Player Farthest from Home
Adrien Borders, Edmond Davis, Edmond Davis
Byron Fields 702 miles
170 pounds
2002-03 Wofford Terriers
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31    Tyler Berg    C
6-9    •    225    •    Fr.
Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
BERG .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
Clemson 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
Emmanuel 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
Virginia Tech 6-12 0-0 3-4 7 5 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 4
Virginia Intermont 7-8 0-0 1-3 5 3 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 3
West Virginia 6-9 0-0 3-4 7 2 1 5 0 2 0 1 2 5
2002-03:  A freshman who has been very impressive off-the-bench...
his 13.0 points per game average is the highest by a Terrier center since
1992-93 (John McGinnis, 13.1)... tops Wofford in rebounding (6.5
rpg) and trips to the free-throw line (28)... shooting 71.4 percent at the
charity stripe... has had at least seven boards in four of the last five
contests... averaging 22 minutes per game... has had five straight double-
figure scoring performances, including 15 points (6-of-9 from the field)
to go with seven rebounds in Saturday's West Virginia game... was also
very strong in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... totaled 15
points and seven rebounds while forcing Hokie center Terry Taylor
into foul trouble... had Clemson players praising his effort after a 13-
point, seven-rebound performance in the Terriers' tough 79-72 defeat
(Nov. 24)... had 11 points and five boards in the second half as Wofford
cut an 18-point deficit to just three... keyed a 24-9 run with nine
points, including a hook that pulled Wofford within 61-58 with 9:11
to play... posted his first collegiate double-double with 16 points and
10 rebounds in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... scored his
first collegiate basket on a tip-in to pull the Terriers within seven
points of Auburn, 45-38, with 14:57 to play (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Berg was a finalist for Mr. Basketball in the 3-A
division of North Carolina last year, averaging 21 points, 15.3 re-
bounds, and 5.4 blocks per game.
Berg's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  16
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  10
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
2    Adrien Borders    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Clemson 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Emmanuel 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
Virginia Tech 3-10 1-4 0-0 4 1 7 2 3 1 1 3 9
Virginia Intermont 1-7 1-5 3-4 2 2 6 3 3 0 1 2 7
West Virginia 1-9 0-5 5-6 4 1 7 4 3 0 1 2 9
2002-03:  One of the top pure athletes in the SoCon... has taken over
a starting role in the absence of an injured Justin Stephens... increases
Wofford's energy level and speed of play when he's on the court...
tops the Terriers in steals (9)... has five 3-pointers this year after
making just six for all of last season combined... equaled career-highs
with four rebounds and four assists Saturday at West Virginia... three
of his assists led to three dunks in a 90-second span of the second
half... preserved the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2) when he drew
a charge with the Terriers holding a one-point lead with seven seconds
remaining... played 39 minutes against the Hokies, totaling seven points
to go with a career-best four rebounds... his 14 first-half points at
Auburn were just three shy of his career-high... had nine consecutive
Terrier points in one stretch, culminating with a breakaway dunk to
pull Wofford within 32-30 late in the first half... was 6-of-8 from the
field, including 2-of-2 on treys, against the Tigers... made his first
collegiate start, in place of an injured Stephens, in the 80-54 win over
Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... had four steals in 27 minutes...
Did You Know:  Borders was the SoCon Freshman of the Year in




(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(four times; most recently at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Assists:  4
(twice; most recently at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Borders Season-Highs
Points:  14
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(twice; most recently at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Assists:  4
(at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
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10    Edmond Davis    G
5-10    •    170    •    Jr.
Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
DAVIS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Virginia Tech 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Virginia Intermont 0-1 0-1 0-0 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 7
West Virginia 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Davis' Wofford Career-Highs
Points:  5
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  3
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
2002-03:  Backup point guard who is a strong and very good de-
fender... saw first-half action in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec.
2)... had a season-high three points and three rebounds in a season-
best 11 minutes in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)...
Did You Know:  Davis played in 11 games as a reserve for the 1999-
00 LSU team that advanced to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tourna-




(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
32    Sam Daniels    C
6-9    •    225    •    So.
Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
DANIELS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Clemson 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Emmanuel 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Virginia Tech 2-5 2-3 0-0 0 5 6 2 0 1 1 1 5
Virginia Intermont 5-8 0-1 0-0 3 4 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 8
West Virginia 0-3 0-0 0-0 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 6
Daniels' Career-Highs
Points:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Assists:  4
(vs. UNC Greensboro, Jan. 26, 2002)
2002-03:  In his first year as the starting center... tops the Terriers in
blocks (6) while placing fourth in steals (6)... had a pair of 3-pointers
in the opening five minutes of the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)...
shooting 54.5 percent (12-of-22) from the field over the last five
games... blocked three shots in 25 minutes at Clemson (Nov. 24)...
Did You Know:  As a senior in high school, Daniels scored 29 points
against an Oak Hill Academy team that was ranked No. 1 in the nation.
Daniels' Season-Highs
Points:  10
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Assists:  2
(three times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
14    David Eaton    G
6-2    •    175    •    Jr.
Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
EATON .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Clemson 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Virginia Tech 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Virginia Intermont 1-3 1-3 0-0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 6
West Virginia D N P
Eaton's Career-Highs
Points:  13
(vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Rebounds:  1
(four times; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Assists:  1
(four times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
2002-03:  Adds depth to the backcourt... shoots the ball extremely
well... saw action in the opening five minutes of the 79-77 win at
Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had a pair of 3-pointers in a season-best 14
minutes in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... hit a pair of free-
throws almost immediately upon entering the Auburn game (Nov.
22)...
Did You Know:  Eaton is a crowd favorite at home games in the
Benjamin Johnson Arena.  The Terrier faithful leave notes, calling for
his entrance into the game, on the chairs of the Wofford coaches.
Eaton's Season-Highs
Points:  6
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:
Assists:  1
15    Byron Fields    G
6-2    •    170    •    Fr.
Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
FIELDS .... GAME-BY-GAME
Fields' Season and Career-Highs
Points:  6
(at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
2002-03:  Freshman point guard who has come on extremely strong
with an increased role the last two games... scored six key second-half
points, including just the fourth 4-point play in Wofford history,
Saturday at West Virginia... also added three rebounds in a career-best
16 minutes... had two electrifying layups almost immediately upon
entering the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont (Dec. 7)... had another
dazzling move, which brought the Wofford bench to its feet, in freeing
himself up for a made jumper late in the 80-54 victory against Emmanuel
(Nov. 26)...
Did You Know:  Fields was a high school teammate last year of
Robert Hite of Miami (Fla.) and Deforrest Riley of Penn State.
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
Virginia Tech D N P
Virginia Intermont 2-5 0-1 0-0 3 1 4 2 1 0 0 1 2
West Virginia 2-4 1-2 1-1 3 2 6 1 0 0 1 1 6
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
23    Lee Nixon    G





(vs. Davidson, Feb. 5, 2001)
Rebounds:  7
(at Georgia Tech, Dec. 21, 2001)
Assists:  9
(vs. Appalachian State, Feb. 17, 2001)
2002-03:  One of the more exciting players in the country... very
athletic and explosive in addition to providing a highlight film of dunks...
sports a noticeably improved physique this year... the Terriers' top
scorer (16.8 ppg) while shooting 17-of-29 (58.6 percent) behind the
arc and 49.3 overall (36-of-73)... the SoCon Player of the Week after
keying the 79-77 win over Virginia Tech (Dec. 2) with 27 points, tying
the second-best game of his career... was 5-of-7 from 3-point range
against the Hokies... had a team-high 19 points Saturday at West
Virginia, including a pair of spectacular alley-oop dunks in a 34-second
span... was 5-of-8 behind the arc in scoring 17 points at Clemson
(Nov. 24), and 3-of-4 from 3-point range for 13 points at Auburn
(Nov. 22)... provided one of the more exciting plays of the year in the
80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... Adrien Borders, on a breakaway,
passed the ball off the backboard which was then slammed through by
a trailing Nixon... has changed his jersey number from No. 22 to No. 23
this season...
Did You Know:  Nixon averaged 24.5 points in Wofford's two games
versus ACC opponents last season.  He also scored 21 second-half
points in the Terriers' 66-64 win at the College of Charleston.
Nixon's Season-Highs
Points:  27
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Clemson, Nov. 24, 2002)
Assists:  7
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Clemson 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Emmanuel 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
Virginia Tech 7-13 5-7 8-11 0 1 2 7 2 1 0 0 3 9
Virginia Intermont 5-10 3-5 0-0 3 1 1 3 7 3 1 1 3 3
West Virginia 7-15 1-4 4-4 4 2 1 9 2 7 0 0 3 9
1    Mike Lenzly    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Clemson 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Emmanuel 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Virginia Tech 4-8 4-6 4-7 7 1 1 6 7 2 0 0 3 8
Virginia Intermont 7-12 4-8 4-4 5 2 2 2 5 0 1 1 3 4
West Virginia 4-9 1-4 1-1 4 5 1 0 3 5 0 2 3 5
Lenzly's Career-Highs
Points:  29
(vs. App. State, Feb. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(twice; most recently vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Assists:  12
(vs. Chattanooga, Feb. 13, 2001)
2002-03:  All-SoCon point guard who places second on the Terriers in
scoring (16.5 ppg), rebounding (5.2 rpg), and steals (7) while topping
the team in assists (4.2 apg)... needs 23 points to become the 34th
player in Wofford history to reach 1,000 career points... has scored at
least 22 points in three of the last five games... flirted with his second
career triple-double with 16 points, seven rebounds, and seven assists
in the 79-77 win over Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... shooting 50.0 percent
(17-of-34) from 3-point range and overall (29-of-58)... ranks second
on Wofford in trips to the free-throw line (27) while shooting a team-
best 88.9 percent (24-of-27)... has changed to jersey No. 1 this year
after wearing No. 5 his first three seasons...
Did You Know:  Lenzly became the first player in Wofford history to
record a triple-double when he totaled 21 points, 12 assists, and 10
rebounds in a 105-69 win over Chattanooga during the 2000-01 cam-
paign.  He was the only player in the SoCon last season to rank in the
Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg), and assists (3.6




(three times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  7
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Assists:  7
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
40    Grant Sterley    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Clemson 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Emmanuel 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
Virginia Tech 1-2 1-2 0-0 3 4 3 1 1 0 0 2 2
Virginia Intermont 1-2 1-1 0-2 6 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
West Virginia 3-5 0-1 2-4 6 0 8 1 1 0 0 2 2
2002-03:  In his second year as the starter at the "4" spot... fully
recovered from midseason knee surgery which forced him to miss six
games last year... provides toughness on the court... missed the first
half of the Virginia Intermont game (Dec. 7) as he was taking the Law
School Admission Test (LSAT)... arrived just in time for the second
half and totaled six rebounds in 10 minutes... had season-high totals of
eight points and six boards in Saturday's West Virginia game... hit a key
second-half 3-pointer in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had
a team-best six rebounds while topping both teams in floor burns at
Auburn (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Sterley set a Wofford and SoCon record as a fresh-
man by making nine consecutive 3-pointers over a five-game stretch.
Sterley's Career-Highs
Points:  17
(at East Tennessee State, Jan. 23, 2002)
Rebounds:  9
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Assists:  3
(four times; most recently vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Sterley's Season-Highs
Points:  8
(at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Rebounds:  6
(three times; most recently at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
11    Jeff Tarr    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Virginia Tech D N P
Virginia Intermont 0-2 0-0 1-2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 8
West Virginia D N P
Tarr's Career-Highs
Points:  8
(vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
Assists:  1
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
2002-03:  A perfect role player for the Terriers... very consistent...
made his first collegiate start in the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont
(Dec. 7)... has totaled eight rebounds in just 20 minutes this season...
had three boards in just two minutes late in the Auburn contest (Nov.
22), and another three rebounds in the 80-54 win versus Emmanuel
(Nov. 26)...
Did You Know:  Tarr has worked as a line judge at Wofford home
volleyball matches in addition to serving as a SportsTicker reporter in
the press box of Terrier home football games.
Tarr's Career-Highs
Points:  1
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
21   Howard Wilkerson    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Emmanuel 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
Virginia Tech 2-4 0-1 1-2 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 2 0
Virginia Intermont 3-6 0-0 3-3 8 0 9 1 4 1 3 2 2
West Virginia 2-3 0-0 0-0 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 7
2002-03:  Another impressive newcomer... a versatile performer and
one of the first post players off-the-bench... averages 17 minutes per
game... shooting 55.0 percent (11-of-20) over the last four contests...
places second on the Terriers with seven steals... contributed five key
points and two steals, including one in the final minutes, in the 79-77
win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had the home fans in awe with a pair of
thunderous dunks in the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont (Dec. 7)...
had season-high totals of nine points, eight rebounds, and three steals
in that game... had eight points and four rebounds in the 80-54 rout of
Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... played 14 minutes in his collegiate debut at
Auburn (Nov. 22)...
Did You Know:  Wilkerson was one of seven Division I signees off
last year's Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy team.
Wilkerson's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  9
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  8
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Assists:  1
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Daniels* 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Lenzly* 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Stephens* 4-9 4-7 4-5 3 3 1 6 1 4 0 1 1 8
Nixon* 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Borders 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Tarr 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Fields 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Wilkerson 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Berg 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
TEAM 3
Totals 21-59 10-24 11-13 3 1 1 8 6 3 1 3 2 2 0 9 200
FG%:  35.6 (21-59)  3FG%:  41.7 (10-24)  FT%:  84.6 (11-13)  Dball Rebs:  0
TFG 3FG FT
Auburn M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Daniels* 7-13 0-1 1-2 5 2 1 5 5 2 0 5 3 3
Killingsworth* 5-7 0-2 3-5 1 0 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 9
Bird* 3-5 1-2 3-4 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 8
Davis* 5-10 0-0 1-2 9 3 1 1 0 2 7 1 3 1
Monroe* 3-6 0-2 1-2 1 2 7 3 1 0 1 3 3
Gaines 2-3 2-3 0-2 1 3 6 2 2 0 1 1 3
Wicke 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Arnold 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Tucker 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4
Calton 6-7 0-0 2-2 4 1 1 4 0 3 1 1 1 5
Lewis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Lollar 1-1 0-0 3-4 1 1 5 0 3 0 1 1 1
TEAM 3
Totals 32-54 3-11 14-23 3 6 1 5 8 1 1 4 1 9 9 1 3 200
FG%:  59.3 (32-54)  3FG%:  27.3 (3-11)  FT%:  60.9 (14-23)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  AU 39, WC 30  Officials:  Bruce Benedict, Jim Haney, Alan Spainhour
Attendance:  6,000
Game 1 -- Auburn 81, Wofford 63
November 22, 2002
Auburn, Ala.
Wofford hung tough with Auburn for most of the night before the
Tigers pulled away down the stretch for an 81-63 victory to spoil the
Terrier head coaching debut of Mike Young.
The Terriers trailed just 45-38 with 14:57 to play when freshman
Tyler Berg scored his first collegiate basket on a tip-in.  However, the
Tigers answered with a 17-4 run to take control.
Adrien Borders scored 14 first-half points, just three short of his
career-high.  He had nine consecutive points, capped by a breakaway
dunk with 2:52 to play in the first half, to pull the Terriers within 32-
30.  The Tigers then scored the next seven points to take a 39-30 lead
at the intermission.
Wofford cut the deficit to 39-33 when Mike Lenzly opened the
second half with a 3-pointer.  The Terriers were 10-of-24 (41.7 per-
cent) behind the arc.
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Nixon* 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Sterley* 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Daniels* 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Lenzly* 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Stephens* 1-8 0-2 0-1 4 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 7
Borders 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Davis 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Wilkerson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Berg 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
TEAM 4
Totals 24-61 10-23 14-18 3 5 2 2 7 2 1 1 1 6 5 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Clemson M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Babalola* 2-5 0-1 3-4 2 3 7 2 3 0 2 2 8
Hobbs* 7-10 0-0 5-8 8 3 1 9 1 2 0 1 1 9
Ford* 5-8 0-0 2-6 8 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 3 2
Scott* 7-17 1-4 4-6 2 3 1 9 6 2 0 1 3 8
Christie* 2-11 0-4 4-5 6 3 8 2 0 0 3 3 3
Betko 1-1 0-0 2-3 1 2 4 0 1 0 0 1 6
Henderson 4-9 0-0 0-0 1 2 1 8 1 0 4 1 2 9
Robinson 1-1 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 4
Douglas 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TEAM 5
Totals 29-62 1-9 20-32 4 6 1 8 7 9 1 3 1 1 5 8 200
FG%:  46.8 (29-62)  3FG%:  11.1 (1-9)  FT%:  62.5 (20-32)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  CU 49, WC 34  Officials:  Roger Ayers, Ted Valentine, Gary Maxwell
Attendance:  5,000
Game 2 -- Clemson 79, Wofford 72
November 24, 2002
Anderson, S.C.
Wofford  and Clemson went down to the wire for the fourth straight
year, before the Tigers pulled out a 79-72 victory in Anderson, S.C.
Trailing 49-34 at the half, Wofford faced its largest deficit of the
contest at 52-34 with 18:20 to play.
The Terriers, playing the second half without an injured Justin
Stephens, answered with a 24-9 run to pull within 61-58 on a Tyler
Berg hook with 9:11 remaining.  The freshman center had nine points
during the spurt as he finished the game with 13 points and seven
rebounds, including 11 points and five boards in the second half.
After the Tigers built their margin back to 71-62 with 4:39 left, the
Terriers answered with a Lee Nixon 3-pointer and a pair of Berg free-
throws to close within 71-67 with 3:35 to play.  Wofford then had
turnovers on two successive possessions in an attempt to further cut
the deficit.
The Terriers were within five points twice in the final two minutes,
the last time coming on a Mike Lenzly 3-pointer at the 16-second mark.
TFG 3FG FT
Emmanuel M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Patman* 0-4 0-2 2-2 4 4 2 3 2 0 2 3 2
Bearden* 9-17 5-6 3-4 3 0 2 6 2 5 1 0 3 6
Cham* 5-7 0-0 1-2 7 4 1 1 1 2 1 0 3 0
Johnson* 2-8 0-2 0-2 6 2 4 5 4 0 2 3 3
Sterling* 2-7 1-3 0-0 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 2 3
Russell 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
Frazee 1-6 0-3 0-0 3 0 2 1 4 0 1 1 9
Street 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Altazan 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
Young 0-2 0-1 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
Joseph 2-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 4 0 2 2 0 1 3
TEAM 5
Totals 21-54 6-17 6-10 3 2 1 2 5 4 1 3 2 5 4 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
Daniels* 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Lenzly* 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Borders* 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
Nixon* 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
Davis 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Tarr 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Eaton 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Fields 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
Wilkerson 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
Berg 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
TEAM 3
Totals 30-60 7-17 13-17 3 6 1 4 8 0 1 5 1 6 4 1 2 200
FG%:  50.0 (30-60)  3FG%:  41.2 (7-17)  FT%:  76.5 (13-17)  Dball Rebs:  1
Halftime:  WC 41, EC 27  Officials:  Reggie Cofer, Gary Wall, Zelton Steed
Attendance:  708
Game 3 -- Wofford 80, Emmanuel 54
November 26, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Young picked up his first head coaching victory while Tyler
Berg posted his first collegiate double-double in Wofford's rout of
Emmanuel.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 1-2 1-2 0-0 3 4 3 1 1 0 0 2 2
Daniels* 2-5 2-3 0-0 0 5 6 2 0 1 1 1 5
Lenzly* 4-8 4-6 4-7 7 1 1 6 7 2 0 0 3 8
Borders* 3-10 1-4 0-0 4 1 7 2 3 1 1 3 9
Nixon* 7-13 5-7 8-11 0 1 2 7 2 1 0 0 3 9
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Eaton 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Wilkerson 2-4 0-1 1-2 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 2 0
Berg 6-12 0-0 3-4 7 5 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 4
TEAM 2
Totals 25-54 13-23 16-24 2 4 2 0 7 9 1 4 8 3 4 200
FG%:  46.3 (25-54)  3FG%:  56.5 (13-23)  FT%:  66.7 (16-24)  Dball Rebs:  3
TFG 3FG FT
Virginia Tech M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Matthews* 5-9 1-1 2-5 8 4 1 3 3 1 2 1 3 6
Thompkins* 4-9 2-2 4-6 9 3 1 4 2 2 3 0 3 1
Taylor* 8-9 0-0 5-6 1 0 3 2 1 0 2 0 1 2 9
Chase* 4-9 1-4 0-0 6 0 9 2 2 0 0 3 5
Dixon* 3-12 2-6 6-6 4 5 1 4 5 5 0 2 3 5
Branham 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 7
Davis 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Calloway 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 8
Harris 1-2 0-1 0-1 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 6
McCandies 0-1 0-0 2-2 2 2 2 0 3 2 0 1 0
TEAM 2
Totals 26-56 6-14 19-26 4 5 2 0 7 7 1 4 1 7 7 4 200
FG%:  46.4 (26-56)  3FG%:  42.9 (6-14)  FT%:  73.1 (19-26)  Dball Rebs:  2
Halftime:  WC 43, VT 26  Officials:  William Bush, Olandis Poole, Mike Stuart
Attendance:  3,114
Game 4 -- Wofford 79, Virginia Tech 77
December 2, 2002
Blacksburg, Va.
Lee Nixon scored 27 points to give Wofford its first-ever victory
over a Big East opponent as the Terriers defeated Virginia Tech, 79-77.
Wofford never trailed and built an 18-point lead before taking a 43-
26 margin into the locker room at the intermission.
The Hokies, carrying a three-game winning streak that included a
victory over Michigan, began the second half with an 8-0 run in just
1:08 to trim their deficit to 43-34.  However, the Terriers would
answer every run by Virginia Tech.
A Mike Lenzly 3-pointer extended the Wofford lead back to 13
points, 52-39, with 16:10 left.  Lenzly, playing on a sore ankle, had 16
points, seven rebounds, and seven assists in 38 minutes as the Terrier
backcourt was shorthanded with Justin Stephens sidelined.
The Hokies continued to chip away throughout the second half,
cutting Wofford’s edge to one at 58-57 on a Terry Taylor jumper with
8:34 remaining.  The Terriers immediately answered with a Tyler
Berg layup and Nixon trey to regain a six-point lead, before Virginia
Tech closed the gap again to just two points, 69-67, on a Carlos
Dixon 3-pointer with 4:30 to play.
A pair of Lenzly free throws put Wofford ahead 77-71 with 47
seconds remaining.  Virginia Tech’s Dimari Thompkins cut the lead
in half with a 3-pointer.  After a Nixon free throw stretched the margin
to four points, Taylor made it just one with a layup and free throw
with 16 seconds left.
Adrien Borders then helped preserve the game, drawing a charge
with seven seconds to play.  Nixon converted a free throw with .9
seconds remaining to provide the final margin.
The 27 points for Nixon equaled the second-best game of his career.
He went 5-of-7 from 3-point range and 7-of-13 overall.  Wofford was
13-of-23 (56.5 percent) behind the arc.
Berg tallied 15 points and seven boards.  Virginia Tech was led by
the 6-foot-8, 285-pound Taylor, who had a double-double of 21 points
and 10 rebounds.
The game was a successful homecoming for Wofford Head Coach
Mike Young, who grew up in Radford, Va., just outside of Blacksburg.
Game 5 -- Wofford 86, Virginia Intermont 56
December 7, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Lenzly moved closer to the 1,000-career points milestone as
he keyed Wofford’s 86-56 rout of Virginia Intermont.
Lenzly had his third 22-point game in the last four contests to move
his career total to 967 points.  One of four Terriers in double figures, he
added five rebounds and five assists with no turnovers in 34 minutes.
Starting forward Grant Sterley was taking the Law School Admis-
sion Test and didn’t arrive at the game until halftime.  He did grab six
rebounds in 10 second-half minutes.
The Terriers hit their first five shots, including three 3-pointers, to
take a 15-4 lead just 2:25 into the contest.
TFG 3FG FT
Virginia Intermont M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sanders* 3-8 0-0 2-3 4 0 8 0 2 0 1 2 6
Wise* 2-6 0-0 0-3 5 3 4 1 3 0 1 1 8
Green* 2-5 0-0 4-4 4 5 8 1 1 2 1 2 8
Kaufman* 4-7 1-1 2-2 1 1 1 1 3 6 1 1 3 3
Rogers* 2-6 1-3 2-2 3 2 7 4 4 0 0 2 7
Rippy 0-0 0-0 2-2 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3
Williams 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 5
Armstrong 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 4
Wright 2-4 1-3 1-2 3 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Simon 4-10 0-1 2-4 7 4 1 0 1 3 1 1 3 0
Hansen 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TEAM 1
Totals 19-48 3-9 15-22 2 8 1 8 5 6 1 1 2 3 4 5 200
FG%:  39.6 (19-48)  3FG%:  33.3 (3-9)  FT%:  68.2 (15-22)  Dball Rebs:  4
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Tarr* 0-2 0-0 1-2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 8
Daniels* 5-8 0-1 0-0 3 4 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 8
Lenzly* 7-12 4-8 4-4 5 2 2 2 5 0 1 1 3 4
Borders* 1-7 1-5 3-4 2 2 6 3 3 0 1 2 7
Nixon* 5-10 3-5 0-0 3 1 1 3 7 3 1 1 3 3
Davis 0-1 0-1 0-0 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 7
Eaton 1-3 1-3 0-0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 6
Fields 2-5 0-1 0-0 3 1 4 2 1 0 0 1 2
Wilkerson 3-6 0-0 3-3 8 0 9 1 4 1 3 2 2
Berg 7-8 0-0 1-3 5 3 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 3
Sterley 1-2 1-1 0-2 6 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
TEAM 2
Totals 32-64 10-25 12-18 4 0 1 9 8 6 2 4 1 5 6 7 200
FG%:  50.0 (32-64)  3FG%:  40.0 (10-25)  FT%:  66.7 (12-18)  Dball Rebs:  2
Halftime:  WC 40, VI 32  Officials:  Jim Owens, Lee Klutz, Jerry Hill
Attendance:  786
Game 6 -- West Virginia 79, Wofford 69
December 14, 2002
Morgantown, W.Va.
In their bid for a second straight win over a Big East opponent, the
Terriers went down to the wire with West Virginia before dropping a
79-69 decision.
Wofford had three consecutive dunks in a 1:30 span, including a pair
of spectacular alley-oop slams by Lee Nixon, to close within 60-55
with 6:33 to play. However, the Mountaineers answered with a 9-0
run to build their margin back to 14 with 4:23 left.  Mike Lenzly then
had six points to key an 8-2 spurt that cut the Terrier deficit to 71-63
with 2:42 remaining.
Nixon topped the Terriers with 19 points while freshman center
Tyler Berg contributed 15 points and seven rebounds off-the-bench.
West Virginia, with a win over Florida earlier this season, shot 78.3
percent (18-of-23) in the second half and 63.3 for the game.  The
Mountaineers were 8-of-17 from 3-point range.
Wofford held a 33-21 rebounding edge, including 17-to-5 on the
offensive end.  However, the Terriers were just 3-of-16 behind the arc.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      S  O  U  T  H      C  A  R  O  L  I  N  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Nixon* 7-15 1-4 4-4 4 2 1 9 2 7 0 0 3 9
Sterley* 3-5 0-1 2-4 6 0 8 1 1 0 0 2 2
Daniels* 0-3 0-0 0-0 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 6
Lenzly* 4-9 1-4 1-1 4 5 1 0 3 5 0 2 3 5
Borders* 1-9 0-5 5-6 4 1 7 4 3 0 1 2 9
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Fields 2-4 1-2 1-1 3 2 6 1 0 0 1 1 6
Wilkerson 2-3 0-0 0-0 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 7
Berg 6-9 0-0 3-4 7 2 1 5 0 2 0 1 2 5
TEAM 1 1
Totals 25-57 3-16 16-20 3 3 1 4 6 9 1 2 2 0 0 7 200
FG%:  43.9 (25-57)  3FG%:  18.8 (3-16)  FT%:  80.0 (16-20)  Dball Rebs:  3
TFG 3FG FT
West Virginia M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Schifino* 7-13 0-0 2-2 3 2 1 6 1 2 0 2 2 0
Sally* 10-14 3-5 2-3 4 3 2 5 2 4 1 3 3 6
Pittsnogle* 4-4 1-1 2-2 5 3 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 4
Herber* 2-3 1-2 2-3 3 3 7 4 2 1 1 3 7
Durisseau-Collins* 0-2 0-2 1-3 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 2 5
Patella 1-2 1-2 0-0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 8
Price 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Briggs 4-5 0-0 0-0 2 3 8 1 3 3 1 1 6
Yeager 1-4 0-3 0-0 0 0 2 4 0 0 1 2 2
Beilein 2-2 2-2 0-0 1 4 6 1 2 0 0 1 0
Curran 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TEAM 3
Totals 31-49 8-17 9-13 2 1 1 9 7 9 1 8 1 7 7 1 2 200
FG%:  63.3 (31-49)  3FG%:  47.1 (8-17)  FT%:  69.2 (9-13)  Dball Rebs:  0
Halftime:  WV 29, WC 28  Officials:  John Hughes, Jim Luchansky, Earl Walton
Attendance:  3,927
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Gamecocks Rally Past Shorthanded Terriers in Men's Basketball Action
Date: December 17, 2002 at 9:07 AM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
The Wofford College men’s basketball team built a six-point second-half lead before the
University of South Carolina rallied for a hardfought 70-59 victory before a crowd of
10,028 at the Carolina Center in Columbia and a regional television audience.
 
Already without standout guard Justin Stephens, sidelined for the season with a knee injury,
Wofford also played without starting forward Grant Sterley.  The senior was a last-minute
scratch due to food poisoning.  Freshman Howard Wilkerson made his first collegiate start
as the Terriers often had three freshmen on the court at the same time.
Trailing 27-24 at the intermission, the Terriers opened the second half with an 11-2 run,
keyed by five points from Sam Daniels, to take their largest lead of the night at 35-29 on an
Adrien Borders layup with 16:19 to play.  Borders topped Wofford with 13 points and a
career-high eight rebounds.  Daniels scored all 10 of his points in the second half.
 
The Gamecocks scored the next 13 points to regain a 42-35 margin with 12:54 remaining. 
Lee Nixon then hit a 3-pointer and a running jumper to cut the Terrier deficit to 42-40 with
12:18 to play.  Nixon had nine points while playing all 40 minutes.
Wofford was still within five points, 50-45, after a Tyler Berg free-throw with 8:35
remaining.
 
USC then scored the next 11 points to build a 16-point lead before the Terriers again
answered.  A 12-4 run, sparked by consecutive 3-pointers by Mike Lenzly and capped by a
Borders trey, pulled Wofford within 65-57 with 2:08 to play.
 
"It's a good thing we prepared for Wofford tonight because, if we hadn't, we would have lost
the game tonight," South Carolina Head Coach Dave Odom said.  "Every team that Wofford
has played similar to us, they have taken it straight down to the end.  
"Wofford is a very scrappy team and they are well coached.  The Terrier fans have to be
happy because (Head Coach) Mike Young has them headed in the right direction."
 
Lenzly had 11 points and is now just 12 points shy of becoming the 34th player in Wofford
history to reach 1,000 career points.
Carlos Powell and Rolando Howell topped the Gamecocks with 16 points each.  Chuck
Eidson contributed a team-best 12 rebounds.
 
USC shot 41.8 percent from the field with Wofford at a 41.7 mark.  The Gamecocks had 22
attempts at the free-throw line compared to just six for the Terriers.
 
"They were bigger, faster, and stronger," Young said.  "I thought our kids battled, played
hard, and did some good things.
 
 
"It always concerns me when we play a team with their kind of size.  Coach Odom really
has them playing well defensively.  We needed to get some easier shots and we didn't.  Their
sheer size and way they guard makes it tough."
 
Wofford returns to action Saturday when it hosts King at 1 p.m.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Basketball Has Played the Nation's Second-Most Difficult Schedule
Date: December 17, 2002 at 1:25 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Today's Rating Percentage Index (RPI) shows the Wofford men's basketball team having played the
second-most difficult schedule in Division I.
The RPI has been used by the NCAA since 1981 to supplement the selection of at-large teams and the
seeding of all teams for the NCAA basketball tournament.  It is derived from three component factors: 
Division I winning percentage, schedule strength, and opponent's schedule strength.  Games against
non-Division I opponents are not used in calculating the RPI.
The Terriers (3-4), ranked No. 112 out of 327 Division I programs, have had road games at Auburn,
Clemson, Virginia Tech, West Virginia, and South Carolina in their opening seven contests.  Wofford
defeated Virginia Tech, 79-77, while going down to the wire in those other contests versus ACC, Big
East, and SEC opponents.  The Terriers still have upcoming road dates at NC State (Dec. 29) and
Virginia (Jan. 2).  Southeastern Louisiana has played the nation's most-difficult schedule.
The Sagarin Ratings have Wofford playing the seventh-most difficult schedule thus far while holding
the No. 136 position in its Division I men's basketball rankings.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Lenzly Reaches Milestone in Wofford Basketball Rout
Date: December 21, 2002 at 3:37 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Mike Lenzly scored 12 points to become the 34th player in Wofford basketball history to reach 1,000
career points as the Terriers rolled to an 89-52 win over King College this afternoon in Spartanburg,
S.C.
Lenzly reached 1,000 points exactly when he scored his final points of the game on a 3-pointer from
the corner with 8:15 to play.  He also added six rebounds, five assists, and four steals.  He was one of
five Terriers in double figures as all 11 Wofford players in uniform scored.
The Terriers (4-4) started slowly as the game was tied 2-2 over six minutes into the contest.  However,
Wofford then went on a 36-7 run over the next 11:06 en route to a 44-13 halftime lead.
Lee Nixon added 12 points and four assists, including the feed to Lenzly on his milestone trey. 
Freshman guard Byron Fields scored 10 points for his fourth consecutive game with a season-high in
scoring.  He had six points at West Virginia and eight at South Carolina in his previous two contests. 
Fellow rookies Tyler Berg and Howard Wilkerson also scored 10 points apiece with Berg adding a
team-high nine rebounds.
"I'm very happy for Mike (Lenzly)," Wofford coach Mike Young said.  "He works hard, plays hard, and
has been a great player for us.  He was probably the least excited about his 1,000th point, but that's
just his personality.  It's a nice milestone for him.
"Our three freshmen added energy and a spark for us when they came in the game.  Our guys then
played well the rest of the way.  We were good with our shot selection and in transition."
Wofford shot 60.7 percent for the game, including 73.9 (17-of-23) in the second half.  The Terriers
limited the Tornado (5-7) to just 6-of-24 shooting (25.0 percent) in the opening 20 minutes.  Wofford
also held a 34-to-18 rebounding edge.
Dusan Vucen and Justin Seaver topped King with 19 and 17 points, respectively.
The Terriers will now break for Christmas and return to action next Sunday, Dec. 29, with a regionally-
televised (FOX Sports Net) contest at NC State.  Tip-off is 2 p.m. in Raleigh, N.C.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: No. 24 NC State Defeats Wofford in Men's Basketball Action
Date: December 29, 2002 at 9:01 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
Julius Hodge had 26 points and 11 rebounds to lead No. 24 NC State to an 86-71 victory over Wofford
before a crowd of 10,780 in Raleigh, N.C., and a regional television audience.
 
Lee Nixon and Mike Lenzly topped the Terriers with 15 and 14 points, respectively. Nixon added a
team-best seven rebounds which also equaled a career-high for the senior guard. Freshman center
Tyler Berg contributed 10 points off-the-bench.
 
A Nixon free-throw with 8:35 to play in the first half pulled Wofford (4-5) within 20-15.  However, Hodge
then keyed a 13-2 NC State run which helped the Wolfpack (7-1) to their 14-point margin at the
intermission.
"They (Nixon and Lenzly) are two great senior guards," NC State guard Clifford Crawford said.  "We
really got prepared for them and really went over their actions in practice."
 
The Terriers shot just 37.0 percent in the opening 20 minutes, including missing all eight 3-point
attempts, in falling behind 38-24 at the half. Wofford made 47.1 percent of its field-goal attempts in the
second half in being outscored just 48-47.
 
N.C. State was 22-of-25 (88.0 percent) at the free-throw line while Wofford was just 14-of-23 (60.9
percent). The Terriers came into the game shooting 73.9 for the season at the charity stripe.
 
"I like how we competed the entire game," Wofford coach Mike Young said. "We kept battling and never
quit.
 
"I like our team an awful lot.  We did some good things and this game will help us when we enter
conference play."
 
Six of the Terriers' nine opponents this season have been from the ACC, SEC, and Big East
Conferences. Wofford will close its non-conference schedule Thursday at Virginia.
 
Crawford added 22 points for the Wolfpack, who entered the game having outscored their opponents
by an average margin of 21.5 points.
From: Cohen, Mark /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COHENM
Subject: Wofford Men's Basketball Notes - Thursday's Game at Virginia
Date: December 30, 2002 at 12:01 PM
To: Cohen, Mark CohenM@Wofford.Edu
 
Attached as a .pdf file is Wofford's basketball release for Thursday's 7:30 p.m. game at
Virginia.  The notes are also posted on the Terriers' web site (www.wofford.edu/athletics). 
Please feel free to let me know if you have any trouble opening this document or prefer to










W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
Probable Starting Lineup
G Mike Lenzly 6-3, 180, Sr. 15.1 ppg, 5.1 rpg, 3.8 apg
G Adrien Borders 6-0, 170, So. 8.4 ppg, 2.8 rpg, 2.1 apg
G Lee Nixon 6-4, 185, Sr. 15.2 ppg, 3.4 rpg, 2.7 apg
F Grant Sterley 6-7, 230, Sr. 4.5 ppg, 3.5 rpg, 1.0 apg
C Sam Daniels 6-9, 225, So. 5.9 ppg, 2.3 rpg, 1.2 apg
 Date Opponent Site Time/Result
 Nov. 22 Auburn Auburn, Ala. 63-81
 Nov. 24 Clemson Anderson, S.C. 72-79
 Nov. 26 EMMANUEL HOME 80-54
 Dec. 2 Virginia Tech Blacksburg, Va. 79-77
 Dec. 7 VIRGINIA INTERMONT HOME 86-56
 Dec. 14 West Virginia Morgantown, W.Va. 69-79
 Dec. 16 South Carolina (CSS) Columbia, S.C. 59-70
  Dec. 21 KING HOME 89-52
 Dec. 29 NC State (FOX Sports Net) Raleigh, N.C. 71-86
 Jan. 2 Virginia (Comcast Sports) Charlottesville, Va. 7 p.m.
 Jan. 6 COL. OF CHARLESTON* HOME 7 p.m.
  Jan. 11 Furman* Greenville, S.C. 2 p.m.
 Jan. 13 The Citadel* Charleston, S.C. 7:15 p.m.
 Jan. 18 College of Charleston* Charleston, S.C. 6 p.m.
 Jan. 20 CHATTANOOGA* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 25 EAST TENNESSEE STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Jan. 27 GEORGIA SOUTHERN* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 1 UNC Greensboro* Greensboro, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 3 DAVIDSON* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 8 VMI* Lexington, Va. 1 p.m.
 Feb. 10 Chattanooga* Chattanooga, Tenn. 7 p.m.
 Feb. 15 Georgia Southern* Statesboro, Ga. 7:30 p.m.
 Feb. 17 APPALACHIAN STATE* HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 19 TOCCOA FALLS HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 22 FURMAN* (FOX Sports Net) HOME 7 p.m.
 Feb. 24 Western Carolina* Cullowhee, N.C. 7 p.m.
 Mar. 1 THE CITADEL* HOME 7 p.m.
 Mar. 5-8 SoCon Tournament Charleston, S.C.^ TBA
 *Southern Conference Game
 ^North Charleston Coliseum
 All Times Eastern and Subject to Change
 Bold Caps Indicate Home Games
Wofford College
2002-03 Schedule/Results
Jan. 2, 2003, at Virginia, University Hall (8,392), Charlottesville, Va.; 7:30 p.m.
2002-03 Wofford College Basketball
Meet The Head Coach
After 13 seasons as a Wofford assistant to Richard Johnson,
Mike Young is in his first year as head coach of the Terriers.
Johnson was promoted to athletic director last Dec. 3 with the
announcement that he would coach Wofford just through the remainder
of the 2001-02 season.  His first head coaching hire, made that same day,
was the elevation of Young effective at the close of the campaign.
A native of Radford, Va., and a 1986 graduate of Emory & Henry
(Va.), Young helped guide Wofford from NCAA Division II to Division
I Independent status in 1995-96 and the Southern Conference in 1997-
98.  In recognition of his contribution to the Terriers, Young was
promoted to associate head coach in August 1998.
Young came to Wofford in 1989 after serving as a graduate assistant
for one year at Radford.  He was also an assistant at his alma mater for
two seasons before moving on to Radford.
Young was honored in 2001 as America's Best Dressed Assistant
Coach in a national contest conducted by www.collegeinsider.com.
The Game
The Wofford basketball team will close a rigorous non-conference
schedule, ranked as the second-most difficult in the nation by the Sagarin
Ratings, when it travels to Charlottesville, Va., for its first-ever meeting
with the University of Virginia.
The Terriers will be facing their third ACC opponent of the season.
Wofford has dropped 79-72 and 86-71 decisions, respectively, at
Clemson and NC State.
The UVa game will be regionally televised on Comcast Sports and
will mark a Homecoming for Wofford assistant coach Alex Peavey, a
1999 graduate of Virginia.  Head coach Mike Young (Radford) and
assistant Jimmy Allen (Roanoke) are also Virginia natives.
Worth Noting
•Wofford is the second smallest school in Division I with an
enrollment of 1,100, behind only Centenary (850 students).  Wofford
actually has a higher SAT average (1236) than enrollment (1,100).
•Standout guard Justin Stephens is sidelined for the season after
suffering a knee injury in the Nov. 24 Clemson game.  He was a member
of the All-SoCon Freshman team last year when he averaged 12.4 points,
including 14.1 in league action.
•Wofford guards Lee Nixon and Mike Lenzly top the Terriers
in scoring at 15.2 and 15.1 points, respectively.  They are shooting a
combined 43.7 percent from 3-point range.
•Freshman Tyler Berg's 11.6 points per game average is the
highest by a Wofford center since John McGinnis scored at a 12.6 clip
in the 1993-94 campaign.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
About Wofford
•Located in Spartanburg, S.C., Wofford is
one of only five independent colleges and
universities to have a Phi Beta Kappa chapter
in the Carolinas (Davidson, Duke, Furman,
and Wake Forest are the others).
•Wofford is one of just three Division I
colleges or universities to have the nickname
Terriers.  The others are Boston University
and St. Francis (N.Y.).
•Founded in 1854, Wofford has an enroll-
ment of 1,100, making it the smallest school in
NCAA Division I-A or I-AA football.
•With 1,100 students, Wofford is the sec-
ond smallest school in Division I.  Only Cen-
tenary (La.) is smaller with 850 students.
However, the Gentlemen do not field a football
team.
•Famous Wofford graduates include Caro-
lina Panther owner and founder Jerry
Richardson and Air Force Head Football
Coach Fisher DeBerry.
•Wofford ranks No. 1 among national liberal
arts colleges in "operating efficiency," provid-
ing a quality education while spending rela-
tively less.
2001 SoCon Graduation Rate Summary
The chart below, taken from the 2001 Southern Conference Graduation Rate
Summary, shows how Wofford continues to top the SoCon in graduating the
highest percentage of its men's basketball players in addition to overall student-
athletes over the last four years.
Wofford's high graduation rate comes at a nationally-respected liberal arts
college with an average SAT score of 1236.
Wofford Among National Leaders in Graduation Rates
Wofford ranks 10th in the nation in its graduation rate for student-athletes
among Division I members with scholarship football programs. The information
listed below was taken from the 2001 Graduation Rate Report, published in The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Student-Athlete
Graduation Rate
1. Duke 90 percent
Northwestern 90 percent
3. Stanford 86 percent
4. William & Mary 85 percent
5. Virginia 84 percent
6. Boston College 83 percent
7. Syracuse 81 percent
8. New Hampshire 80 percent
9. Villanova 79 percent
  10. Wofford 78 percent
  11. Rice 76 percent
  12. Penn State 75 percent
Tulane 75 percent
  14. Iowa 74 percent




"There are no junk courses at
Wofford that we could see,
and we would certainly match
its course of study with that of
any school in the Ivy League."
National Review's Guide to the
Best Liberal Arts Colleges
"America's Top 50 Liberal Arts
Schools"
In the 2000 NCAA Division I Gradu-
ation Rate Report, Wofford was the only
school in the nation to rank in the Top 10
in all four categories: overall student-ath-
lete graduation rate as well as those for the
football, men’s basketball, and women’s
basketball teams.
Men's Basketball Players Student-Athlete
4-year average 4-year average
 1. Wofford 86 percent 81 percent
 2. College of Charleston 60 percent 60 percent
 3. Furman 55 percent 72 percent
 4. Davidson 54 percent 82 percent
 5. UNC Greensboro 44 percent 51 percent
 6. Appalachian State 43 percent 59 percent
 7. Chattanooga 43 percent 44 percent
 8. Western Carolina 36 percent 52 percent
 9. VMI 33 percent 58 percent
10. The Citadel 31 percent 57 percent
11. East Tennessee State 30 percent 39 percent
12. Georgia Southern 11 percent 50 percent
NCAA Division I Average 41 percent 58 percent
1236 vs. 1100
Wofford College boasts a higher SAT average
(1236) than enrollment (1100).
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
Schedule Difficulty
•The tradition continues this season when it comes to Wofford facing one of the toughest
schedules in the nation for a mid-major Division I program.
The Terriers opened the 2002-03 campaign with games at Auburn and Clemson in addition
to traveling to Virginia Tech, West Virginia, South Carolina, NC State, and Virginia.
•In their opening 12 games last year, the Terriers played at Memphis, Clemson, Nebraska,
NC State, and Georgia Tech.  Wofford also played host to South Carolina.
•The RPI rankings, which take into account Division I games only, determined that Wofford's
pre-Christmas schedule in 2000-01 was the most difficult in the nation.  The Terriers had road
games at Georgia Tech, South Carolina, Boston College, Alabama, Clemson, and Vanderbilt.
Wofford was also home for William & Mary.
•According to the Sagarin Ratings in the 1999-00 season, Wofford played the nation's third
toughest pre-Christmas schedule.  Only Iowa and Temple faced more difficult slates.
There's Something about
Wofford and Clemson
Wofford and Clemson have met in each of
the last four seasons with those contests being
decided by a total of just 19 points.
The Terriers won 79-74 in the 1999-00
campaign, while the Tigers have prevailed the
last three seasons by a combined 14 points:
Preseason Honors
Wofford point guard Mike Lenzly is a
consensus preseason All-SoCon selection.  He
received honors from the league coaches in
addition to several preseason publications.
A 6-foot-3 southpaw from Jonesboro, Ga.,
Lenzly has been an All-SoCon selection from
the league media in each of the last two cam-
paigns.
He posted Wofford's first-ever triple-double
with 21 points, 12 assists, and 10 rebounds in
a 105-69 victory over Chattanooga during the
2000-01 season.
 Lenzly had 16 points, seven rebounds, and
seven assists in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech
(Dec. 2) and flirted several times last year with
another triple-double:
The 1,000-Point Club
Mike Lenzly became the 34th player in
Wofford basketball history to reach 1,000
career points in the Dec. 21 win over King.
Lee Nixon, Lenzly's roommate, is next in
line for that milestone as he needs just 62
points to reach the 1,000 career mark.  He is
projected to accomplish the feat on Jan. 18 at
the College of Charleston, just outside his
hometown of Hanahan, S.C.
Listed below are the individuals Lenzly will
soon be passing on the Wofford career scoring
list:
Raising $$$$
Head Coach Mike Young's wife, Margaret,
is the drive co-chairman for the Terrier Club,
Wofford's fundraising organization which
raised $1,021,289 last year in scholarship







•The Terriers rank second in the SoCon in
3-point shooting percentage (37.4) while plac-
ing third in treys per game (7.9).
•Wofford was 13-of-23 (56.5 percent) from
behind the arc in its 79-77 win at Virginia Tech
(Dec. 2).
•Lee Nixon (15.2 ppg) and Mike Lenzly
(15.1 ppg), the Terriers' top scorers, are shoot-
ing 42.9 percent (21-of-49) and 44.4 percent
(24-of-54), respectively, from 3-point range.
They shoot a combined 43.7 percent.
•Wofford has a 72.0 percentage at the free-
throw line after a 66.6 mark last year.  It's the
Terriers' best effort at the charity stripe since
a 73.4 percentage in the 1980-81 campaign.
Waiting in the Wings
Greg Taylor, a transfer from the Univer-
sity of South Carolina, is sitting out this season
per NCAA transfer rules.
The 6-foot-5 guard will have two years of
eligibility with the Terriers.  Taylor signed
with Eddie Fogler at USC after a highly
decorated prep career at Hillcrest High School
in Simpsonville, S.C.
Nixon Named SoCon Player of the Week
Lee Nixon was named the Southern Conference Men’s Basketball Player of the Week (Dec.
2-8) for his performance in a pair of Terrier wins.
Nixon scored 27 points in a 79-77 victory at Virginia Tech, representing Wofford’s first-ever
win over a Big East opponent. The senior from Hanahan, S.C., was 7-of-13 from the field,
including 5-of-7 from 3-point range, in equaling the second-best scoring performance of his career.
He played 39 minutes against the Hokies.
Nixon then added 13 points and seven assists in the 86-56 win over Virginia Intermont.
For the week, Nixon averaged 20.0 points while shooting 66.7 percent (8-of-12) from 3-point
range and 52.2 overall (12-of-23).
Speaking of the Backcourt
“Those two guards, (Lee) Nixon and (Mike) Lenzly, can play in any conference in
the country.”




The Wofford men's basketball coaching staff
is the youngest in the country in a national
study conducted by Radford University.
The average age of the four Terrier coaches
is 29.8.  Radford is second at 30.0.
Head Coach Mike Young is 39 and the
graybeard on the staff.  Assistant coaches
Jimmy Allen (31), Alex Peavey (25), and
Mark Prosser (24) are next in line.
26. Collie Feemster 1,074 1974-76
27. Matt Allen 1,057 1990-94
28. Jerome Hall 1,033 1987-92
29. Doug Murray 1,031 1968-72
30. Twitty Carpenter 1,025 1954-58
30. Tom Miller 1,025 1983-87
32. Mike Lenzly 1,014 1999-03
“They (Nixon and Lenzly) are two great senior guards.  We really got prepared
for them and really went over their actions in practice.”
Clifford Crawford, NC State guard
(Dec. 29, 2002)
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The Staff
The following is an inside look at Head
Coach Mike Young's three assistants:
•Jimmy Allen is in his first season at
Wofford after serving the last six years at
Navy, helping guide the Midshipmen to a pair
of Patriot League championships and NCAA
Tournament berths.
Allen, like Young, is an Emory & Henry
graduate who also coached at his alma mater
upon his graduation.
•Alex Peavey is in his third year with the
Terriers after working with the basketball
program at Virginia Commonwealth.
He is the son of Marion Peavey, a 1965
Wofford graduate and former executive direc-
tor of the NCAA Foundation.
•Mark Prosser, son of Wake Forest Head
Coach Skip Prosser, joined the Terriers after
graduating from Marist this past spring.  He
played for the Red Foxes before a knee injury
ended his career.  He then served as a student
assistant coach.
The Trickle Down
The SoCon hiring a new commissioner last
year resulted in Wofford naming a new head
basketball coach.
With Danny Morrison leaving his Wofford
senior vice-president position to become the
SoCon commissioner, David Wood was pro-
moted from athletic director to Morrison's
vacated role.
Head Basketball Coach Richard Johnson
was then promoted to athletic director with
the Dec. 3 announcement that he would coach
the Terriers just through the remainder of the
2001-02 season.
In his first official day as athletic director,
Johnson made his first coaching hire.  He
tabbed longtime assistant Mike Young to
take over the head coaching duties effective at
the close of the campaign.  Young is in his 14th
year overall at Wofford.
Morrison hired Johnson to be Wofford's
basketball coach in 1985.
Streak Over
Dating back to last season, each of the last
four games between Wofford and the College
of Charleston have come down to the final
possession in regulation.
Listed below are notables from the Terriers'
66-64 win last year over the Cougars in Charles-
ton:
•Wofford became just the second SoCon team
to win at the John Kresse Arena in CofC's four
seasons of league play.
•Wofford nearly didn't make the trip to Charles-
ton that day due to a statewide snowstorm.
•The Terriers had dropped 16 straight games
to the Cougars dating back to Feb. 17, 1979.
•Wofford hadn't won at Charleston since Nov.
29, 1974, representing a stretch of 13 games.
Former head coach and now Athletic Director
Richard Johnson was in his junior year at The
Citadel at the time.
Athlete Extraordinaire
Sophomore guard Adrien Borders earned
All-SoCon honors and was the league's Fresh-
man of the Year in outdoor track last season.
Borders placed second at the SoCon Cham-
pionships in the triple jump (over 50 feet) and
long jump (more than 24 feet).  He also com-
peted well as a sprinter.
The Lilburn, Ga., native is averaging 8.4
points after scoring at a 4.8 clip last year.
Terrier Blood
in the UVa Family
Colin Murray, son of longtime University
of Virginia SID Rich Murray, is a junior at
Wofford and a member of the Terrier golf team.
Speaking of Berg
Following the Nov. 24 game at Clemson, in
which Tyler Berg had 13 points and seven
rebounds in just his second collegiate game,
Tiger forward Chris Hobbs had the following
to say about Wofford's freshman center:
"We talked about him in the locker room at
the half.  He had a good game and stepped up
to the plate.  He's going to have a good career
if he plays like that.  I don't know if we play
Wofford again next year, but we'll have to be
worried about him again if we do."
Whatever Happened To...
Former Terrier guard Ian Chadwick, argu-
ably the best player in Wofford basketball
history, is playing with the Mattersburg 49ers
in the top division of Austria.
A 2001 Wofford graduate with a degree in
business economics, Chadwick was a three-
time All-SoCon selection and the league's ca-
reer 3-point leader with 299.
Chadwick was the runner-up for SoCon
Player of the Year honors his senior year and
finished his career sixth on the Terriers' all-time
scoring list with 1,789 points.
Stephens Sidelined for the Season
Wofford guard Justin Stephens, an All-SoCon Freshman team selection last season, will
be sidelined for the remainder of the year after sustaining a knee injury in the first half of the
Nov. 24 game at Clemson.
Stephens placed third among SoCon rookies last season with a 12.4 scoring average, with
that mark increasing to 14.1 points in league action.  He also topped all SoCon freshmen in
assists (3.2 apg) while ranking 10th overall as he started all 29 games.
Stephens played in just two games this season and is eligible for a medical hardship year.
In his first collegiate game, he garnered attention when he outplayed heralded freshman
and eventual NBA lottery pick Dajuan Wagner of Memphis.  Stephens outscored Wagner
(19-18) while totaling more assists (6-4) and blocks (1-0).  He also had the same number of
steals (2) and rebounds (1) while recording one less turnover (2-3).
Freshman Sensation
Freshman Tyler Berg's 11.6 points per
game average is the highest by a Wofford center
since John McGinnis scored at a 12.6 clip
during the 1993-94 campaign.
Berg made a bid for All-Big East honors as
he totaled 15 points and seven rebounds against
both Virginia Tech and West Virginia.  He also
had 13 points and seven boards at Clemson.
The Mt. Holly, N.C., native tops the Ter-
riers in rebounding (6.1 rpg) and with 37 trips
to the free-throw line (70.3 percent).
This and That
•In the Sagarin Ratings through Dec. 29,
Wofford is ranked No. 142 out of 327 Division
I programs while playing the nation's second-
most difficult schedule.  Virginia is No. 33.
•The latest RPI Ratings show the Terriers at
No. 115 and having played the third-toughest
schedule in Division I.
Six of Wofford's opening nine games have
been against ACC, SEC, and Big East compe-
tition.
•Facing six opponents from major confer-
ences, the Terriers have been outrebounded by
just seven boards (307-300).  Wofford hasn't
outrebounded its opposition in a season since
1993-94.
A UVa Homecoming
Wofford assistant coach Alex Peavey, a
1999 UVa graduate, worked four years in the
Cavalier football recruiting office in addition to
assisting in a statistical capacity for the sports
information department.
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2002-03 SoCon Standings
(games through Dec. 29)
NORTH DIVISION Conference Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
Davidson 0 0 .000 6 2 .750
Appalachian State 0 0 .000 4 3 .571
East Tennessee State 0 0 .000 5 5 .500
VMI 0 0 .000 5 5 .500
Western Carolina 0 0 .000 3 6 .333
UNC Greensboro 0 0 .000 3 7 .300
SOUTH DIVISION Conference    Overall
Team W L Pct W L Pct
Chattanooga 1 0 .000 8 2 .800
Wofford 0 0 .000 4 5 .444
College of Charleston 0 0 .000 9 2 .818
Georgia Southern 0 0 .000 6 3 .667
The Citadel 0 0 .000 4 4 .500
Furman 0 1 .000 6 8 .429
Versus The SoCon
Wofford has a 36-48 record (.429) in its five-
year SoCon history which began with the
Terriers in just their third season in Division I.
Wofford's league record against each team,






College of Charleston 1-8
Davidson 2-5








Wins over ACC Teams
Wofford came very close to a pair of wins
over ACC opponents last season.
The Terriers built double-digit leads at
Clemson and Georgia Tech before falling 85-82
and 79-70, respectively.
Wofford held a 14-point first-half lead and
led by 11 at the intermission against the Tigers.
The game ended with the Terriers missing a 3-
pointer at the buzzer that would have forced
overtime.
The Terriers led the Yellow Jackets by 11
points with 17 minutes left before Georgia
Tech used its depth to rally for the win.
Against the League
Since beginning SoCon play in the 1997-98 campaign, Wofford has posted the eighth-
best record in the league.  It's a mark made impressive when considering the Terriers' first
year in the SoCon was only their third season in Division I.  Listed below are the league
records for each team since 1997-98 (not including SoCon Tournament games):
Team Record
 1. College of Charleston 50-14 (.781)
 2. Davidson 52-27 (.658)
 3. Appalachian State 51-28 (.646)
 4. East Tennessee State 47-32 (.595)
 5. UNC Greensboro 41-38 (.519)
 6. Chattanooga 40-38 (.513)
 7. Georgia Southern 38-40 (.487)
 8. Wofford 34-44 (.436)
 9. The Citadel 31-46 (.403)
10. VMI 28-51 (.354)
11. Furman 27-50 (.351)
12. Western Carolina 24-55 (.304)
Baby Watch
Head Coach Mike Young is set to become
a father for the second time.
Young's wife, Margaret, is due on Jan. 20,
the same night the Terriers are scheduled to
host Chattanooga.
Future Terriers
The Wofford College men's basketball pro-
gram has announced the signing of 6-foot-3
point guard Curtis Ingram and 6-foot-4 wing
Eric Marshall to National Letters-of-Intent.
Ingram, a senior at Cardinal Mooney High
School in Youngstown, Ohio, averaged 16.8
points, 6.4 rebounds, and 6.1 assists last year
in earning first-team All-Conference and All-
Northeast Ohio honors.  He was also a third-
team All-State selection.
"Curtis has a big, strong, football-type body
in a point guard," Wofford Head Coach Mike
Young said.  "He has a good, compact stroke
and will add a real element of toughness to our
team.  We really like the things that Curtis
brings to us."
Marshall, a Grovetown, Ga., native, re-
ceived first-team All-State accolades last year
for Greenbrier High School.  He averaged 21
points, nine rebounds, and five assists in earn-
ing team Most Valuable Player honors.
"I saw Eric play a lot this summer," Young
said.  "He possesses the type of skills that we
look for in perimeter players.
"In losing two really good ones in Mike
Lenzly and Lee Nixon after this season, it was
crucial for us to find a couple of guys to come
in and help our club.  Eric is an outstanding
shooter and we like his size.  He is a very strong
player and will be very good for us defensively.
We believe he will help our team immediately."
Still Puppies
After entering last season with just four
players having more than one year of collegiate
basketball experience, this year's Wofford squad
is more seasoned but still relatively young.
Six of the 11 players who will dress this
season are freshmen or sophomores, while the
two juniors (Edmond Davis and David Eaton)
both see limited action.
The Fork Union Pipeline
Head Coach Mike Young played one sea-
son at Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy
and refers to longtime FUMA coach Fletcher
Arritt as one of his coaching mentors.
Freshman Howard Wilkerson is the sixth
former FUMA player to land at Wofford
during Young's 14 seasons with the Terriers:







Hanging Out with Grant
Starting forward Grant Sterley was the
overwhelming favorite in a recent Wofford
web page poll that asked, "Which Terrier
player would you most like to spend the day
with?"
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Alphabetical Roster
No. ........ Name ......................................... Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
Numerical Roster
No. ........  Name ........................................ Pos. ....... Ht. ......... Wt. ........... Yr. .......... Hometown (High School)
  1 .......... Mike Lenzly ............................. G ........... 6-3 ......... 180 ........... Sr. ........... Jonesboro, Ga. (Lovejoy)
  2 .......... Adrien Borders ......................... G ........... 6-0 ......... 170 ........... So. .......... Lilburn, Ga. (Berkmar)
  3 .......... Justin Stephens ......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 190 ........... So. .......... Newnan, Ga. (East Coweta)
10 .......... Edmond Davis .......................... G ........... 5-10 ....... 170 ........... Jr. ........... Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
11 .......... Jeff Tarr .................................... F ............ 6-7 ......... 215 ........... So. .......... Forbush, N.C. (Forbush)
12 .......... Greg Taylor .............................. G ........... 6-5 ......... 200 ........... Jr. ........... Simpsonville, S.C. (Hillcrest)
13 .......... William Belton .......................... G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Fr. .......... Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
14 .......... David Eaton .............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 175 ........... Jr. ........... Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
15 .......... Byron Fields ............................. G ........... 6-2 ......... 170 ........... Fr. .......... Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
21 .......... Howard Wilkerson .................... F ............ 6-6 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Eden, N.C. (Morehead)
23 .......... Lee Nixon .................................. G ........... 6-4 ......... 185 ........... Sr. ........... Hanahan, S.C. (Hanahan)
31 .......... Tyler Berg ................................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... Fr. .......... Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
32 .......... Sam Daniels .............................. C ........... 6-9 ......... 225 ........... So. .......... Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
40 .......... Grant Sterley ............................ F ............ 6-7 ......... 230 ........... Sr. ........... Indianapolis, Ind. (Cathedral)
The "Est" ListClass Breakdown
Freshmen (4) Juniors (3)
William Belton Edmond Davis
Tyler Berg David Eaton
Byron Fields Greg Taylor
Howard Wilkerson
Sophomores (4) Seniors (3)
Adrien Borders Mike Lenzly
Sam Daniels Lee Nixon
Justin Stephens Grant Sterley
Jeff Tarr
Tallest Player Oldest Player
Tyler Berg/Sam Daniels Grant Sterley
6-foot-9 Sept. 27, 1980
Shortest Player Youngest Player
Edmond Davis Tyler Berg
5-foot-10 June 16, 1984
Heaviest Player Closest to Home
Grant Sterley Greg Taylor
230 pounds 33 miles
Lightest Player Farthest from Home
Adrien Borders, Edmond Davis, Edmond Davis
Byron Fields 702 miles
170 pounds
2002-03 Wofford Terriers
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31    Tyler Berg    C
6-9    •    225    •    Fr.
Mt. Holly, N.C. (East Gaston)
BERG .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
Clemson 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
Emmanuel 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
Virginia Tech 6-12 0-0 3-4 7 5 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 4
Virginia Intermont 7-8 0-0 1-3 5 3 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 3
West Virginia 6-9 0-0 3-4 7 2 1 5 0 2 0 1 2 5
South Carolina 2-6 0-0 2-4 4 2 6 0 0 0 1 1 8
King 5-9 0-0 0-0 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
NC State 3-8 0-1 4-5 3 3 1 0 0 2 1 2 2 3
2002-03:  SoCon Freshman of the Year candidate who has been very
impressive off-the-bench... made his case for All-Big East honors as he
scored 15 points and grabbed seven rebounds against both Virginia
Tech (Dec. 2) and West Virginia (Dec. 14)... his 11.6 points per game
average is the highest by a Terrier center since 1993-94 (John McGinnis,
12.6)... shooting a team-best 53.4 percent from the field... also tops
Wofford in rebounding (6.1 rpg) and trips to the free-throw line (37)...
has scored in double figures in seven of the last eight games... has had
at least seven boards in five contests... averages 21 minutes per game...
was very strong in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech... totaled 15 points
and seven rebounds while forcing Hokie center Terry Taylor into foul
trouble... was 6-of-9 from the field in scoring his 15 points to go with
seven boards in the West Virginia game... had Clemson players prais-
ing his effort after a 13-point, seven-rebound performance in the Ter-
riers' tough 79-72 defeat (Nov. 24)... had 11 points and five boards in
the second half as Wofford cut an 18-point deficit to just three... keyed
a 24-9 run with nine points, including a hook that pulled Wofford
within 61-58 with 9:11 to play... posted his first collegiate double-
double with 16 points and 10 rebounds in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel
(Nov. 26)... had 10 points and nine boards in just 14 minutes against
King (Dec. 21)... scored his first collegiate basket on a tip-in to pull the
Terriers within seven points of Auburn, 45-38, with 14:57 to play
(Nov. 22).
Did You Know:  Berg was a finalist for Mr. Basketball in the 3-A
division of North Carolina last year, averaging 21 points, 15.3 re-
bounds, and 5.4 blocks per game.
Berg's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  16
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  10
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
2    Adrien Borders    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Clemson 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Emmanuel 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
Virginia Tech 3-10 1-4 0-0 4 1 7 2 3 1 1 3 9
Virginia Intermont 1-7 1-5 3-4 2 2 6 3 3 0 1 2 7
West Virginia 1-9 0-5 5-6 4 1 7 4 3 0 1 2 9
South Carolina 6-12 1-1 0-1 8 3 1 3 2 4 2 1 3 3
King 3-5 1-2 0-0 0 0 7 2 1 0 1 1 9
NC State 4-10 0-2 1-2 3 1 9 2 3 0 2 3 2
2002-03:  One of the top pure athletes in the SoCon... has taken over
a starting role in the absence of an injured Justin Stephens... increases
Wofford's energy level and speed of play... tied for the team lead in
steals (13) while placing third in assists (19)... topped the Terriers
with 13 points and a career-best eight rebounds at South Carolina
(Dec. 16)... has seven 3-pointers this year after making just six for all
of last season combined... preserved the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech
(Dec. 2) when he drew a charge with the Terriers holding a one-point
lead and just seven seconds remaining... played 39 minutes against the
Hokies, totaling seven points to go with a career-best four rebounds...
equaled career-highs with four rebounds and four assists at West Vir-
ginia (Dec. 14)... three of his assists led to three dunks in a 90-second
span of the second half... his 14 first-half points at Auburn were just
three shy of his career-high... had nine consecutive Terrier points in
one stretch, culminating with a breakaway dunk to pull Wofford within
32-30 late in the first half... was 6-of-8 from the field, including 2-of-
2 on treys, against the Tigers... made his first collegiate start, in place
of an injured Stephens, in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov. 26)...
had four steals in 27 minutes.
Did You Know:  Borders was the SoCon Freshman of the Year in




(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  8
(at South Carolina, Dec. 16, 2002)
Assists:  4
(twice; most recently at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Borders Season-Highs
Points:  14
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Rebounds:  8
(at South Carolina, Dec. 16, 2002)
Assists:  4
(at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
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10    Edmond Davis    G
5-10    •    170    •    Jr.
Baton Rouge, La. (The Dunham School)
DAVIS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Virginia Tech 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Virginia Intermont 0-1 0-1 0-0 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 7
West Virginia 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
South Carolina D N P
King 1-3 0-2 0-0 2 2 2 2 4 0 0 1 3
NC State D N P
Davis' Wofford Career-Highs
Points:  5
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  3
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
2002-03:  Backup point guard who is a strong and very good de-
fender... very computer literate... runs the message board at home
football games... did not make the trip to NC State due to the flu... saw
first-half action in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had a
season-high three points and three rebounds in the 80-54 win over
Emmanuel (Nov. 26).
Did You Know:  Davis played in 11 games as a reserve for the 1999-
00 LSU team that advanced to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tourna-




(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  2
(three times; most recently vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
32    Sam Daniels    C
6-9    •    225    •    So.
Asheville, N.C. (Carolina Day)
DANIELS .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Clemson 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Emmanuel 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Virginia Tech 2-5 2-3 0-0 0 5 6 2 0 1 1 1 5
Virginia Intermont 5-8 0-1 0-0 3 4 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 8
West Virginia 0-3 0-0 0-0 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 6
South Carolina 4-9 1-3 1-1 2 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 8
King 3-4 0-0 2-2 2 1 8 0 1 1 1 1 8
NC State 2-4 0-1 0-0 2 4 4 1 3 0 0 1 8
Daniels' Career-Highs
Points:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(vs. Toccoa Falls, Nov. 17, 2001)
Assists:  4
(vs. UNC Greensboro, Jan. 26, 2002)
2002-03:  In his first year as the starting center... had 10 second-half
points at South Carolina (Dec. 16) as the Terriers built a six-point
lead... shooting 53.8 percent (21-of-39) over the last eight games... is
6-of-7 (85.7 percent) at the free-throw line after closing last year on a
16-of-17 (94.1 percent) stretch at the charity stripe... tops the Terri-
ers in blocks (8) while placing fourth in steals (8)... has scored in
double figures twice in the last five games... had a pair of 3-pointers in
the opening five minutes of the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)...
blocked three shots in 25 minutes at Clemson (Nov. 24).
Did You Know:  As a senior in high school, Daniels scored 29 points
against an Oak Hill Academy team that was ranked No. 1 in the nation.
Daniels' Season-Highs
Points:  10
(twice; most recently at South Carolina, Dec. 16, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(at Auburn, Nov. 22, 2002)
Assists:  2
(three times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
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14    David Eaton    G
6-2    •    175    •    Jr.
Atlanta, Ga. (Greater Atlanta Christian)
EATON .... GAME-BY-GAME
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Clemson 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emmanuel 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Virginia Tech 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Virginia Intermont 1-3 1-3 0-0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 6
West Virginia D N P
South Carolina D N P
King 2-3 1-2 0-0 1 0 5 2 2 0 0 1 5
NC State 1-1 1-1 0-0 0 0 3 1 1 0 1 5
Eaton's Career-Highs
Points:  13
(vs. Emmanuel, Dec. 8, 2001)
Rebounds:  1
(five times; most recently vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
Assists:  2
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
2002-03:  Adds depth to the backcourt... shoots the ball extremely
well... hit a 3-pointer at NC State (Dec. 29)... saw action in the open-
ing five minutes of that game as well as the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech
(Dec. 2)... had five points in a season-high 15 minutes in the 89-52
victory over King (Dec. 21)... hit a pair of 3-pointers in the 80-54 win
against Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... made two free-throws almost immedi-
ately upon entering the Auburn game (Nov. 22).
Did You Know:  Eaton is a crowd favorite at home games in the
Benjamin Johnson Arena.  The Terrier faithful leave notes, calling for
his entrance into the game, on the chairs of the Wofford coaches.
Eaton's Season-Highs
Points:  6
(vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Rebounds:  1
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
Assists:  2
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
15    Byron Fields    G
6-2    •    170    •    Fr.
Cincinnati, Ohio (Winton Woods)
FIELDS .... GAME-BY-GAME
Fields' Season and Career-Highs
Points:  10
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
Rebounds:  4
(at NC State, Dec. 29, 2002)
Assists:  4
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
2002-03:  An electrifying freshman guard who has come on extremely
strong... averaging 7.0 points, while shooting 54.5 percent (12-of-22),
in 16.3 minutes over the last four games... had season-highs in both
points and minutes in each of the previous four games heading into the
NC State contest (Dec. 29)... was slowed by a sinus headache but still
had four points and a career-best four rebounds in just 11 minutes
against the Wolfpack... impressed a regional television audience with
eight points in 17 minutes, including a breakaway slam following a
steal, at South Carolina (Dec. 16)... totaled 10 points with a season-
best four assists in the 89-52 win over King (Dec. 21)... scored six key
second-half points, including just the fourth 4-point play in Wofford
history, at West Virginia (Dec. 14)... also added three rebounds in 16
minutes against the Mountaineers... had two crowd-pleasing layups
almost immediately upon entering the 86-56 win over Virginia Inter-
mont (Dec. 7)... had another dazzling move, which brought the Wofford
bench to its feet, in freeing himself up for a made jumper late in the 80-
54 victory against Emmanuel (Nov. 26).
Did You Know:  Fields was a high school teammate last year of
Robert Hite of Miami (Fla.) and Deforrest Riley of Penn State.
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
Virginia Tech D N P
Virginia Intermont 2-5 0-1 0-0 3 1 4 2 1 0 0 1 2
West Virginia 2-4 1-2 1-1 3 2 6 1 0 0 1 1 6
South Carolina 4-8 0-1 0-0 1 1 8 0 3 0 2 1 7
King 4-6 0-1 2-2 3 1 1 0 4 1 0 2 2 1
NC State 2-4 0-1 0-0 4 0 4 1 0 0 0 1 1
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
23    Lee Nixon    G





(vs. Davidson, Feb. 5, 2001)
Rebounds:  7
(twice; most recently at NC State, Dec. 29, 2002)
Assists:  9
(vs. Appalachian State, Feb. 17, 2001)
2002-03:  One of the more exciting players to watch... very athletic
and explosive in addition to providing a highlight film of dunks...
sports a noticeably improved physique this year... tops the Terriers in
scoring (15.2 ppg) while shooting 42.9 percent (21-of-49) behind the
arc and 46.7 overall (50-of-107)... needs 62 points to become the 35th
player in Wofford history to reach 1,000 career points... the SoCon
Player of the Week after keying the 79-77 win over Virginia Tech (Dec.
2) with 27 points, tying the second-best game of his career... was 5-of-
7 from 3-point range against the Hokies... further displayed his talents
for the Big East with a team-high 19 points at West Virginia (Dec. 14),
including a pair of spectacular alley-oop dunks in a 34-second span...
played all 40 minutes at South Carolina (Dec. 16)... was 5-of-8 behind
the arc in scoring 17 points at Clemson (Nov. 24), and 3-of-4 from 3-
point range for 13 points at Auburn (Nov. 22)... provided one of the
more exciting plays of the year in the 80-54 win over Emmanuel (Nov.
26)... Adrien Borders, on a breakaway, passed the ball off the backboard
which was then slammed through by a trailing Nixon... has changed his
jersey number from No. 22 to No. 23 this season.
Did You Know:  Nixon averaged 24.5 points in Wofford's two games
versus ACC opponents last season.  He also scored 21 second-half
points in the Terriers' 66-64 win at the College of Charleston.
Nixon's Season-Highs
Points:  27
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  7
(at NC State, Dec. 29, 2002)
Assists:  7
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
TFG 3FG FT
M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Clemson 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Emmanuel 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
Virginia Tech 7-13 5-7 8-11 0 1 2 7 2 1 0 0 3 9
Virginia Intermont 5-10 3-5 0-0 3 1 1 3 7 3 1 1 3 3
West Virginia 7-15 1-4 4-4 4 2 1 9 2 7 0 0 3 9
South Carolina 4-12 1-9 0-0 5 2 9 1 4 0 1 4 0
King 5-8 2-3 0-0 4 0 1 2 4 0 1 0 2 6
NC State 5-14 1-8 4-6 7 3 1 5 2 3 0 2 3 6
1    Mike Lenzly    G




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Clemson 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Emmanuel 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Virginia Tech 4-8 4-6 4-7 7 1 1 6 7 2 0 0 3 8
Virginia Intermont 7-12 4-8 4-4 5 2 2 2 5 0 1 1 3 4
West Virginia 4-9 1-4 1-1 4 5 1 0 3 5 0 2 3 5
South Carolina 4-10 3-8 0-0 6 2 1 1 3 5 0 2 3 1
King 5-9 2-6 0-0 6 0 1 2 5 2 0 4 2 6
NC State 5-13 2-6 2-7 3 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 3 6
Lenzly's Career-Highs
Points:  29
(vs. App. State, Feb. 17, 2001)
Rebounds:  14
(twice; most recently vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Assists:  12
(vs. Chattanooga, Feb. 13, 2001)
2002-03:  All-SoCon point guard who is second on the team in scoring
(15.1 ppg) and rebounding (5.1 rpg)... tops the Terriers in assists (34)
and steals (13)... became the 34th player in Wofford history to reach
1,000 career points in the 89-52 win over King (Dec. 21)... shooting
44.4 percent (24-of-54) from 3-point range and 47.8 overall (43-of-
90)... ranks second on Wofford in trips to the free-throw line (34)
while shooting 76.5 percent (26-of-34)... has scored at least 22 points
on three occasions this season... flirted with his second career triple-
double with 16 points, seven rebounds, and seven assists in the 79-77
win over Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)...  has had at least five rebounds in six
of the nine games this season... has changed to jersey No. 1 this year
after wearing No. 5 his first three campaigns.
Did You Know:  Lenzly became the first player in Wofford history to
record a triple-double when he totaled 21 points, 12 assists, and 10
rebounds in a 105-69 win over Chattanooga during the 2000-01 cam-
paign.  He was the only player in the SoCon last season to rank in the
Top 12 in scoring (14.4 ppg), rebounding (6.8 rpg), and assists (3.6




(three times; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Rebounds:  7
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
Assists:  7
(at Virginia Tech, Dec. 2, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
40    Grant Sterley    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Clemson 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Emmanuel 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
Virginia Tech 1-2 1-2 0-0 3 4 3 1 1 0 0 2 2
Virginia Intermont 1-2 1-1 0-2 6 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
West Virginia 3-5 0-1 2-4 6 0 8 1 1 0 0 2 2
South Carolina D N P
King 3-5 1-1 2-4 1 2 9 1 1 0 1 1 6
NC State 3-3 1-1 0-0 1 1 7 0 1 0 0 1 1
2002-03:  In his second year as the starter at the "4" spot... fully
recovered from midseason knee surgery which sidelined him for six
games last year... provides toughness on the court... missed the first
half of the Virginia Intermont game (Dec. 7) as he was taking the Law
School Admission Test (LSAT)... arrived just in time for the second
half and totaled six rebounds in 10 minutes... was 3-of-3 from the field,
including a 3-pointer, for seven points at NC State (Dec. 29)... shoot-
ing 64.7 percent (11-of-17) from the field over his last five games... sat
out the Dec. 16 South Carolina contest due to food poisoning from a
bad Mexican meal the previous night... scored a season-high nine points
in just 16 minutes in the 89-52 win over King (Dec. 21)... hit a key
second-half 3-pointer in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had
eight points and six boards at West Virginia (Dec. 14)... had a team-
best six rebounds while topping both teams in floor burns at Auburn
(Nov. 22).
Did You Know:  Sterley set a Wofford and SoCon record as a fresh-
man by making nine consecutive 3-pointers over a five-game stretch.
Sterley's Career-Highs
Points:  17
(at East Tennessee State, Jan. 23, 2002)
Rebounds:  9
(vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Assists:  3
(four times; most recently vs. The Citadel, Jan. 7, 2002)
Sterley's Season-Highs
Points:  9
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
Rebounds:  6
(three times; most recently at West Virginia, Dec. 14, 2002)
Assists:  2
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
11    Jeff Tarr    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Clemson D N P
Emmanuel 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Virginia Tech D N P
Virginia Intermont 0-2 0-0 1-2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 8
West Virginia D N P
South Carolina 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 7
King 0-0 0-0 4-5 1 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 3
NC State 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4
Tarr's Career-Highs
Points:  8
(vs. VMI, Feb. 2, 2002)
Rebounds:  5
(at Appalachian State, Feb. 11, 2002)
Assists:  1
(twice; most recently vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
2002-03:  A perfect role player for the Terriers... very consistent... has
totaled 10 rebounds in just 44 minutes this season... is 6-of-7 (85.7
percent) at the free-throw line over the last two games... had season-
high totals of four points and 13 minutes in the 89-52 win over King
(Dec. 21)... made his first collegiate start in the 86-56 win over Virginia
Intermont (Dec. 7)... had three boards in just two minutes late in the
Auburn contest (Nov. 22), and another three rebounds in the 80-54
win versus Emmanuel (Nov. 26).
Did You Know:  Tarr has worked as a line judge at Wofford home
volleyball matches in addition to serving as a SportsTicker reporter in
the press box of Terrier home football games.
Tarr's Career-Highs
Points:  4
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
Rebounds:  3
(twice; most recently vs. Emmanuel, Nov. 26, 2002)
Assists:  1
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
21   Howard Wilkerson    F




M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Auburn 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Clemson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Emmanuel 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
Virginia Tech 2-4 0-1 1-2 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 2 0
Virginia Intermont 3-6 0-0 3-3 8 0 9 1 4 1 3 2 2
West Virginia 2-3 0-0 0-0 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 7
South Carolina 1-3 0-0 0-0 5 4 2 1 2 0 1 2 6
King 3-4 0-1 4-5 3 2 1 0 2 5 1 2 1 9
NC State 1-3 0-0 1-1 6 2 3 4 1 0 1 2 4
2002-03:  Another impressive newcomer... a versatile performer and
one of the first post players off-the-bench... averages 19 minutes per
game... shooting 51.5 percent (17-of-33) from the field and 81.8 (9-of-
11) at the free-throw line... places third on the Terriers with 11 steals...
had six rebounds and a career-best four assists in 24 minutes, his
second-longest outing of the season, at NC State (Dec. 29)... also
contributed a key 3-point play on a breakaway after making a steal
late in the first half... made his first collegiate start in the South Caro-
lina game (Dec. 16) when he filled in for a food-poisoned Grant Sterley...
had five rebounds in 26 minutes against the Gamecocks... scored a
season-high 10 points in the 89-52 win over King (Dec. 21)... contrib-
uted five key points and two steals, including one in the final minutes,
in the 79-77 win at Virginia Tech (Dec. 2)... had the home fans in awe
with a pair of thunderous dunks in the 86-56 win over Virginia Inter-
mont (Dec. 7)... had season-high totals of nine points, eight rebounds,
and three steals in that game... had eight points and four rebounds in
the 80-54 rout of Emmanuel (Nov. 26)... played 14 minutes in his
collegiate debut at Auburn (Nov. 22).
Did You Know:  Wilkerson was one of seven Division I signees off
last year's Fork Union (Va.) Military Academy team.
Wilkerson's Season and Career-Highs
Points:  10
(vs. King, Dec. 21, 2002)
Rebounds:  8
(vs. Virginia Intermont, Dec. 7, 2002)
Assists:  4
(at NC State, Dec. 29, 2002)
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 1-5 0-4 0-0 6 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 4
Daniels* 1-8 0-1 1-2 4 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 4
Lenzly* 2-9 1-5 2-2 4 3 7 3 3 0 2 3 3
Stephens* 4-9 4-7 4-5 3 3 1 6 1 4 0 1 1 8
Nixon* 5-10 3-4 0-0 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 0 3 2
Borders 6-8 2-2 0-0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 2 7
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Tarr 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Fields 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 5
Wilkerson 1-2 0-0 0-0 2 1 2 1 4 0 1 1 4
Berg 1-5 0-0 2-2 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 1 6
TEAM 3
Totals 21-59 10-24 11-13 3 1 1 8 6 3 1 3 2 2 0 9 200
FG%:  35.6 (21-59)  3FG%:  41.7 (10-24)  FT%:  84.6 (11-13)  Dball Rebs:  0
TFG 3FG FT
Auburn M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Daniels* 7-13 0-1 1-2 5 2 1 5 5 2 0 5 3 3
Killingsworth* 5-7 0-2 3-5 1 0 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 9
Bird* 3-5 1-2 3-4 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 8
Davis* 5-10 0-0 1-2 9 3 1 1 0 2 7 1 3 1
Monroe* 3-6 0-2 1-2 1 2 7 3 1 0 1 3 3
Gaines 2-3 2-3 0-2 1 3 6 2 2 0 1 1 3
Wicke 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Arnold 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Tucker 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4
Calton 6-7 0-0 2-2 4 1 1 4 0 3 1 1 1 5
Lewis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Lollar 1-1 0-0 3-4 1 1 5 0 3 0 1 1 1
TEAM 3
Totals 32-54 3-11 14-23 3 6 1 5 8 1 1 4 1 9 9 1 3 200
FG%:  59.3 (32-54)  3FG%:  27.3 (3-11)  FT%:  60.9 (14-23)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  AU 39, WC 30  Officials:  Bruce Benedict, Jim Haney, Alan Spainhour
Attendance:  6,000
Game 1 -- Auburn 81, Wofford 63
November 22, 2002
Auburn, Ala.
Wofford hung tough with Auburn for most of the night before the
Tigers pulled away down the stretch for an 81-63 victory to spoil the
Terrier head coaching debut of Mike Young.
The Terriers trailed just 45-38 with 14:57 to play when freshman
Tyler Berg scored his first collegiate basket on a tip-in.  However, the
Tigers answered with a 17-4 run to take control.
Adrien Borders scored 14 first-half points, just three short of his
career-high.  He had nine consecutive points, capped by a breakaway
dunk with 2:52 to play in the first half, to pull the Terriers within 32-
30.  The Tigers then scored the next seven points to take a 39-30 lead
at the intermission.
Wofford cut the deficit to 39-33 when Mike Lenzly opened the
second half with a 3-pointer.  The Terriers were 10-of-24 (41.7 per-
cent) behind the arc.
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Nixon* 6-13 5-8 0-0 5 2 1 7 0 1 0 0 3 7
Sterley* 1-5 1-2 0-0 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 9
Daniels* 2-2 0-0 2-2 3 4 6 1 1 3 1 2 5
Lenzly* 5-11 3-6 9-9 6 3 2 2 5 5 1 0 3 7
Stephens* 1-8 0-2 0-1 4 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 7
Borders 4-12 1-3 0-1 2 5 9 1 4 0 0 2 6
Davis 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Eaton 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Wilkerson 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
Berg 5-8 0-0 3-5 7 4 1 3 0 3 1 3 2 3
TEAM 4
Totals 24-61 10-23 14-18 3 5 2 2 7 2 1 1 1 6 5 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Clemson M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Babalola* 2-5 0-1 3-4 2 3 7 2 3 0 2 2 8
Hobbs* 7-10 0-0 5-8 8 3 1 9 1 2 0 1 1 9
Ford* 5-8 0-0 2-6 8 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 3 2
Scott* 7-17 1-4 4-6 2 3 1 9 6 2 0 1 3 8
Christie* 2-11 0-4 4-5 6 3 8 2 0 0 3 3 3
Betko 1-1 0-0 2-3 1 2 4 0 1 0 0 1 6
Henderson 4-9 0-0 0-0 1 2 1 8 1 0 4 1 2 9
Robinson 1-1 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 4
Douglas 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TEAM 5
Totals 29-62 1-9 20-32 4 6 1 8 7 9 1 3 1 1 5 8 200
FG%:  46.8 (29-62)  3FG%:  11.1 (1-9)  FT%:  62.5 (20-32)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  CU 49, WC 34  Officials:  Roger Ayers, Ted Valentine, Gary Maxwell
Attendance:  5,000
Game 2 -- Clemson 79, Wofford 72
November 24, 2002
Anderson, S.C.
Wofford  and Clemson went down to the wire for the fourth straight
year, before the Tigers pulled out a 79-72 victory in Anderson, S.C.
Trailing 49-34 at the half, Wofford faced its largest deficit of the
contest at 52-34 with 18:20 to play.
The Terriers, playing the second half without an injured Justin
Stephens, answered with a 24-9 run to pull within 61-58 on a Tyler
Berg hook with 9:11 remaining.  The freshman center had nine points
during the spurt as he finished the game with 13 points and seven
rebounds, including 11 points and five boards in the second half.
After the Tigers built their margin back to 71-62 with 4:39 left, the
Terriers answered with a Lee Nixon 3-pointer and a pair of Berg free-
throws to close within 71-67 with 3:35 to play.  Wofford then had
turnovers on two successive possessions in an attempt to further cut
the deficit.
The Terriers were within five points twice in the final two minutes,
the last time coming on a Mike Lenzly 3-pointer at the 16-second mark.
TFG 3FG FT
Emmanuel M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Patman* 0-4 0-2 2-2 4 4 2 3 2 0 2 3 2
Bearden* 9-17 5-6 3-4 3 0 2 6 2 5 1 0 3 6
Cham* 5-7 0-0 1-2 7 4 1 1 1 2 1 0 3 0
Johnson* 2-8 0-2 0-2 6 2 4 5 4 0 2 3 3
Sterling* 2-7 1-3 0-0 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 2 3
Russell 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
Frazee 1-6 0-3 0-0 3 0 2 1 4 0 1 1 9
Street 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Altazan 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
Young 0-2 0-1 0-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
Joseph 2-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 4 0 2 2 0 1 3
TEAM 5
Totals 21-54 6-17 6-10 3 2 1 2 5 4 1 3 2 5 4 5 200
FG%:  39.3 (24-61)  3FG%:  43.5 (10-23)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  1
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 0-3 0-1 1-2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 5
Daniels* 3-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 6 1 4 0 0 1 8
Lenzly* 7-9 4-5 4-4 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 9
Borders* 2-3 0-1 0-0 1 2 4 3 2 0 4 2 7
Nixon* 6-12 0-1 0-1 2 2 1 2 3 2 0 3 3 2
Davis 1-4 1-3 0-0 3 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
Tarr 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Eaton 2-5 2-5 0-0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Fields 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1
Wilkerson 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 1 8 0 3 1 0 1 4
Berg 4-8 0-0 8-10 1 0 1 1 6 0 0 2 1 1 9
TEAM 3
Totals 30-60 7-17 13-17 3 6 1 4 8 0 1 5 1 6 4 1 2 200
FG%:  50.0 (30-60)  3FG%:  41.2 (7-17)  FT%:  76.5 (13-17)  Dball Rebs:  1
Halftime:  WC 41, EC 27  Officials:  Reggie Cofer, Gary Wall, Zelton Steed
Attendance:  708
Game 3 -- Wofford 80, Emmanuel 54
November 26, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Young picked up his first head coaching victory while Tyler
Berg posted his first collegiate double-double in Wofford's rout of
Emmanuel.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 1-2 1-2 0-0 3 4 3 1 1 0 0 2 2
Daniels* 2-5 2-3 0-0 0 5 6 2 0 1 1 1 5
Lenzly* 4-8 4-6 4-7 7 1 1 6 7 2 0 0 3 8
Borders* 3-10 1-4 0-0 4 1 7 2 3 1 1 3 9
Nixon* 7-13 5-7 8-11 0 1 2 7 2 1 0 0 3 9
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Eaton 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Wilkerson 2-4 0-1 1-2 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 2 0
Berg 6-12 0-0 3-4 7 5 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 4
TEAM 2
Totals 25-54 13-23 16-24 2 4 2 0 7 9 1 4 8 3 4 200
FG%:  46.3 (25-54)  3FG%:  56.5 (13-23)  FT%:  66.7 (16-24)  Dball Rebs:  3
TFG 3FG FT
Virginia Tech M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Matthews* 5-9 1-1 2-5 8 4 1 3 3 1 2 1 3 6
Thompkins* 4-9 2-2 4-6 9 3 1 4 2 2 3 0 3 1
Taylor* 8-9 0-0 5-6 1 0 3 2 1 0 2 0 1 2 9
Chase* 4-9 1-4 0-0 6 0 9 2 2 0 0 3 5
Dixon* 3-12 2-6 6-6 4 5 1 4 5 5 0 2 3 5
Branham 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 7
Davis 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Calloway 1-3 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 8
Harris 1-2 0-1 0-1 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 6
McCandies 0-1 0-0 2-2 2 2 2 0 3 2 0 1 0
TEAM 2
Totals 26-56 6-14 19-26 4 5 2 0 7 7 1 4 1 7 7 4 200
FG%:  46.4 (26-56)  3FG%:  42.9 (6-14)  FT%:  73.1 (19-26)  Dball Rebs:  2
Halftime:  WC 43, VT 26  Officials:  William Bush, Olandis Poole, Mike Stuart
Attendance:  3,114
Game 4 -- Wofford 79, Virginia Tech 77
December 2, 2002
Blacksburg, Va.
Lee Nixon scored 27 points to give Wofford its first-ever victory
over a Big East opponent as the Terriers defeated Virginia Tech, 79-77.
Wofford never trailed and built an 18-point lead before taking a 43-
26 margin into the locker room at the intermission.
The Hokies, carrying a three-game winning streak that included a
victory over Michigan, began the second half with an 8-0 run in just
1:08 to trim their deficit to 43-34.  However, the Terriers would
answer every run by Virginia Tech.
A Mike Lenzly 3-pointer extended the Wofford lead back to 13
points, 52-39, with 16:10 left.  Lenzly, playing on a sore ankle, had 16
points, seven rebounds, and seven assists in 38 minutes as the Terrier
backcourt was shorthanded with Justin Stephens sidelined.
The Hokies continued to chip away throughout the second half,
cutting Wofford’s edge to one at 58-57 on a Terry Taylor jumper with
8:34 remaining.  The Terriers immediately answered with a Tyler
Berg layup and Nixon trey to regain a six-point lead, before Virginia
Tech closed the gap again to just two points, 69-67, on a Carlos
Dixon 3-pointer with 4:30 to play.
A pair of Lenzly free throws put Wofford ahead 77-71 with 47
seconds remaining.  Virginia Tech’s Dimari Thompkins cut the lead
in half with a 3-pointer.  After a Nixon free throw stretched the margin
to four points, Taylor made it just one with a layup and free throw
with 16 seconds left.
Adrien Borders then helped preserve the game, drawing a charge
with seven seconds to play.  Nixon converted a free throw with .9
seconds remaining to provide the final margin.
The 27 points for Nixon equaled the second-best game of his career.
He went 5-of-7 from 3-point range and 7-of-13 overall.  Wofford was
13-of-23 (56.5 percent) behind the arc.
Berg tallied 15 points and seven boards.  Virginia Tech was led by
the 6-foot-8, 285-pound Taylor, who had a double-double of 21 points
and 10 rebounds.
The game was a successful homecoming for Wofford Head Coach
Mike Young, who grew up in Radford, Va., just outside of Blacksburg.
Game 5 -- Wofford 86, Virginia Intermont 56
December 7, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Lenzly moved closer to the 1,000-career points milestone as
he keyed Wofford’s 86-56 rout of Virginia Intermont.
Lenzly had his third 22-point game in the last four contests to move
his career total to 967 points.  One of four Terriers in double figures, he
added five rebounds and five assists with no turnovers in 34 minutes.
Starting forward Grant Sterley was taking the Law School Admis-
sion Test and didn’t arrive at the game until halftime.  He did grab six
rebounds in 10 second-half minutes.
The Terriers hit their first five shots, including three 3-pointers, to
take a 15-4 lead just 2:25 into the contest.
TFG 3FG FT
Virginia Intermont M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sanders* 3-8 0-0 2-3 4 0 8 0 2 0 1 2 6
Wise* 2-6 0-0 0-3 5 3 4 1 3 0 1 1 8
Green* 2-5 0-0 4-4 4 5 8 1 1 2 1 2 8
Kaufman* 4-7 1-1 2-2 1 1 1 1 3 6 1 1 3 3
Rogers* 2-6 1-3 2-2 3 2 7 4 4 0 0 2 7
Rippy 0-0 0-0 2-2 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3
Williams 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 5
Armstrong 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 4
Wright 2-4 1-3 1-2 3 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 4
Simon 4-10 0-1 2-4 7 4 1 0 1 3 1 1 3 0
Hansen 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TEAM 1
Totals 19-48 3-9 15-22 2 8 1 8 5 6 1 1 2 3 4 5 200
FG%:  39.6 (19-48)  3FG%:  33.3 (3-9)  FT%:  68.2 (15-22)  Dball Rebs:  4
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Tarr* 0-2 0-0 1-2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 8
Daniels* 5-8 0-1 0-0 3 4 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 8
Lenzly* 7-12 4-8 4-4 5 2 2 2 5 0 1 1 3 4
Borders* 1-7 1-5 3-4 2 2 6 3 3 0 1 2 7
Nixon* 5-10 3-5 0-0 3 1 1 3 7 3 1 1 3 3
Davis 0-1 0-1 0-0 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 7
Eaton 1-3 1-3 0-0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 6
Fields 2-5 0-1 0-0 3 1 4 2 1 0 0 1 2
Wilkerson 3-6 0-0 3-3 8 0 9 1 4 1 3 2 2
Berg 7-8 0-0 1-3 5 3 1 5 0 1 1 0 2 3
Sterley 1-2 1-1 0-2 6 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
TEAM 2
Totals 32-64 10-25 12-18 4 0 1 9 8 6 2 4 1 5 6 7 200
FG%:  50.0 (32-64)  3FG%:  40.0 (10-25)  FT%:  66.7 (12-18)  Dball Rebs:  2
Halftime:  WC 40, VI 32  Officials:  Jim Owens, Lee Klutz, Jerry Hill
Attendance:  786
Game 6 -- West Virginia 79, Wofford 69
December 14, 2002
Morgantown, W.Va.
In their bid for a second straight win over a Big East opponent, the
Terriers went down to the wire with West Virginia before dropping a
79-69 decision.
Wofford had three consecutive dunks in a 1:30 span, including a pair
of spectacular alley-oop slams by Lee Nixon, to close within 60-55
with 6:33 to play. However, the Mountaineers answered with a 9-0
run to build their margin back to 14 with 4:23 left.  Mike Lenzly then
had six points to key an 8-2 spurt that cut the Terrier deficit to 71-63
with 2:42 remaining.
Nixon topped the Terriers with 19 points while freshman center
Tyler Berg contributed 15 points and seven rebounds off-the-bench.
West Virginia, with a win over Florida earlier this season, shot 78.3
percent (18-of-23) in the second half and 63.3 for the game.  The
Mountaineers were 8-of-17 from 3-point range.
Wofford held a 33-21 rebounding edge, including 17-to-5 on the
offensive end.  However, the Terriers were just 3-of-16 behind the arc.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Nixon* 7-15 1-4 4-4 4 2 1 9 2 7 0 0 3 9
Sterley* 3-5 0-1 2-4 6 0 8 1 1 0 0 2 2
Daniels* 0-3 0-0 0-0 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 6
Lenzly* 4-9 1-4 1-1 4 5 1 0 3 5 0 2 3 5
Borders* 1-9 0-5 5-6 4 1 7 4 3 0 1 2 9
Davis 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Fields 2-4 1-2 1-1 3 2 6 1 0 0 1 1 6
Wilkerson 2-3 0-0 0-0 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 7
Berg 6-9 0-0 3-4 7 2 1 5 0 2 0 1 2 5
TEAM 1 1
Totals 25-57 3-16 16-20 3 3 1 4 6 9 1 2 2 0 0 7 200
FG%:  43.9 (25-57)  3FG%:  18.8 (3-16)  FT%:  80.0 (16-20)  Dball Rebs:  3
TFG 3FG FT
West Virginia M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Schifino* 7-13 0-0 2-2 3 2 1 6 1 2 0 2 2 0
Sally* 10-14 3-5 2-3 4 3 2 5 2 4 1 3 3 6
Pittsnogle* 4-4 1-1 2-2 5 3 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 4
Herber* 2-3 1-2 2-3 3 3 7 4 2 1 1 3 7
Durisseau-Collins* 0-2 0-2 1-3 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 2 5
Patella 1-2 1-2 0-0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 8
Price 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Briggs 4-5 0-0 0-0 2 3 8 1 3 3 1 1 6
Yeager 1-4 0-3 0-0 0 0 2 4 0 0 1 2 2
Beilein 2-2 2-2 0-0 1 4 6 1 2 0 0 1 0
Curran 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TEAM 3
Totals 31-49 8-17 9-13 2 1 1 9 7 9 1 8 1 7 7 1 2 200
FG%:  63.3 (31-49)  3FG%:  47.1 (8-17)  FT%:  69.2 (9-13)  Dball Rebs:  0
Halftime:  WV 29, WC 28  Officials:  John Hughes, Jim Luchansky, Earl Walton
Attendance:  3,927
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Wilkerson* 1-3 0-0 0-0 5 4 2 1 2 0 1 2 6
Daniels* 4-9 1-3 1-1 2 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 8
Lenzly* 4-10 3-8 0-0 6 2 1 1 3 5 0 2 3 1
Borders* 6-12 1-1 0-1 8 3 1 3 2 4 2 1 3 3
Nixon* 4-12 1-9 0-0 5 2 9 1 4 0 1 4 0
Tarr 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 7
Fields 4-8 0-1 0-0 1 1 8 0 3 0 2 1 7
Berg 2-6 0-0 2-4 4 2 6 0 0 0 1 1 8
TEAM 3
Totals 25-60 6-22 3-6 3 5 1 9 5 9 8 1 8 3 9 200
FG%:  41.7 (25-60)  3FG%:  27.3 (6-22)  FT%:  50.0 (3-6)  Dball Rebs:  2
TFG 3FG FT
South Carolina M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Powell* 6-15 0-3 4-6 2 2 1 6 2 2 1 1 3 4
Howell* 6-13 0-0 4-7 8 4 1 6 0 3 2 4 3 3
Petravicius* 4-7 0-0 0-0 4 0 8 0 1 0 0 1 7
Boynton* 0-2 0-0 0-0 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 0
Eidson* 3-10 0-0 2-5 1 2 0 8 3 1 0 2 3 1
Gerald 0-0 0-0 2-2 1 2 2 4 0 0 3 2 0
Warren 2-6 0-1 0-0 2 0 4 0 1 0 0 1 5
Morrison 3-5 0-1 0-0 1 0 6 0 0 0 1 1 2
Brown 4-9 1-2 1-2 8 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 1 8
TEAM 4
Totals 28-67 1-7 13-22 4 3 1 1 7 0 1 1 1 1 3 1 4 200
FG%:  41.8 (28-67)  3FG%:  14.3 (1-7)  FT%:  59.1 (13-22)  Dball Rebs:  6
Halftime:  USC 27, WC 24  Officials:  Mike Wood, Doug Sirmons, Tim Nestor
Attendance:  10,028
TFG 3FG FT
King M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Vucen* 7-12 3-4 2-2 6 1 1 9 2 2 0 1 3 0
Seaver* 8-13 0-0 1-1 5 3 1 7 2 3 1 1 2 7
Manahan* 2-4 2-4 0-0 1 2 6 1 1 0 0 2 2
Hutchins* 1-3 0-2 0-0 0 0 2 4 4 0 2 2 8
McCain* 1-5 0-2 0-0 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 7
Owens 0-2 0-1 0-0 3 0 0 2 3 0 1 1 0
Linkous 0-3 0-2 0-0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 8
Kring 0-2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 2 3 0 0 8
Place 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Ely 2-3 0-0 0-0 1 4 4 0 1 0 0 8
Bazovic 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 6
Bradshaw 0-2 0-2 0-0 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 3
TEAM 0 1
Totals 22-50 5-17 3-3 1 8 1 7 5 2 1 6 2 4 2 7 200
FG%:  44.0 (22-50)  3FG%:  29.4 (5-17)  FT%:  100.0 (3-3)  Dball Rebs:  0
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sterley* 3-5 1-1 2-4 1 2 9 1 1 0 1 1 6
Daniels* 3-4 0-0 2-2 2 1 8 0 1 1 1 1 8
Lenzly* 5-9 2-6 0-0 6 0 1 2 5 2 0 4 2 6
Borders* 3-5 1-2 0-0 0 0 7 2 1 0 1 1 9
Nixon* 5-8 2-3 0-0 4 0 1 2 4 0 1 0 2 6
Davis 1-3 0-2 0-0 2 2 2 2 4 0 0 1 3
Tarr 0-0 0-0 4-5 1 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 3
Eaton 2-3 1-2 0-0 1 0 5 2 2 0 0 1 5
Fields 4-6 0-1 2-2 3 1 1 0 4 1 0 2 2 1
Wilkerson 3-4 0-1 4-5 3 2 1 0 2 5 1 2 1 9
Berg 5-9 0-0 0-0 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
TEAM 2
Totals 34-56 7-18 14-18 3 4 1 2 8 9 2 2 1 7 3 1 2 200
FG%:  60.7 (34-56)  3FG%:  38.9 (7-18)  FT%:  77.8 (14-18)  Dball Rebs:  2
Halftime:  WC 44, KC 13  Officials:  Michael Drummond, Tim Nestor, Jerry Heater
Attendance:  779
Game 7 -- South Carolina 70, Wofford 59
December 16, 2002
Columbia, S.C.
Wofford built a six-point second-half lead before the University of
South Carolina rallied for a hardfought 70-59 victory before a crowd of
10,028 at the Carolina Center in Columbia and a regional television
audience.
Already without standout guard Justin Stephens, sidelined for the
season with a knee injury, Wofford also played without starting for-
ward Grant Sterley.  The senior was a last-minute scratch due to food
poisoning.  Freshman Howard Wilkerson made his first collegiate
start as the Terriers often had three freshmen on the court at the same
time.
Trailing 27-24 at the intermission, the Terriers opened the second
half with an 11-2 run, keyed by five points from Sam Daniels, to
take their largest lead of the night at 35-29 on an Adrien Borders
layup with 16:19 to play.  Borders topped Wofford with 13 points
and a career-high eight rebounds.  Daniels scored all 10 of his points in
the second half.
The Gamecocks scored the next 13 points to regain a 42-35 margin
with 12:54 remaining.  Lee Nixon then hit a 3-pointer and a running
jumper to cut the Terrier deficit to 42-40 with 12:18 to play.  Nixon
had nine points while playing all 40 minutes.
Wofford was still within five points, 50-45, after a Tyler Berg free-
throw with 8:35 remaining.
USC then scored the next 11 points to build a 16-point lead before
the Terriers again answered.  A 12-4 run, sparked by consecutive 3-
pointers by Mike Lenzly and capped by a Borders trey, pulled Wofford
within 65-57 with 2:08 to play.
"It’s a good thing we prepared for Wofford tonight because, if we
hadn’t, we would have lost the game," South Carolina Head Coach
Dave Odom said.  "Every team that Wofford has played similar to us,
they have taken it straight down to the end.
"Wofford is a very scrappy team and they are well coached.  The
Terrier fans have to be happy because (Head Coach) Mike Young has
them headed in the right direction."
Game 8 -- Wofford 89, King 52
December 21, 2002
Spartanburg, S.C.
Mike Lenzly scored 12 points to become the 34th player in Wofford
basketball history to reach 1,000 career points as the Terriers rolled to
an 89-52 win over King.
Lenzly reached 1,000 points exactly when he scored his final points
of the game on a 3-pointer from the corner with 8:15 to play.  All 11
Terrier players in uniform scored.
Wofford used a 36-7 run midway through the first half to break the
game open.  The Terriers shot a season-high 60.7 percent, including
73.9 (17-of-23) in the second half.
W  O  F  F  O  R  D      A  T      V  I  R  G  I  N  I  A
TFG 3FG FT
Wofford M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Lenzly* 5-13 2-6 2-7 3 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 3 6
Borders* 4-10 0-2 1-2 3 1 9 2 3 0 2 3 2
Nixon* 5-14 1-8 4-6 7 3 1 5 2 3 0 2 3 6
Daniels* 2-4 0-1 0-0 2 4 4 1 3 0 0 1 8
Sterley* 3-3 1-1 0-0 1 1 7 0 1 0 0 1 1
Tarr 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4
Eaton 1-1 1-1 0-0 0 0 3 1 1 0 1 5
Fields 2-4 0-1 0-0 4 0 4 1 0 0 0 1 1
Wilkerson 1-3 0-0 1-1 6 2 3 4 1 0 1 2 4
Berg 3-8 0-1 4-5 3 3 1 0 0 2 1 2 2 3
TEAM 3
Totals 26-61 5-22 14-23 3 2 1 7 7 1 1 2 1 8 1 8 200
FG%:  42.6 (26-61)  3FG%:  22.7 (5-22)  FT%:  60.9 (14-23)  Dball Rebs:  6
TFG 3FG FT
NC State M-A M-A M-A Reb F Pts. A T B S M
Sherrill* 3-8 1-4 0-0 7 2 7 5 0 0 0 3 5
Hodge* 9-17 2-5 6-7 1 1 2 2 6 4 1 1 1 3 7
Crawford* 9-11 1-2 3-3 2 3 2 2 6 3 0 4 3 0
Powell* 1-5 0-1 7-8 5 4 9 0 3 4 1 2 1
Melvin* 3-10 0-3 5-5 6 1 1 1 0 3 1 1 2 8
Mejia 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3
Bennerman 0-3 0-2 0-0 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 2
Watkins 3-6 2-3 1-2 2 5 9 2 0 0 1 2 0
Roach 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
Collins 1-2 0-1 0-0 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 1 1
TEAM 2
Totals 29-62 6-21 22-25 3 8 2 0 8 6 2 0 1 7 7 9 200
FG%:  46.8 (29-62)  3FG%:  28.6 (6-21)  FT%:  88.0 (22-25)  Dball Rebs:  4
Halftime:  NCSU 38, WC 24  Officials:  Mike Wood, Terry Nobles, Roger Ayers
Attendance:  10,780
Game 9 -- No. 24 NC State 86, Wofford 71
December 29, 2002
Raleigh, N.C.
Julius Hodge had 26 points and 11 rebounds to lead No. 24 NC
State to an 86-71 victory over Wofford before a crowd of 10,780 in
Raleigh and a regional television audience.
Lee Nixon and Mike Lenzly topped the Terriers with 15 and 14
points, respectively.  Nixon added a team-best seven rebounds which
also equaled a career-high for the senior guard.  Freshman center Tyler
Berg contributed 10 points off-the-bench.
A Nixon free-throw with 8:35 to play in the first half pulled Wofford
within 20-15.  However, Hodge then keyed a 13-2 NC State run which
helped the Wolfpack to their 14-point margin at the intermission.
The Terriers shot just 37.0 percent, including missing all eight 3-
point attempts, in falling behind 38-24 at the half.  Wofford made 47.1
percent of its field-goal attempts in the second half in being outscored
just 48-47.
N.C. State was 22-of-25 (88.0 percent) at the free-throw line while
Wofford was just 14-of-23 (60.9 percent).  The Terriers came into the
game shooting 73.9 for the season at the charity stripe.
Clifford Crawford added 22 points for NC State, who entered the
game having outscored its opponents by an average of 21.5 points.
